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Preface

The PLATO IV computer -based education system was developed in the
Computer-based Education Research Laboratory (CERL) of the University of
PLATO IV is'the result of fifteen years of research
Illinois, Urbana.
and development effort led by Donald Bitzer, director of CERL.
Thy system°
presently links nine hundred'graphioal-display terminals to a large computer
in Urbana.
Some of these terminals are located as far away as San Diego,
Toronto,,and Washington, D.C. Students are tutored individually at terminals
by interacting with PLATO lesson materials created by teachers.
There are
over two thousand hours of PLATO lessons available at all terminals.
These
lessons span a wide range of subject areas and are used by studentsin eleentary schools, community colleges, military training bases, universities,
and Cemniercial trai ing programs. Authors of lesson materials are teachers
who toe the TUTOR
nguage to tell PLATO how to interact with students on
an individual ba is. This book explains the TUTOR language in detail and is
intended to help authors write quality lesson materials.
In 1967,1)aul Tenczar, then a graduate student in zoology, concluded
that existing methods of creating computer-based lesson materia] on the earlier PLATO III systemwere unnecessarily difficiat. As a result he originated
the TUTOR language. There followed a rapid. increase in the number of authors
This
and in the number and sophistication of the lessons they wrote.
active author community in turn spUrred the continual development and refinement of .TUTOR by requesting additional needed features. In 1970 CERL began
implementing the PLATO IV system, which afforded a rare opportunity to take
stock of the evolution of TUTOR up to that point and make a fresh start.,'
Many useful simplifications were made, and many important featureS were
added.
The growth of PLATO IV into a continental network brought together
an ever-wider spectrum of authors through the rich interpersonal communications
facilities available on PLATO, and the suggestions and criticisms from these
authors contributed to the present form of the TUTOR language. Also of
great importance has been the large number of students who have used PLATO
jessons and lose experiences have influenced the development of TUTOR to
meet their needs.
The TUTOR language; escribed in this book is, therefore,
based on heavy use-testing.

In the earliest phase Paul Tenczar and Richard Blomme were mainly responsible for TUTOR development.
Since then, many people have been involved,
some as full-time CERL staff members and some as high-school, undergraduate,
or graduate_ students.
It is impossible to acknowledge.adequately the various
contributions, and difficult even to list all those who have played a major
role, but an attempt should be made. Paul Tenczar is head of TUTOR developFull-time people have included David Andersen, Richard Biome,
ment.
John Carstedt (CDC), Ruth Chabay, Christopher Fugitt, Don Lee, Robert Rader,
Bruce Sherwood, and Michael Walker.
1/

They havebeen assisted by,James4arry, Masako Secrest, and Donald Shirer,
and by Doug Atrown, David Frankel, Steven Freyder, Sherwin Goo'h, David Kopf,
Kim Mast, Phil Mast; Marshall Midden, Louis Steinberg, Larry White, and
,
David Woolley.
All of these people have been involved mainly with "software", the
programming of the PLATO computer in such a way as tb'permit authors and
students to write and use computer-based lessons. Of equal importance to
46 technical success of PLATO are the ERL engineers, scientists, and
technicians who invented, designed, and imp74amented the unique terminals
and telecommunications devices ("`hardware") w hich form the PLATO educationalMdmy attractivevfeaturep of the TUTOR language are closely related
network.
to the unusual characteristics of these devices. CERL personnel who have
been heavily involved in hardware development Incldde Donald Bitter,
Jack Stifle, Fred Ebeling, Michael Johnsod, Roger Johnson, Frank Propst,
Dominic,8kaperdas,. Gene Slettow; and Paul Tucker.
,

The PLATO computer is a Control Data 'Corporation_Cyber computer, whose
Extende Core Storage provides the high-epeed SWapping memory essential to
mentation of PLATO and4TUTOR.
the im
hT e latter part of chapter z is adapted from a PLATO III document,
Mb. TUT4 panual", by R.A. Avner and P. T4ezar.

I thank Elaine Avner for editorial assstance, Sheila Knisley for
typing, and Stanley Smith for photographic wIprk. I appreciate the encouragemenl William Golden gave me to finish the task.
p
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Introduction
Q

This book describes in detail the TUTOR languagetehich is used by
teachers to create lesson-materials on the PLATO IV calputer7baped education
system. Teachers use the-TUTOR language to express to the PLATO computer
how PLATO should interact with individUfil students., Students and te4Cherd
interact with PLATO through terminals each of which includes a plasmaLpanel
display screen and a typewriter keyboard.,- an shown., Using TUTOR, an author
of a computer -bated lesson can tell PLATO howtot,display text, line drawings,
and animations on the student's screen. The author can askci,LATO to calculate
for the student, to offer the student various sequencing options, and to
analyze student respOnneo.
It is hoped that you have already stu ied the textbook "Introduction to
TUTOR" by J. Ghesquiere, C. Davin, and C. Thompson, and the associated PLATO
lessons. Those material's are designed to teach you not only baoic aspects
'
of TUTOR but also how to create and test your own lennono on the PLATO system.
The present book, "The TUTOR LangUage", does not attempt to describe the latter
aspects, ouch .as how to insert or delete parts of your lesson and how to-try.
out your nOw lesson. It does cover all anpectU of,the TUTOR language: that'
in, what otatements to give PLATO but not how to type theop,stataments into
a,permanent PLATO lesson spce. From studying thin.book yoU could, in principle.;
write dam on Paper a lOsson exprened in the TUTOR language, but when you go
to a PLATO terminal to type in your new leopon, you may not know what buttons
to pooh to'get otarted'. Also, thin book dincunses TUTOR in morekdetail than
does "Introduction to TUTOR", which makes "The TUTOR Language" leas appropriate
for your initial otudy.
It in also hoped that an you otudy this book you will try things out at
a PLATO terminal. TUTOR in designed for interactive use, in which an author
writes a short segment of a leosbn, trieo'it, and-revised it on the basio'of
the trial. -Normally the swuence write, try, revise, and try again taken only
a few minutes at a PLATO 'terminal. 'It is far better to create a lesson this
way than to write out a complete lesson on Raper only to find upon tenting
that the overall ntructuro in inappropx'iate.
It in also helpful to try the sample lesson fragmentb discuosed in this
It is literally impoonible to deperibe fully-in thin book how the
book.
examples would appear on a PLATO terminal. The PLATOmedium is far richer
than the book medium. One striking example is the PLATO facility for making
animations such an a car driving acEoss the screen. As another example, you
must experience it directly to'appreciate how easy it is at a PLATO terminal
to draw a picture on the screen (by moving a cursor and marking points), then.
let PLATO automatically create the corresponding TUTOR language statements
which would produce that picture. j P ATO actually writes a lesson segment for
your

)

.
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This book is.written in aninformal.style. Sometimes, when the context
is appropriate, topics are introduced in alalfferentchapter than would be
required by strict adherence to a formal classification, scheme. In these
cases the feature is at least mentioned0in the other chapter, and the index
at the end of the book provides an extensive cross-linkage. The order of
presentation, emphasis, examples, and counter-examples are all based on
extensive experience with the kinds of questions working authors tend to
ask aboutTUTOR. In the past no detailed documdnt Of this kind wap available,
which led to various kinds of confusion in the minds of many authors.
It
is hop
that this book will prevent much confusion from getting started,
by answering many questions before they are asked.

4

If you are a fairly new TUTOR author, read this book lightly to get
acquainted with the many features TUTOR offers. Plan to return to the book
from time to time as your. own authoring activities lead you to seek detailed
information and suggestions. Your initiarlight reading should help-orient
you to finding appropriate sections forrlater intensive-study. After you
feel you know TUTOR inside and out,' read this book carefully one last time,
looking particularly for links among diverse aspects of the language, This
lactreading.,411 mean much' more to youothan the firctl
41.

If you are already an experienced TUTOR author, read this book-carefully
with two goalp in mind;
to spot features unused in your past work but of
'potential 1301'16 it, and to acquire a more detailed understanding of the
structural as cto of the language, with`particular emphasis on judging.

The remainder of this introductory chapter contains some interesting
examples of existing PLATO lessons, a description of the PLATO keyboard
including the use of the special function keys,and a review of the most
basic aspects of TUTOR.

Sample PLATOlessons
On the following pages are given several examples of interesting PLATO
All were written in the TUTOR language. They have been chosen to
give you some idea of the broad range of possibilities made possible through
TUTOR.
Each example is ,illustrated with a photograph of the student's
screen at a signifioant
representative point in the lesson.
lessons.

The PLATO terminal's display screen consists of a Iplabma display''paner!
which contains 512 horizontal wires and 512 vertical wires mounted on two
flat plates of glass betwern which is neon gas. Any or all of the quartermillion (512x512) intersections of the horizontal and vertical wires-can be
made to glow as a small orange dot. (The word "plasma'' is the scielctific name
for an ionized gas; the orange glow is emitted by ionized neon gas.) As can
be peon in the sample photographs, the PLATO terminal can draw lines and
circles on the plasma panel as well as display text using various alphabets.
Both drawings aria text actually are made up of many dots. TUTOR has many
display features for writing or erasing text,and drawings on the plasma panel..
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Game of mathematical strategy
in which two grade-school
'children compete in constructing
advantageous mathematical
expressions from random numbers

Dialog in whi h a chemistry
student attenpts to identify
an unknown compound by
asking experimental questions.
(Stanley Smith)

appearing on the spilliers.
(Bonnie Anderson)
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Russian sentencsrdrill. The
markings under the student's
translation of the second
sentence indicate incorrect
words and misspellings.

Tutorial on vectors in which
the student walks a boy and
girl around. the screen and
measures their vector displacements.
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(Bruce Sherwood)

(Constance Cuttin)

:These are actual photographs of the plasma panel. The display
shows orange text and di-awingo on a black background, biit,the
pictures are shown here as black'on white for ease of k6producticon.
The plasma panel size ,J.s'22 cm. squ are (8.5 in. square).-
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Graphical illustration of the biochemical Steps involved
in protein syntkesio., The student introduces appropriate
DNA, RNA, etc., into an initially empty cell, then watches
the synthesis proceed. Here.the synthesis breaks down
for lack of a crucial part.
(PayYr Tenczar)
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Using graphics to teach
Esperanto without using
.English.
Here the stars

have bpeacircled to
empharlize to the student
his mistake in' counting.
(Juditp Sherwood)
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The PLATO keyboard

.

Every;PLATO terminal has,a keyboard like the one pictured above. he
keyboard has a number Of 'special features which are closely related to certain
aspects of the TUTOR language, such 'as the HELP key which lets students
access optional sections of a lessOn,written4n TOTOR..

The central white keys include letters,. thenumberejlthrough 9 along
Note that the numbeit-0 and 1 are
different from the letters oand 1. The Zero has a sldsh through it to
listingui 4. it unmistakeably from the letter o. Except for these distinctions,
the white.Teys are the Serm'as the keys on a standard typewriter. Capital
letters are typed by pressing either of the SHIFT keys while,-striking a Tetter
key. .-Sothe keys shp
tyo different characters, such as the keyS in the upper
row: depressing' HI FT key while striking a "4" produces a "$".
the top 'row, and punctuation MArks.

Eight of the letter. keys (d,*e4.,w, q, a, z,"'')c, and c all cluStered-aroUnd:

the s key) have arrows Marked On ihem pointing in the eight compass directions.
Typing "e" with a SHIPT kep depressed normally produces a capital "E "a on the
screen, not a northeast arrow. The directional arrows are shown7because'these
keys are sometimes used to control the motion of a cutsor"or pointer on the
.screen:, In this context the studerit presses an un-shifted "e't-and'the lesson
interprets this, ad a command to move a cursor northeast on the screen, rather
than a command to display an "0" on the screen.. Such redefinitions ofwhat
a key should do in a particular context provide enormous flexibility. Another
interesting e
ple is the use of the keyboard to. type Russian text in the
Cyrillic alphabet.

0

I - 4

Spaces (blank characters) are produced by striking the long "space
bar" at the bottom of the keyboard. -Holding down a shift key while- hitting
the space bar.produces a backspace. An example of its use'is in underlining.
=The underlined word "Cat". is produced by typing c, a, t, backspace, backspace;
backspace, underline, underline, underline (underline is shift-6, not to be
confused with the minus sign or dash). Typing T, backspace, H will super-,
imp9se the two letters: S. Backspace is used for superimposing characters,
whe4bas'ihe ERASE key (just to the right of the letter p) is used to correct
typing errors.
A few black'keys at the left of the keyboard are mainly associated with
.mathematical operations: plus, minus (also used'as a dash), times;and divide.
(4- is equivalent to the slash /). *The 4'F. is used in TUTOR calculations,to
assign values to variables. The TAB key is most often used by authors -,
'writing lessons, rather than by students studying lessons. Its function is
pressing TAB
similar tcl; the tabulate function on standard typewriters:
once is equivalent to hitting the-spa6e bar as many times as is necessary
to reach-a preset Column on the screen. Shift -TAB, called CR for "carriages
return" in analogy with-a typewriter, moves typing down ohe line and to the
Shift-pluS produces,a E which means summation in mathematical
left margin.
notation) and shift-minus prodofes a A (which means difference in mathematicalnotation.)

0

,

e'

. The black keys at the right of the keyboard are called "function" keys
because they carry out various functions rather than. displaying a character
on the screen. By far the most important function key is NEXT. The cardinal
rule for studying PLATO lessons is "When in doubt, press NIX ."- Pressing
NEXT Causes the next logical thing to happen, such as Koceeding on to a
new display, asking for a response to be\judged, erasing an entire incorrect
response, etc. iThe sectend.most important function key is ERASE, which is
used to correct typing errors. Each press of ERASE erases one*character
from the screen. Pressing shift -ERASE (abbreviated' as ERASE1) erases an
entire word rather than a single character. Note the difference from the
backspace (shift-space) which does not erase and is used for superimposing

cArecters.
The EDIT key is also used for correcting typing. Suppos you have.
You
typed "the quik brown fox" when you notice themissing "c" in "quik".
could press ERASE1 twice to erase "fox" and "brown", useERASEto get rid
,

The EDIT hey" makes skich retyping
Instead of hitting ERASE11, you press EDIT which makes the enunnecessary.
tire sentence disappear. Press EDIT again, and the entire first word "the"
appears. Press EDIT again'and you see, "the quik" on the screen. Use
ERASE to correct this to "the quick". No hit EDIT twice to bring in the
The final result is the quick brown fox". EChis
words "brown" and'"fox".
takes longer to describe here in words, bu pressing the EDIT key a few times.
is much easier and faster than doing all the retyping that would otherwise
be necessary. The EDIT1 key (shilt-EDIT) brings back the entire remaining
portion of a sentence. For example,-after inserting the "c" to make "the
quick", you could hit E6IT1 once to bring back "brown fox". You should type
some sentences at a PLATO terminal and study the effects produced by EDIT
and EDIT1.
of the "k", then retype "ck brown fox " -.

-.
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A closely-related key is COPY. COPY and COPY1 are used mainly by
authors. While EDIT-and EDIT1 cycle through words you hAxe just typed,
COPY and COPY1 bring 4 words from a pre-defined ",copy" sentence. These

keys are used heavily whenchanging or inserting portions of a lesson.
The display "alb" can to made 11V hitting a, then-SUPER, then 2, then b.
SUPER make6 a non-locking movement higher on the screen for typing super-.
scripts. Notice that SUPER is struck and released, not held down while
Striking shift-SUPER makes a locking movement;
typing the superscript.
,,so that the sequence a, shift-SURER, 2, b will produce/ b. A,siMilar key
is SUB: H2O is made by typing H, SIT, 2, O. A locking subscript resultg"
from shift -SUB, which is also what is used to get down from a locking
Similarly, shift-SUPER will move up from a locking subscript.
superscript.
There sire 34 additional characters not shown on the keyboard which are
accessible with the MICRO key. For example, striking arid releasing the
MICRO4py followed by hitting "p" produces a n. The sequence MICRO-a pro
Typing e, MICRO, q produces b, whereas typing E, MICRO, q
ducesAn Ec.
Note the "auto- backspacing" which ncitanly backspaces to
produces E.
superimpose the accent mark but'also piabes the accent mark higher on a;
Capital letter. Six,MICRO options involve autobackspacing:- '(q)-(e),
-(u), "(x), -(n), end ,(c). The last accent mark (MICRO-0) is used for
creating cedillas (g and Vend does not-involve a different height for
Itfis easy to femember these keys beceUse of natural associations.
capitals.
accent marks are on the q and e keys which have the Nand T
The ' and
The
usually
appear
on
au
(German
ii)'.
The
umlaut
&#ows marked on them.
usually appearson an n (Spanish ri).
circumflex"-is on they key. The tilde
p, a, and w. are produced by typing
The Greek letters a, a, 6, 8, A, p,
Here is a completeolist:
MICRO followed by .4!, b, d, t, 1, M, p, r, s, or w.

key

MICRO-key

MICRO-key

kejr

0

( "embed" symbols)

'1

a

a (alp a)

b

a (bet ;)

d
t

6

( ta)

8

(theta)

1

A

m

P

r

w
q
e
c

n
x

[
.

lambda)
(

(pi.)

p

(rho)

- a (sigma)
w (omega)
'
'

J

"

$

)

it

(less than or equal)
(gireater than or equal)

< .(shift-k
(shift-1)
(shift-2)

(braces)

(shift -3)

1

(shift-4)
5,

# (pound sign)
@ (each)

6
)

(arrow)
(not equal)
(identity)

(shift-.)

(approximate)
(degree sign)
(vertical line)

(grave)
(acute)
(cedilla)
(umlaut)
(tilde)

0

W
A

+ (north)

(circumflex)

X

+,(south)
T (special)

I

D

°

(east)

'

(west)

&(ampersand)
\ (backwards slash)
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These are the standatd MICRO definitions. 'You can change these by setting
up your own micro table. This is discussed in chapter VIII.

The standard charaqer set includes all the characters we have seen so
far, including the Greek letters and other,characters accessible through the
MICRO key. The shifted MICRO key, called FONT, lets y6u shift from this
standard set'of characters to another set of up to 126 special characters
which.you can design. These special characters might be the Cyrillic,
Arabic, or Hebrew alphabet, or they cella be pieces of pigtures, such as the
,
and }1;1 which form a car when displayed side by
characters
Unlike MICRO which only affects the next keypress, FONT
side: tiEs1.;p.
1 dks you in the alternate ."font" pr character-set. You press FONT again,
The'creation of. new character sets is
return to the standard, font.
described in chapter VIII.
,

If the author activates it, the ANS key cam be used by the student to
get the correct answer to a question. This is dA.scussed in chapter VII.
The shifted ANS key, TERM, when pressed causes the question "what termn to
appear at the boptom of the screen. At this point you can type any of
various keywordSto,mowe,to a different,part;edthe lesson. The use of
fiERkis disdussed in chapter V.
If you set up an optional help [sequence-k\the,student can press the
He can prest BAOK (or BACK1) to go bak
HELP key to enter this Sequence.
to where he was when he requested help, or he wilol be brought back:to the
You could also specify
original point upon completion of the help sequence.
The
a different help sequence accessible by pressing HELP1 (shift-HELP).
six keypresses HELP, ,HELP1, LAB, LA41, DATA, and DATA1 can, if activated by
the author, allow the student a chdice of six different help sequences.
You can also activate NEXT', lWXT1p BACK and BACK1, but these simply let
the student move around in the lesson-without remembering and returning to
Ineother Igor , these four keys do not initiate "help"
the original place.
Usually
BACK
is resery d for review sequences or similar situations
sequences.
where you wa
to back up.

The STOP key throws away output destined for the terminal. A useful
examplq.is_the.case of skimming through pages of text in an on-line catalog
If you decide you want to skip immediately to the
or collection of notes.
next page, you might press STOP so as not to wait the several seconds
required to finish plotting the present page.
You press STOP1 to
The STOP1 or shift-STOP key plays a crucial role.
When a student is ready to leave the terleave a lesson you are studying.
Apal he presses STOP1, which performs a "sign-out" function:, Among other
things, the sign-out procedure brings his permanent status record up to date
so.that days later he can sign-in and resume in the same lesson where he left
off. ,When an author presses STOP1 to leave hts lesson that he is testin#,
he is taken back to a point in the PLATO system where he can make changes in
his lesson before trying it again.
.

4

The key next to HELP with the square (U) on it does not yet halye,,a
specific function. The shifted square key is presently used as the.ACCESS
key, as described in. chapter VIII.
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Basic aspects of TUTOR

#

.

In their simplest form, lessons administe ed by 'the PLATO interactive
educational system consist of a repeating sequ- ce: a display on the
student's screen followed by the student's resp nse to thii display.
The
display information may consist of sentences, 1 ne drawings, graphs, animations
(moving displays) -AnearlY anything of a pictor al nature - and in any combination. The student responds to this displb y pressing a single key
(e.g.,'the HELP or NEXT key) or by typing a word sentence, or mathematical
expression, or even by making a geometrical cons ruction. Lesson authors
provide enough details about the possible studen responses so that PLATO
can maintain a dialOg with student. The sequencr. of a display. followed
by a response'is the basic building block of a 1 sson and is called a "unit"
in the TUTOR language. This "display-response" erminology is convenient
but. is riot intended to imply that the student is in a subServient position..
Often what we will conventionally, call the stude t "response" is a question
or a command to PLATO to fespond with a display f Some kind.
.

An author constructs a lesson by writing ,o+ "unit" at a time. For
each unit, the author uses the TUTOR.language toispecify (1) the display.
that will appear on) the student's screen, (2) hdw PLATO is.to handle
student responses to this display, and (3) how he current unit connects to
other .units.

A statement written in the TUTOR language a pears as follows:
v

write

HoW are you today?

command

tag

1
,

The/first part of the st4tement (-write-) is call d the command, while the
remainder (HOw are you today?) is called the .tag. /Command names mnemonically.
represent PLATO functions. Following is an entir unit written in TUTOR:
The figure shows what's student would see 'on his sc een while working on the
unit.

/

unit

geometry

at
write

What is this figure?

draw
arrow
answer
write
wrong
write

1812

510:151 0;1540:510
2015
<it,is,ai, (right,rt) triangle
Exactly tight!
<it,is,aa. square

Count thesidesi

As one can infer, tags individualize commands for the particular function
desired. We will discuss each statement of th-is unit in detail.

17
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q
' unit.

geometry.

The -unit- statement initiAtes each unit.' The tag (geometry) will
become Useful later when units are connected together tp form a lesson.
Each uthit must have a naie. ,,No two units In a. lesson-4y have the same
name.

at

1812

v

b

The.-at- statement specifies at what Stsition on the screen -a display
will occur. The tag "1812" means that we will display something on the
18th line in the 12th character position. The top line of the screen
is line
and the bottom line is line 32. Jere are 64 character.pcisitions
'going frdm 01 at the left-edge of the screed::a i64,at the right. 'Thus;
101 refers to line 1, character position 01; ffeApper left corner of the
screen), While 3264 refers to line 32, character position 64 (the lower
Note that "0" means the number zero, as
right corner of. the screen).
distinct from the letter "0".
1.

.....

14 charadter'poulttons

I 20 24 7S 32

write

311,

41 44 40

What is this figure?

The -write- statement causes the text contained in the tag to be
displayed on the student's screen. The writing starts at line 18, character
position 12, as specified by the preceding -at- statement.
.

draw

510;1510;1540;510

The -draw- statement specifies a straight-line figure to be displayed
on the screen.
Ire this particular case a series of straight lines will be
drawn starting at location 510 (line 5, character:position TO), going ver'tically downward to location 1510, then to the right to locatibn 1540, and
finally back to the starting point, 510. This produces A sight triangle on
the student's screen.

4
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arrow

2015

Thy -arrow- statement acts as a.boundary-line that separates preceding
display statements from following response-handling statements. Thus, what
precede the -arrow- command produces the screen display which'remains visible
while
e student works on the question. --Statements after the -arrow- command
are us d in handling student responses to the display. In addition, the
-arrow statement notifies TUTOR that a student response is required at this
point in the lesson. The tag of the -arrow- statement locates.the student
response on the screen. An arrowhead is shown on the screen at this place °
to indicate td the student that a response is desired and to tell hit where
the-response will appear:
In this case the arrowhead will appear on line
20, character position 15. The student's typing will start at 2017, leaving
a space between the arrowhead and his first letter.
1

answer

<if,is,a> (right,rt) triangle

wrong

<it,is,a> square

The -answer- and -wrong- statements are used to evaluate the student's
response. The special brackets c_and> enclose optional words, wjaile the
parentheseV enclose important words which are to be considered synonyms.
Thus any of the following student responses would match the - answer- 'statement:
"a right triangle", "it is a rttriangle", "rttriangle", etc.
' If the response matches the tag of the -answer- statement, TUTOR writes
"ok" after the student's response. 'For a matchito a -wrong statement; "no"
is written. An:"ok" judgment allows the student to proceed to the next
unit, whereas a "no" judgment requires the student to erase and try again.
Any response not foreseen by - answer- or--wrong- statements is judged "rte ".

Having matched the student's response, TUTOR proceeds to execute any
display statements following the matched -answer- or -wrong- statement.
Thus, s.tudent.responses of "a'right triangle" and "square" will trigger
appropriate replies. In the absence of specific -at- statements, TUTOR
will display these replies three lines below-the student's response on the
screen.
Here is what happens if the student responds with
lovely tringle,
right?":

a Rug tringle, light?
TUTOR automatically marks up the student's response to give detailed jnformation on what is wrong with the response. The word "lovely" does not
belong here and is marked with XXXXXX, the word_"tringle" is misspelled
and is underlined, and the word "right" is out of order, as is indicated
by the small arrow.
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Statements can be added to the current example unit which will greatly
Consider the following:
improve it.
unit
at
write
draw
arrow

geometry

0

1812

'What is this figure?
510;1510;1540;510
2015
tximpshift

answer
write
answer
write
wrong
at
write

<it,is,a> (right,rt) triangle
Exactly rpht!
<it,is,a> (three,3) sided (right,rt) polygon

draw
wrong
write

1410;1412;15-12

Yes, or a right triangle.
<it,is,a> triangle

I

1605

Please be more specific.
It has a special angle.
<it,is,a> square
Count the sides!

C.

i

.Is

ION s PAO h....
I 1.16.11* .11

As you can see, any number of '-answer- and -wrong= statements can be added
to. the response-handling section of the unit. Time and effort spent by an
author in providing for student responses other than thecommon answer can
greatly increase the ability to carry on apersonal dialog with each student.
The figureshows what the dtudent will see if he responds with "a triangle".

It is used to give optional
The -spdes- gtatgment is injoduced here.
specification; on how the student's response is to be handled. In this
case the tag, "bumpshift", specifies that any capitalization in the Student's
response is to be thrown away. As far as the fq11owing -answer- and '17wrong7
commandb are concerned, it is as though all the student's capital letters
tThe student's response displayed on
were replaced by lower-case letters.
Without this specification, TUTOR would consider
the screen is not changed.)
"Right Triangle" to be misspelled. There are many convenient options availokextra,noorder" specifies
able in a -specs- statement. For example, "specs
that extra words not mentioned explicitly in following -answer- and -wrongstatements are all right, and that the student's word order need not be
the name ao the word order of the - answer* and -wrong- statements to achieve
a Match. Such options can be used to broaden greatly the range of responses
which can be handled properly.

Lessons could be written usinCOnly the commands already discussed.
ExplWnatory units could be written using only display commands. Tutorial
units could be interspersed to topt a student's understanding of the lesson
However,
Thus a singl linear chain of units could form a lesson.
material.
OR
commands
opens
up
a
wealth
of
"branching"
or
mastery of a few more
Branching,
the
technique
of
allowing
alternate
sequencing posoibilitie

/

paths through a lesson, is
e of the keys to personal dialog with each
student. The example unit
l, therefore, be expanded to include -next-,
-nextnow-, -back-, and -help commands:

23-7

geometry
moregeom°

nit
next
help
t back

thelp1
intro
1812

a4 t

write
draw
arrow
specs
answer
write
wrong

.

.

A

t4flat is this

510;1510;154
2015
bumpshift
<it,is,a> (r

igure?
510

t,rt) triang16

gxaaly'righ 1
<it,is,a> tri

at

1605

write

Please be mor

draw
wrong

'

gle

,

specific...

It has a special arigle.
1410;1412;1512

6

<it,is,a> square

,--=,nextnow treview
..5

Tho tag of the -next- statement following the -unit- command gives the name
of the next'unit the student will see upon the successful completion of
unit "geometry".
The -next- statement is necessary because in a highlybranching lesson sequence the next unit,for a student may not be the unit
following in the lesson. , For example, a diagram of the lessort flow involving
unit "geometry" might be:

Partial Diagram of Lesson
C,7

{unit

intro

BACK

(unit

NEXT

unit

geoMetry

unit

thel 1

unit

thel 2

unit

thel 3

end

unit

A

0
Optional Branches

1
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In moving from one unit to 'another the screen nortnallysis automatically
following unit.
erased to make room for the displays produced by tI

The -help- statement refers to a help unit which the student may reach
through use df the HELP key. Help units are cdnstructed in the same manner
as unit "geometry". HowOver; he last (or only) unit in a*help sequence'
is terminated by an -end- command. Upoll completing the last help unit, the
student is returned to the'"base:" unit, the unit from which he branched (in
The btudelit need not complete the entire help
this case unit "geometry"f.
unit from
He they press BACK or Alt-BACK to return to the
sequence.
buld'appear
ry"
any point in the help sequence. Help Units for unit "geom
as follows:
.

* These units are help.A.10its for "geometry".
the 1
182E
at
The igure has three sides.
write

"unit

draw

510; 510;154i45114.

*

unit
at
write
draw

thelp2
1828
It a l

so

has three angis.

510;151 0;150;510

*

0

unit
at
write
draw

thelp3
1828
Note the right angle.
510;1510;1540:510

/j .end.

'

gins with an asterisk (*) has no effect on the operation
Any statement which
of the lesson and ma be used anywhere to insert comments to describe the
A comment statement between units imprOveo read,bility by guiding the
units.
eye to the unit subdi isions of the lesson.

The -back- statem nt permits the student to move to a different unit
Because of its name, it is customary to associate
by pressing the BACK key.
If a student is in a non-help unit
0 review sequence with the BACK key.
In a'
that does not cor&ain a -back- statement, the BACK key does nothing.
help-sequence unit that has no -back- statement, the BACK key returns the
student to the original base unit.

el
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If the student calls the figure "a square", he will see this response
judged "no" and
the reply "Count the sides!" The - nextnow- statement
is used to force
student through additional material. It locks the keygoard so that only the NEXT key has any effect.
I
particular, the student,
cannot erase his response. When he presses NEXT, he will be sent to unit
"treview ".
Upon completion of one or More units'of review about triangles,
the author might return thestudent to unit "geometry". Thus, this student's
lesson flow might consist of:
1)

a discussion of geometric figures;

2)

a question about a right triangle;

3)

an error causing -nextriow- to lock the keyboard;

4)

further study of triangles;

5)

finally, a return to the right triangle.

0

a

Consider now the problem of using unit "geometry" for a second student
response. Additional ,display information is needed to ask the student a
second question and another -arrow- command is needed plus a second set of
response-handling statements. The unit could appear as follows:
unit
next
back
help
at
write
draw
arrow

geometry
moregeom
intro
thelp1

1812

What is this figuq?
510;1510;1540;510
2015

Response-handling statements
for first arrow.

at

2512

write

How many degrees in
a right angle?
angles
2815

help
arrow

r

Responde-handling statements
for second arrow

The -endarrow- command delimits the response-handling statements associated
with the first -arrow-. Only when the first -arrow- is satisfied by an "ok"
judgment will TUTOR proceed past the -endarrow- command to present the second
question. The statement "help
angles" overrides the earlier statement
"help
thelp1".. If the student presses the HELP key while working on the
second -9-arrow- he will reach unit "angles" rather than unit "thelp1",

;.*

Q
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The second question 'could have been given in a separate unit 'rather
than following an -endarrow- command. The major difference is that the
entire screen is normally erased in proceeding.to a new unit, whereas here
the second question was merely added to the existing screen display.
Even if there is'only one -arrow- command'in- a unit, -endarrow- can be
useful, for it can be followed by diSplaY or ,other statements to be perforMed only after the.-arrow- is satisfied. Thia is particularly conkrenient,
if there are several - answer- commands corresponding to several different
classes of acceptable responses.

Fourteen TUTOR commands have been illustrated in thiS chapter. This
repertoire is adequateo begin lesson Oriting; and if you have access to
a PLATO terminal, it would bp useful at this point to. try out the ideas
discussed so far.
`

.

,
0

r
f

4/

A

24
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More on Creating Displays
,

'Particular attention should be paid to the question Of how to displv
:
text and lineAlrawings to the student. Good or poor displays of material
in a lestOn can make the. difference between asUccessful or unsuccessfulImaginative use of graphicA including animations 4NYving'disPaY0,
lessons
to him
will capture the attention of the student and transmit your message
,,
how
to
You
have
already
much more efficiently than would mere text.
C6mmands.
write text and draw figures by using the -at -, -write-, and positione
This chapter will, discuss how to achieve finer control over A
text and
hop" to draw circles and circular arcs how to'dibplay large-s4*
The ability to
write at an angle, and how to erase portions of the screen.
erase a portion of the screen makes it possible to create animated displays.
'

v;

i

Coarse grid and fine grid
It is convenient to specify a line number and character position 'for
1812"
displaying text. We have seen that the TUTOR statement at
instructs PLATO to display information starting on the 18th line at the
Line 1 is at the top of the screen and'line 32 is at
12 character,position.
Each line has room for 64 charabters, with character position
,the bottom.
01 at the left and character position EA at the right. This numbering scheme'
is .celled the coarse grid or gross grid.

Sometimes it it necessary to position text or draw a figure with finer
control than is permitted by the coarse grid. The PLATO screen consists of.
a grid of 512 by. 512 dots', and the,positiOn of any of these quarter-million
the number, of dots from the left
dots can be specified by giving two numbers
edge of the screen (often called "x") and the number of dots up from the bottom
of the screen (Often called "y°):

4

c

III

in all

MI WI WI Ill

11

I
.

The position shown would be referred to as "384,128" in an -at- or -drawThis position in equivalent to the coarse grid location 2449
statement.
As an example,
(line 24, character position 49).

c.w

)

'"

v.

ea

double
384,128
'DOUBLE WRITING
385,129
'DOUBLE WRITING

unit
at

write
at
write

would write "Dd'UBLE WRITING" twice,, displaced horizontally and vertically,,
Thia looks like this:
by dne dot.
(Greatly enlarged.)
OUP
MV 'AV HU
111W1111:":1110111111"11111

1111.1111:rilli.1.11111.."11".frir
' P.111111.1r
%111
4 V
'OA V

The -draw- command peirmita mixing the two numbering schemes

draw

1215;1225;120,240;1855
6

This means "draw a straight line from 1215 to 1225, draw a &cond. straight
line froM there to (120,240), then draw a third straight sine from there to
Note that each point, whether expressed in coarse grid or fine grid,
1855a.
must be set off by a semicolon.

:Ige -circle- command

In addition to displaying text and line drawings, it is possible to
A circle Whose
draw circles, j!)artsofcircles, and broken or dashed cifcles.

radius is 125 doto,centered at xOgom300,' io specifiedLby
circle

ar

'Ti2jyyjr

/

center (x and y)-,

radius

'

n.

If the commandnam6 is changOtto -circleb- a broken'or dashed Circle will
be drawn. Apartial circle io specified by giving a starting and ending
angle:

enisr e. angle

etst-tiny <male

b for broken
or delhed
circle
0(//
,A, leb 99,192,296,31,271

.
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Large-size writing:, .-size- and - rotate-

It is possible to have text,displayed in larger than,normal s ze,
an eyeand even write at an angle. This is particular]' useful in showi
.

,

liereisasarviedisplay with the corr sponding

/[catc1Paigti;leollapage.

TUTOR statements.
"$$"The
permits

..

a comment to apear after a tag.
'.

unit

title

size
rotate

9.5
45

2519
'write
Latin
'0
size
(rotate 0
at
3125

write

.

.:

.

$$'text 9.5 times normal size
$$ text rotate 45 degrees

$$ return to normal writing

Lesson on Verbs
.

4

For technical reargans the large -size writing comes on the screen much pore
slowly than doe's normal text:, but the speed isaadequate for'short titles.
O'n'to return to normal writing. Noi-mal-writing is unaffected by
Usd-"size
-rotate-: use- "size
.f" if it is desired to rotate text of the Standard.
size.
Size 1 writing appears at the same slow speed as larger writing (about
6 character per second, or 6ffl words per minute)4* Only size 0 writing is rapid
'(.180 charactersper second, or 1800 words pef minute).
,

Ieyou forget to place a "size
0"
BE SURE TO RETURN-TO SIZE 0!!
statement after the"completion of theispecialwriting, al]:of your text will
be written slowly and possibly rotated). It is also good practice to say
"rotate 0", so that the next time you use"size" the.rotation will }e through'<
0 degiees unless stated otherwise.

.

4

Animations (moving displays):

-erase- and -pause-

An animated display can be created by repetitively displaying some, text,
pausing, erasing the text and rewriting it in a new position on the screen.

II - 4'
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Her6-.4.s a unit,which will show_two balloons floating upwards:

balloons
3020
Watch
250,1 0

unit
at

write
ht'

7Write
j pause

'

at

00
1.5

(
250,100
'

2

at

,

write
pause.

44
erase
at
write
pause

250,150

a.

balloons go
$$ use 00 for balloons
$$ suspend processing for 1.5 seconds
$$ erase two Characters.
$$ reposition 50 dots higher

000
`1.5

250,150
2

250,200
00

.

1.5
1.4.061,411444ww,

bellows

wMl

*tab the bellow= go tel

2" selectftrely erases two character positions Without
The statement "erase'
disturbing-the rest of the screen. In,part4.cular,,the text "Watch the'-balroons
"N."
:
go up!" wild stay on the screen.
.

'

There are other forms °fa-the -erase- command. The statement
12,3" will selectively eraSe a block of 12 character positions on
three consecutive coarse-grid lines. The' statemept:7erase" with,no tag will
erase the entire screen instaritaneously: . the.same fulIrscreemerase norma4y
takes place automatically upon moving to a qew main unit.

."erase

,

o

4

-pause-, -time-,:and -catchup-.

The -pause= statement with a tag
spedified amount of time.
If the tag
`to strike a key, any key, rather than
form is particularly suitable in more

in seconds suspends processing for the
is omitted, TUTOR waits for the student
wait a specified amount of time. This
compaicated situatibns where the student

28
11,

II

-\5

t

a

iay'want tletudy each step before proceeding.

4,

unit

discuss

at

520

Mere is an examPl

write =There are several kinds
of -erase- commands'
for Seleotive and, full
----"erasing of the screen.

pause
at

write
1.

1520
5" will erage
"erase
5 spaces.
"erase
25,4"

will erase 25 spaces
:.on 4 lines.

pause
at

2520

write' An -erase- gpmMa d
with a blank to
will erase the whole
screen.

Th w ...Id Ilse.
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de,

'ach.time the student pruges a key to move past the -pause- command,
-:, more text is added to thelltreen.
This prevents the student frOM feelingoverwhelmed by too much text being tjirown at him all at once.
Each new
paragraph is added only when,he signals by pressing a-key that he wants to
go on.
On the other hand, this structure leaves the, earlier paragraphs on
the acreen so that he can look back to review.
If.the -pause-'commands were
replaced by -unit- commands, each paragraph would' reside in a separate main
unit. .When the student presses NEXT to*move on to the next'tmain unit, the
screen is completely erased to make room for the next display. This would
accomplish the objective of letting the studentcontrol
conol the r e of
of new material but would not leave the earlier Paragraphs on the
_screen for review. and comparison.

C.
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1.5",rather than
inadvisa8le in this application to use "pause
"pause", for.thea the student has no control over the presentation rate.
Any time delay you choose will be too fast for some students and too slow
for others. A timed -pause- is mainly useful for animations. Sometimes it
is appropriate to move on after a long time if the student hasn't pressed a
This can be achieired with a -time- command:
key himself.

time

pause

30" statement Will "press the timeup key" after 30 seconds, so
The "time
that if the student does not press a key, TUTOR will. But the student can
move7on sooner by pressing a key before then, which is not possible if) you
use "pause
30 u.
To summarize, there are three types of -pause- situations:
f.)

1)

pause

,pausen.seconds whether

"n

keys are pressed or not
wait for any key

2). pause
35

time
pause

n

wait for arOrkey or n seconds.

k

Occasionally you might want to send several seconds worth of output
to the student's screen, then pause two, seconds, then ad4 something else.
If yOu write
several seconds, of display---text and
rawings which take several Seconds to
int on the screen

-followed by'

pause
write

'

More text.

.

.

0

.

,

,-

you will not get the desired effect because TUTOR will add "More'atext..."
'right after the initial mpterial headed toward the terminal, since the
"pause
2" endb before th initial display isitinished. The student will
/

30

see no gap between the first and 'second parts of the display.
is solved wil a -catc up- command: 1

The problem

catchup
2
pause
write
More text.
I

The 4,-catchup- comman6 tells TUTOR to let the terminal "catch up" on its

work up to that. point before continuing.
0 seconds ar 1 you get the desired effect".

Then yOu pause an additional two

The -mode- command
The -erase- command may be used to erase blocks of character positions
or the whole screen. Something else is needed for selectively erasing line
drawings created with -draw- and -4circle- statements. The PLATO terminal
can be placed in an erasure mode in which the terminal interprets all display
instructions as requests to erase rather than to light up the corresponding
screen dots. This is done with the -mode- command:
unit
at

write
draw
pause
mode
draw
mode
at
write

modes
517

Selective erase of a figure
$$ triangle
1210;2010;2050;1210
.$$ wait for agkey
erase
$$ part of the triangle
1210;2010;2050
write
510

One line left-

yr
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The "write" mode is the normal display mode. Be\sure to specify
erase", or all further
write" when you are through with "mode
"mode
writing in that unit will be invisible!
("write") it is possible to superimpose or
In the standard mod
overstrike text with another -write- statement. If, however, a
rewrite" statement is executed the second -write- statement
"mode
will eraqe the previous text as it writes the new text, and tbere will be
no super*sition. Compare these sequgrices in write and rewrite modes:

mod

write

at

1215

write

ABC

at

1215
abc

write

mode
.

.

.

rewrite

at

1215

write
at
write

ABC
1215
_ abc

write mode

rewrite mode

10-1

abc

S

,not superimposed)

(superimposed)

In the rewrite case the second -write- statement wipes out the 3-character
wide by
area as it writes the newinformation. Each charatrter area is 8 do
This
determines
the
number
of
rows
aild
columns
in
c
arse
16 dots higq.
grid:
(512/8)=64 characters fit across the screen, and (512/16)=3 lines
of characters fill the screen vertically.

The statement "erase
mode
write
mode

-2" is actually equivalent to

rewrite
(two spaces)
( previous mode)

.

..
.

.

\`...

.

Writing spaces (blank characters) in rewrite =ode wipes out an entire,charcter
area.
rs

The balloon animation could have been written

at

250,100

write
pause
mode

00

m oat

write
mode

1.5

erase
250,100
00

.

$,,$. Instead of "erase

"

write

32
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e,

This form would be dikferent from the, form using "erase
2" if th4e!were
other screen dots lit in this area.
"erase
2" completely erases tiff)
character positions while "write
00" in the erase mode erases only, the
dots that. make up the letters "00" withoudisturbing neighboring dots.
f

.

Automated displayggenevation
f''

It should be mentioned that dh author working at a PLATO terminal car}
use a moving cursor to design a display involving text, line figures, cirdles
and arcs.. The PLATO system then automatically creates corresponding TUTOR
statements which would produce that display. The author can alter these
statements, convert them back into a display, and add to or alter the resulting display. This facility makes it unnecessary in most caSes.4o worry
about,the details of screen positions. Here is an example of such operations:
.

A

ti
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4

4

4'

Draw the tree trunk.

Move the cursor the "+")
to draw the road and to
mark the ends of the tree
trunk.

unit
draw
circle

nT

display
18121111521skip08440144
14,344.288

draw
at

write
It
write
size
rotate

!!Mooted dielvemraJtIngl

04.

Specify a circle for the
top of to tree. Draw the

1E4,22 5'

a3
2E21

Automat

at

25

write

Look

display-making'

PLATO-automatically
generates TUTOR statements corresponding to
the desired display!

house. P... ce text of variotit kipda on the screen.
4(The carls es special
characters.)

3,1

g.

unit

display

draw
circle
draw

11112i11112;eklp111144s1544

at

104.225

14.344,200
103711113711S3,11.133111133

write

e,

at

21121

write
size
rotate

nutomated displawmaksnai
3

-311

at

write
draw

Recall the display and
add a flag to the house.

Lock.
IS3S113351133312511,290272.2,11

PLATO appends a -drawstatement corresponding
to the flag.

Final result
The illustrations in this book were created
by, these techn'ques. .Thegbreen displays were photographed.

r

hy

III.

Building your own tools:

e -do- command

es

You now know enough about presenting material to the student to be able
to make handsome displays. You will be able to do even more when you learn
how to tell PLATO to calculate complicated displays for you. Before discussing how to do calculations we will pause to introduce an extremely important
concept, the "subroutine", which is fundament41 to all aspects of authoring.
We will apply the concept of a subroutine right away to certain display
problems.

To introduce the use of subroutines, consider the problem of placing
some standardtessage on several of your main lesson pages. For e
ple,
iii the many units where,you make help available to-the Studen
if .he presses
the HELP key) you might like to advertise this fact by placing at the bottom
of the page this display:
[HELP is available

The corresponding TUTOR statements might be
at

3123

write
draw

HELP i$ available
3022;3041;3141;3122;3022

It would be tedious to copy these statements into every unit where they were
Moreover, if you dec4.ded later to move this to the upper ri.Qht
corner of the screen; you would have to find all occurrenodff a this an
,change all of them. Thereis a way-'around these difficulties, and in later
work we will find further important advantages to the method. Suppose we
write -a "subroutine", a unit to be used many times as needed:
required.'

unit
at

,wTite
draw

helper
3123
,HELP is available
302;3041;3141;3122;3g22,

Where we need to show this message we needonly write- the statement
do

helper

tir

-

which attaches unit"helper"to.kthe present unit/ Itis as-though we had
inserted the contents of unitklohelper" at the point Where we bay "do helper".
Now, instead of a dozen copies of'the display statements we have,onfy,one,
plus a dozen -do- commands; Thee -do- command may appear anywhere in atunit:
where you put it will'determine when the associated display appears on the
screen in relation to your existing display material. All these displays
may be changed by simply changing the subroutine units ,It is not necessaf9to change the -do- statements; just change unit "helper" which they all use.

The use of -do- improves the readability of a TUTOR lesson. When you
see "do helper" anywhere in your lesson you recognize at a glance what it
is for, whereas the contents of unit "helper" might contain a large number
of statements which would clutter up your other units and decrease readability
if4these statements appeared,d9lectly in each unit.
Suppose we wish to draw a "Cheshire cat"
Let's consider another use.
which fades to a smile as Alice watches.. We want to draw a cat face made
up of the smile plus all the rest 4 the face, then erase everything put
the smile. Here is an elegant way to do it:
unit
at
write
do
catchup
pause
mode
do
mode
at
write

Alice,
512

Wateh the Cheshire cat!
cat
$$ wait for cat to be drawn
$$ then pause 4 seconds
4
erase
face
write
3012
See 'the smile?

We will need some units to use as the subroutines:
unit
do
do

cat
face
smile

4

unit
circle
circle
circle

unit
circle

face
120,250,250.
30,200,280
30,300,280

$$ outline
$$ eye
$$ eye

smile

80,250,250,225,315

$$ smile - arc goes from
225° to 315°

Note that uniti"Alice" dOes unit "cat", which in turn does units "face" and
TUT & permits you to go ten levels deep in -do-s. Here we have
"smile".
,gope only two levela deep. Note that unit "smile" on its own is a useful sub,
routine,and might bedone whenever just the smile is desired.
To summarize, we can build useful tools tty constructing "subroutines"-units which may be done from many places in the lesson. The liberal use.of.
- do- improves readability, reduces typing, and facilitates revising the lesson.
This last point 'is particularly important when there is a "bug" (unknown error)
in the lesson. Debugging becomes vastly simpler because of the modular nature
of subroutines and the localization of critical points in a lesson which uses.
- do- extensively.
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Doing cal ulations in TUTOR

can make TUTOR calculate things for you

at
write

For example:

1201

Who is buried
in Grant's tomb?
1201+308

arrow

The -arrow,- statement as.written is.completely equivalent to
"arrow
1509".
Or consider this:
circle

(41 472.62)1/2,100,20,

The radius of the circle *ill be taken to be tie square root of the sum
of 41 squared and 72.6 squared.

Just about any expression that would have made sense to your high school
algebra teacher will be understood and correctly evaluated. Some additional
examples:

0

Expression

TUTOR Evaluation

3.4+5(23-3)22

15.9

2x3+8

14

(NOT 22)

sin(30°)

0.5-

(See Appendix C for other functions.),
_

49

1/2

(4+7).43+6)

6/5x10-3

7

99
;1200

(NOT 1.2x10-3)

If your high;ochool algebra is rusty, we remind you that "2x5+3" means
"(2x5)+3" which is 13, not "2x(5+3)".which is 16. The rule is that multiplication is "more important" than addition or olbtract.ton and gets. done
'first.
If at some point you are unsure, just ust plenty of parentheses
around portions of your exPreasJon to make the meaning unambiguous.

31'
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A similar point holds for division, witch is considered "more important",
than addition or subtraction. "8+6/2" means "8+(6/2)" which is 11,,bot
"(8+6)/2" which would be 7. The only ticklish point is whether multiplicatiOn
is more dr less "important" than division. TUTOR agrees with most mathematical
books and journals that multiplication is more important than division, so
that "6x4/3x2" means"(6x4) /3x2rwhich.is 4. Note that this means that TUTOR
. considers "1/2(6+4)" to be "1/(2(6+4))" whiph is 0.05, not "(1/2)(6+4)"
Again, when in doubt use parentheses. You could write
which would be 5.
".5(6+4)" if you wish, which is unambiguous.
Experience has'shown that" students tend to write algebraic responses
according to these rules, and making TUTOR conform to these rules facilitates the correct judging of student algebraic and numerical responses.
;

Having seen how. expressions are handled, we can inqoduce "student
variables" which may be used to hold numerical values obtained by evaluating expressions. These stored results can be used later in the%lesson.
For example) a7"Variable" might hold the student's score on a diagnostic
quiz, and this score could be used later to determine how much drill to
give the student. The storage place is called a " variable" because what
it holds may vary at different times in the lesson. Another variable
might icount the number of times the student has'reqAested help, in which
case the number which it holds would vary from 0 to 1 to 2) etc.
used for storing up .
There are 150 "student variables" which can
These "student Variables" are unimaginatively
to 150 numerical values.
called

v1, v2, v3,...v148, v149, v150.$
.

Later in this section we will learn how to 9/ve them names which are
appropriate to their particular uses in a particular lesson, such as
But at first we'll just use
"radiUs", "wrongs", wftries", "speed", etc.
their primitive names, v1 through v150.
.

.

These variables are called student variables because each of the many
students who may simultaneously be studying your lesson has his or her own
private set of 150 variables. You might use variable v23 to count he number
,of correct responses on a certain topic, which will be aifferent for each
If there are forty students working,on your lesson,'TUTOR is
student.
keeping track of forty different "v23'a ", each one different.' This is done
automatically for you, so that you can write'the lesson with one individual
student'in mind, and v23 may be considered simply as containing that individual
student's count of correct respbnses. Thus one student might be sent to a
remedial unit because the contents of his variable number 23 show that he
did poorly on this topic. Another student might.be jumped ahead because the
It
contents of her variable 23 indicate an excellent grasp of the material.
is through manipulation of the student variables that a lesson can be
higher individualized for each student:
a
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Let'p
Variables are useful in building certain kinds of displays.
see how to build a subroutine which caridraw aohalf-9ircte in-various sizes,
depending on variables which we.set up,

!circle
#1,:e ,./-(circle

radiue,x,y,0,180"

,v2,v3,,18)
00

y1

"draw

x-radius,y;xNdiva,y"

(draw,

v2-v1, v3;v2+v1,

,v3)

t

t
(x-radius,y)
,v3)
(v2-v1

(x,y)

(v2,v3)

(x+radius,y)
(v2+v1

,v3)o
.

/

edify the size of the figure and its location on the..
/In order to
If we let variable
scre6n, we must spe 'fy,a-raatis and a center (x and y).
v1 hold the value'for the radius, and let v2 and v3 keep the horizontal x
and vertical y positions of the,denter, we can draw such a figure.with the
following unit:
halfdirc,
unit
circle ..v1,v2,v3,0,180
draw ' V2-v1,v3:v2i.yf,v3
/

$$ 180 degree arc.
$$ horizontal linett

In order to use this subroutine we might write
__

.

r----

unit

vary

calc
calc
calc
do
calc
do

v1

100

v2. 150
v34=300
halfcirc
v2 4-244ii,1

halfcirc'

$$ radius 100
$$ x center at 150
$$ y geneer qt 300

"''''s-,.:

,

.

.

$$ increment x center
$.$ radius and y unchanged
,

.1.724=1150". Means '"perform a calculation to put
The statempn't "calc
v2cPv2+v1" means
The statement "calc
the number 150 in variable v2".

"caiculate;b4e sum of the numbers prooently held in variables v2and vl, and
put the result in variable v2".s In the present cane this optraqon will
store the nyMber '-50 (150+100) in variable v2 for use in the second
halfcire" will use the
Note that the second "
"do
hdlfadirc".
original values of v1 and v3, which have n t been changed. This Unit will
prodive this picture:
,

a

-,

4

.

- 4

The < symbol is called the "assignment" symbol, becausp'it assigns
numerical value to"the'variable on its left. This numerical value is
obtained by evaluatingithe expression to the right.of the assignment
symbol.

A slightly more complicated example of a -calc- statement is
calc

v3 4=5v2+v1
/

*-

which means. "multiply by 5 the number currently held in v2, add this to the
number held in v1, and store the result in v3." In conversation yal might
read thisoas "calc v3 assigried five v2 plus v1" or "calc v3 becomes five v2
plus v1".
Notice that it is common'practice to refer simply toi"v2" when.
We really, mean "the number currently held in vatiable
2".

The simplest possible -calc- statement merely assigns a,n
er to a
v2<*150" . It is permissible to make m re. than one'

.,variable, as in "calc.
assignment in a -cale-:

VV.

o

calc

v3C,=v74=18.6

°

This will assign the value 18.62.to both variables v3 and v7.

*Giving names to variables: '-define-

.

your - programming can be. made much more-readable by "defining"suitable
names for the Student' variables which you use. For example, in the units
just q1.'icussed,s'the'quantities>of interest were the radius and center (x and
y) of the circular arc. We should precede such units with a-define- state-

menn
.

.

define.

.

.

ft

radius=v1

$$ names maybe 7 Characters long

x= v2,y =v3

unit
calc
M
.

do
calc

do

vary
radius =i0

.

-..

.

xCr=150
3/.4300
halfCird.

$$ The command name,-calC'.-

$$ may be omitted on successive lines

x4=x+radius
halfcirc

*

unit
circle
draw

halfcirc
radius,x,y,0,180
x-radius,y;x+radius,y

The'rdefine- statement tells TUTOR how to interpret the defined names
when they are encountered later in expressions; The units are npv'much more
readable than they were when we used v1, v2 and v3.

T
ti
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Giving meaningful names to the variables you use is very importan-E!
After an absence of several months you yourself would have difficulty in
remembering what you arekeeping in, say, variable v26, whereas the name
"tries" would remitd you ipMediately that this holds a count of the number'
of times the student has tried to answer the question. The importance of
readability is even more vital if a colleague is working with'you on the
material. He would find it extremely frustrating to try to figure out what
you7 are keeping in v26..

a

So,

USE* -DEFINE-1

.

There should not be au v3's
or v26's anywhere in your lesson except
----___
."
Put all your definitions at the,very
in the -define- statement itself.
you
will
have
ready
reference
to
which
variables
beginning of the
you are using.
The only reason'we started out using the primitive v -names was to give
a more concrete feeling for the meaning of a student variable. From here on
we will use-defined variable names. A preceding -define- statement is
assumed. t

.a

Nqrmal algebraic notation permits expressions such as
WARNING:
."rcos8", but in TUTOR you must writs "rxeos(8)" or "r(cos(8))",
That is, you must use an explicit multiplication sign between names
(either your defined names such as "r" or TUTOR-defined names such
as "cos"), and you must place parentheses around the argiments of
functions - the "8" in cdS(8).
'the reason for this is'that TUTOR cannot cope with the ambiguities of trying
to decide whether an expression such as "abc". means 'axbc" (if there is a
name "bc"), or "abxc" (if there is a name "ab"), etc.' Later, when we discuss
the important topic of judging'studeRtresponses, we will see that TUTOR can
make reasonable guesses_ when treating a student's algebraic response and
can permit the student the luxury of leaving out mmltiplication signs and
omitting parentheses around function arguments. Bit you; the author, are
required to be more explicit in separating one.name from another. Notice
that "17angle" is fine- TUTOR will recognize this as meaning "17xangle"..
But "rangle" can't be pulled apart into "(r) (angle)" because.you might
have meant "(ran) (gle)".

.1
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IV-6
Repea ed operations;

the iterative o

With very little effort we can-make other pretty designs out of our
uni

"halfcirc ".'

For" example:

.

un4

stack

calc
do
at write

The effect of the

.halftirc,y4:1
-312

We used an
iterative -do-.

statement is to set y to 100 and do unit

.

" halfcirc ", .then set y to 170 (the starting value of 100 plus an increment

of 70) and do halfcirc again, and repeatuhtil y reaches the final value of
380: The format of the extremely useful iterative 74d9Ostatement is
do

unitname,index<1=start,end,increm7t

In the hbove _example, the index "y" starts at' 10 and gOes to 380 in.
increments of 70.
If no increment is specified, an increment of one is
assumed: "d6
halfcirc, radius<1=101,105" will make'an arc five dots
,widp:

(Greatly enlarged.)

43

The iterative -do- statement also helps in making animations. The
following statements wiil'cause the4half-circle to move horizontally across
the screen:
march°
3120
Move figure left to right".

unit
at

write
calc

y<280*
radius X75
anim,x4=100,350,50
halfcirc.
3220
All done.

do
do
at
write

$$ draw final figure

*

unit

\

anim
$$ draw figure

do
halfcirc
catchup,

pause
mode
do

mode

$$ wait for it hq Ihish
$$ pause an additi nal second

1

erase
halfcirc
write

$$ erase the figure

We simply -do- unit "anim" repeatedly for different values of x,
the horizontal position of the figure on the screen. Unit "antm" does
unit "halfcirc" twice, once to draw andtonce to erase the figure interrupted'
by a one-second pause. The -catchup- cdmmand insures that a second will
elapse from the end of drawing, the figurern the screen until the beginning
of erasing it.
Now that you have studied -define-, - calc --, and -do-,,you have learned
"the basic techniques of how to tell PLATO what calculations you want performed.
We have applied these tools to a variety of display generation problems,
and later we will use calculations for controlling sequencing in a lesson
and for judging responses. Also, you have perhaps gained added insight into
the value of a subroutine; look at how many different ways we have used that
single unit "hkfcirc"1

4
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Showing the value of.a Variable
We have learned how to-calculate and how to store results in variables.
How do we show these res lts on the screen? If we perform:
calc

v5sqrt(37)

(where"sqrt(37)" means "the square, root of 37") how do we later show the
Perhaps we could use this:
value of y? Assume we have defined y.

write

y

No, that won't work; that will just pu the letter "y" on the screen. The
-write- command is basically a device f r displaying non-varying text, not
for snowing the value contained in a va iable. We need another command:
show

.

ThiS will shout the value of y in an appropriate format (= show- picks an
appropriate number of significant figures and will use a scientific format
such-as 6.7)(1013 if the number is large enough to ftquire it). By using
/Show- instead of -write-, you tell TUTOR that you want the stored value
.to be shown rather than just the characters in the tag.
The -show- command Will normally choose 4 significant figures, so
that a typical display might be "-23.47". You can specify a different
value by giving a SCona "argument" (arguments are the individual'pieces of
the tag of a statement):
show

y,8

$$ 8 significant figures
0.

The arguments of the -show- can,.of course, be complicated expressions:
..
41

show

10+30cos(2angle),format+2

In fact, it is a general rule that you can use complicated expressions anywhere in TUTOR statements:
for example, "draw
5rad425,34L;123-L2,28L"1
Here is a short program which uses -show- to display a
roots of the integers from 1 to 15:

able of square

N=v
.

a

wr to
do

r
310
N
325
N 1/2

root,N1,15
4=

$$ write titles for the two columns
IL

N

2
3

N1"2

I

414.

/732

4

2

5

2.23d
2.449
2.646
24020

unit

root

at

410+100N-

7

show

9

at

N
425+100N

show

sqrt (N)

6

3

10
11

12
13

14

3.I6i3.31

3.464
3.606
3.742
3.073

9
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The last statement could also be
NI/2" This
itten as "show
technique of making tables, including t e use of he -do- index (N) to
position the displays (as in "at 425+10 N"i'is
important and powerful
tool.

'

-showe- (exponential),.
There are other commands for dj.spl ying,evariables:
-showt- (tabular), -showa- (alphanumeri ), -showo- (octal),_and -showz- (show
trailing zeroes). These are described i detail in reference material
/
mentioned in Appendix A.

Although -write- is basically desig ed for non-variable text, combination
\ of text and variables occur so often tha TUTOR makes it easy to "embed"
a -show- command within a -write-:
write

The area was Is,13.7w 6P.squ re,miles.

The embedded "s" indicates a -show- comm nd and the remainder "13.7w,6"
is its tag.
Other permissible abbreviati ns include "0" (showo), "a",
(showa), "e" (showe), "t" (showt) and "z" (showz).
The above -write.; statement/is equivalent to
I

write
show
write

The area was
13.7w46
square miles.

PaSsing arguments to subroutines

When you write "show
13.7w,6", you
e passing two pieces of information
to the -show- command. You are giving two n erica/ "arguments" (13.7w.and 6)
to the TUTOR machinery that performs the -sh w- operations. Similarly, we
created a half-circular arc with "circle ra ius,x,y,0,180" in which we passed
five arguments to the TUTOR circle-making ma hinery. Sometimes certain
arguments are optional:
13.7w" will use a default second argument
"show
of 4 (significant figures), and omitting the ast two arguments in a -circle
command ("circle radius,x,y") will cause a fu 1 circle to be drawn rather
than an arc. When we pass one argument to th w
command
we mean course grid; when we pass two argument ("at
125,375") , wed me a
fine grid.
This notion of passing arguments to TUTOR commands, with. some arguments
optional, also applies to your own subroutines, such as unit "halfcirc". The
,"halfcirc" subroutine needs three arguments (radius, x, and y) to do its job.
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We passed these arguments by assigning values to variables and letting
"halfcirc" pick up those ayalues and use 4gem:
define
unit
calc

%I

radius=v1,x=v2,y=v3
vary
radius'

10

xo=150
Y

35555

do
calc
do

halfcirc
radius <50
halfcirc

unit
circle
draw

halfcirc
radiussx,y,0,180
x-radius,y;x+radius,y

Notice that the second -do- will use the original "x" and "y", since these
variables have not been changed., It is ,s though we passed only one .argu("radius") to the subroutine. ,
,men
TUTOR permits another way of writing this sequence which looks similar
to thenay'one passes argutents to the "built-in subroutines" (- show`:,
b.
-circle-,'-at-, etc:):
define
uhit

<TDd o

radius=v1,x=v2,y=v3
vary
halfcirc(100,150,300)

do,

halfcirc (5f

unit
circle

halfcirc(radius,x,y)
radius,x,y,0,180
x-radius,y;x+radius,y

'draw

halfcirc(radius,x,y)" tells TUTOR that when this unit
The statement "unit
is done as a subroutine, arguments are to be passed to it. The statement
halfcirc(100,150,300)" tells TUTOR to pass the listed arguments to
"do
The arguments are passed in the
the "halfcirb" subroutine for its use.
order listed:
.

"

do

halfcirc(100,1 50,300)
,1

unit

3

halfcirc(radjcus,I,y)

4/
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(pass 3 arguments)

,

These variables are now set for use in the subroutin
thcUgh we had assigned values to "radius", "x", an "Y"
some arguments are omitted, these are not transferrs
do

is precisely as
using - calc -.

If

halfcirc(507
(pass 1 argument)

unit

,

halfcirc (radius, x ,y)

In thiscase the variables "x" and "y" have not bebn assigned new values,
°.
so they retain the values they had.
(These values are 150 and 300, but they
could be different if there were -calc- statements in "halfoirc". For
example, if we append "calc
x4=75" to the end of unit "halfcirc", "x"
would now be 75, although it was 150 during the making tf the first display;
having been passed. this value by the first -do-.)
Arguments to be passed need not be simple numbers. Each argument can
be a'complicated' expression.
The expressions are evaluated) then passed in

order:
.

do

'halfcirc(3.4radius-25,radius+5y,200+y)
1

unit

halfcirc(radius,x,y)

It is as though we had written
calc

arg1<3.4radius-25
arg24radius+25y r

arg3200+y
radips<arg1
x4=arg2
y<harg3

Just as the -at- command handles its arguments differently oepenalny
the number of arguments (one for coarse grid and two for'fine
id),.so it
'is possible for your subroutines to do such things. There is a UTOR-defined
"system variable" named "args" which always contains the number of arguments
passed the last time a subroutine was done. By "systtm variable" we mean
a variable separate from the student variables (v1 through v150) whose
contents are assigned by TUTOR rather than byoyou. You do not define systeM
variablesifthey are already defined fliF you. (Indeed, if you saY.
"define args v3",.you will override TUTOR's definition' of the meaning of
"args", Co that "args" will mean "v3" rather than "the number of arguments
passed to a sdabustine ".)
In chapter VI (Conditional Commands) you will
see how you could Adifferent.things in a subroutine conditional on the
value Of "args", similar to the kind of thing the -at- command does.

Eu
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Our subroutine "halfcirc" uses three studenp, variables: v1,
Anothei subroutine could use
variables\for carrying out its work, but it must be kept in mind
this subroutine will affect v1, v2, and v3, zince argumOnts will
defined as "radills"; "x"., and "y".

v2, and v3,
the [Jame

that -do-ing
be passed.

Suppose, one subroutine uses another, with "ndbted" -do-s like this:

I

do

$$ v11

A/(5)

4

1PASS

s

.

unit
do
calc

A(v11)
B(3+v11)--N

$$ v11<=50

v11<10v11\
PASS

4

unit

$$ v254=8

B(v25)

It is advisable to use different
VIOiable v11 ends up with the value 50.
variables in the two subroutines. Here unit A uses v11 -and unit B uses,
It can lead to'confusion or even logical'errors if B also uses v11 to'
v25.
Here
do its work, since -do-ing B will affect the value of v11 used by A.
is the structure to be avoided:

do

$$ v114=5

A(5)

!PASS
unit
calc

Atv11)
B(34-v11)
v11<=.10y11 1

PASS

unit

B(v11)

$$ v114=180

$$ v11/4=8

Now variable v11 ends up with the value 80 rather than 50. This is due to the
B(3+v11)" statement, which assigns the value of
effect on v11 of the "do
8 to v11 by passing the argument.
This concludes our discussion of,calculations for n w. We can calculate,
saye results, use them to make displays, and show the va ues. In the next
section we will use calculations in association with g47
'ding the sequencing
of a lesson.
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V.' Sequencing of unite Within a lesson

We have diticussed many units which make different kinds of displays.
In come OastNe the main units had other units attached to them by means 4of
Upon completion of a main unit, the student can proceed to the next
-do-.
one'by pressing NEXT. A greater variety of inter-unit connections is needed
to build a complete lesson which includes optional'helh Gequenc9s, branches
to remedial sections when the student is having trouble, an index that gives
the student some control over the order of presentation, etc. in this section
we will discuss im more detail how to build rich interconnections into a
'lesson. 'This discussion builds on the introduction to Such matters presented
in chapter I.
It is often desirlible to skip over some units, particularly if they are
used as subroutines, not as main presentation units. Wgehave seen that this
can be done by using af-next= cenmand to name the main unit which is to
follow:

unit
next
do
at

one
two
dispone

write'

This is unit one.

1515

*

unit
calc
do

dispone
radius4#(x4r...y4200)-50

halfcirc

*

unit
at
o

write

two
412
This is unit two.
,

I

TRW i

I
q

tsw.

::1

.

When TUTOR begins "executing" the'statetepts in unit eone", it starts'out
assuming that the next physical unit, unit "dispone", pill be the, next
main unit. However', TUTOR encounters a "next
two" statement Whioh says,
"No, make a note thht unTt "two," wiii tre next, rather than. the nett physical
dispone" is then executed, which involves drawipg a
The "do
unit".
figure. Finally, we write "Ttis is unit one, which is at the endsof unit
Nothing more will happen until the student presses the NEXT key,
"one".
fat which time TUTOR looks at its notes and finds that unit "two" comes next,
whei-eOpon it)erases the screen and starts executing unit."two". 'Had wp
not inserted the- -next- command, TUTOR would have gone on to units "divone"
by default.
').'1
\

i

To put it another way, TUTOR hh1 a pointer which tells which main'anit
es zero infthis
should come next. At the beginning o a main unit TUTOR plates
A.
pointer to indicate,that the next physical unit should be next. If no
-next- command is encountered, we reach the end of the unit with the pointer
still zero, and, when the student presses NEXT, TUTOR will by default
'4),,;
proceed to the,neylt phypical unit. On the other hand, if we encounter a, ,
-next- commanclanywhere in the unit, it will alter thiopointer so that
later, when the%student presses NEXT, 'the pointer is non-zero and ins pointing
to whatever unit we have specified.
1:

',

,

.Ito,showid be clear from this discussion that the -next- command can
be eiceCgted anywhere in the unit without changing its effect. Nevertheless,
it is 'important to place the -next- ........
demand
near the beginning of the unit.,
a......k.
The ;Advantage isthat youcan
can then see at a glance what is the main sequence
If the -next- command is buried far down in the unit, you have to
flow.
You put such unit information at the
hunt for this crucial information.
beginning pf a Unit,for the same reason that you define appropriate names for
the variables you use: you or a colleague may have to read through the
lesson months after it was written!
........

.

,

Fiore is another example which ma 'illuminate the manner in which the.
-next- pointer is handled:
unit.
next
next
next

silly
A

unit

sillier

C

Well, what unit will be next?
cleared-to zero (which implies
"A", then to "B", and finally
writes what had previously been

I

Answer;
unit "C"1
The pointer starts out
the next physical unit) , then getb set to
to "C". 1ach uucceeding -next- command overin the, pointer.

1
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It is also possible to clear the next pointer yourself by -next- with
no tag or "next
q" ("q" for "quit specifSiing something ").
Either of these
forms will clear the next pointer so that the next physical unit will come
next.
In other. words, the sequence
unit
next
next

start
silly

Unit

again

$$ or just "next" with no tag
,b)

will proceed from unit "start" to unit "again" because the "'next
q" cancels
the "next
silly". Such seemingly meaningless manipulations are mentioned
here for completeness and as aids to explaining how TUTOR handles a.unit
pointer such as that associated with the -next- command.
Later thesemanipulations will make more sense; The important' point is that you haVe complete
control over the pOinter. You can set it or clear it with an appropriate,
44.
-next- command.
.

The existence of "next
q" (and related statements) means that
q" is not a permitted statement:
you are not allowed to name a
unit "q" because the possible confusion. For similar reasons we will see
later that a unit cannot be named "x ".
"unit
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Another use of pointers is'in.specifyingoptional "help" sequences which,
the studeEt can request by pressingthe,HELP key. Such optional sequences
are important tools in making the lesson cater to the needs of individual
4
students of diverse backgroundg"`Td abilities. Herd iS an example:
unit
help
at
write

dipper
words

unit

dippy

$$ specify whelp unit

1215

Today we will discuss Ursa Major1014

words,

at
write

4-.

$$ specify a help unit

2213

UrsaMajpi- is in the northern sky.

unit

words
, '1525
Ursa Major is the Latin name for the
write
constellation which contains
the "Big Dipper".
(Press,NEXT for more help,
at

or Press. BACK.)

unit

words2

at
write

1525

.

"Ursa" means "bear".
"Major" means "bigger".

en?

P

1

et

V"

4
5.V
yy
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The -help- command is used to specify a "help" uni,t,which may be just
the first unit in a long help sequence. If you provide help this way, the
' student can get it by pressing the HELP key.' (Conversely, if there is no
-help- command, the HELP key has no effect). When the student enters the
help sequence, his screen is erased to clear theway'for t e t digplay generated
CK or shift-liACK,
by the first help unit. The student may at'any time press
to return to."home'base, the main unit' he was in wherrhe requested hell . A
"base° pointsE,retaihp the name of the "base unit" -,.. the unft to return to.
In the example, if ycq presq HELP in the base unit ''dippy ", TUTOR remembers
"dippy" and jumps to "words", from where the BACK key Will take you back to
If instead you press NEXT, you advance to "words2", where again
"dippy?.
From "words2"
you can press BACK or shifte-BACK to return to "dippy"..
you will also return to "dippy" upon pressing NEXT because the -,end- command
in unit "words2" dignals the end of the help sequence..
It is almost as though the student had two screens he can look at! He
starts the lesspn in the first linit
a normal, norrbelp sequence and
advances in this sequence -until he r
ests help, at which point he turns
sequence of units; almost as though
his attention to a different, paraIl
He can get back to the:
p him.
he turned to use another terminal be
most as thoughlie turned back to the
original sequence by pressing BACK,
ss of such a parallel sequence is not
terminal in front of him. The asefu
limited to help Sequences but can IN sec to provide review, a desk calc4lator mode,-a dictionary of terms, tables of data, etc., or for any situation
in which the student temporarily needs a second terminal "off to the side".
It is possible to access yet another help sequence when you are already
in-qi help sequence, but BACK will return you to the original base unit, not
the. help unit you were in when you requested the second helii 77.29110: . This
is due to the:fact that there is only one base pointer, which iafriot changed
If there is already a base unit specification,
by the second help request.
TUTOR dtes not alter it.,
You ca

alter the base unit pointer yourself with a -base- command.' If
"words" you will prevent a'
return to "dipper" or "qippy". The -bas
command with no tag or a "base
q"
TUTOR forgets there was any place
statement clears the base pointer sod
()iu should
to return to and thinks that you are not in a help sequence.
notice. that the -end-' command in unit "words2" is now ignored; the4 -endcommand has no effect in a non-help sequence.) This -base- (blank or."(1",..
tag) is used quite often,i,for it is frequently cavenient to put the student
into a non-help sequence even though he,reached a certain point, by pressing
HELP.
TUTOR automatically clears the ba6e pointer whenever the student
reaches the corresponding base unit, by whatever means.
yoii put a -base- cominand,With'no tag in un

You can.change the base pointet to point to some unit other than the
Imagine that we place in unit "words" the statement

original one.

base

disppne

1
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(
.

This means TUTOR will eventually return to "dispone" ratherthan "dipper"
or "dippy!'.
This is occasionally a useful technique.
For example, yod\.
?night like to return to a tnit just'ahead of the original one in order `'to
ease back into the original context. Notice, too, that while -base- with
no tag (or "q4),can chanO.a help sequenCe into
-help sequence,, So
"base
unithame" can change a non-help sequence into a help sequence by,
naming a unit to return .to.

anon

,YOU probably will not need all of the features.of
-base-, an
-end--deSbribed above, but hopefully the discussion has clarified how,they
do-their work. We-have also picked up,some terms which will be quite useful
in later discussions: we can not talk about "non -help sequences%of "main
units" and "help sequences" of "main units". It shouldalSo be pointed out
that a base unit may have other (auxiliary) units attached to it by -do-;
and, of course, we return to the base unit itself, not to one of these
attached units, even if the -help-,command is located in an attached unit.
More generally, a lesson may be thought of as'a collectioh ofmainunits
which have attached units, and the studendLmoyes from one main unit to
another.
He may enter.a help sequence of main units, each of which may
-"do-, attached units.
While he is in the help sequence, TUTOR remembers
which main unit is.the'"base" unit to return to when -end- is.encountered
or when BACK or shift -BACK is pressed.

You may have realized that -help- and -base- are quite similar to -nextin that all three commands set. pointers (which have different uses, however).
In partidular, if we say'.

unit
help
help
help

lotshelp
a

,b
c

V - 7

then the last one wins -- the help poiiitet end0 up pointing at unit "c". -/
We saw earlier that -next- works this way. Similarly, "help
q" or -helpwith nct tali will clear the help pointer, thus making the HELP key inopeVive.

YouTMaTfInd it helpful to think of a help sequence as a "slow" subroutine.
',Whereas a -do- command hakes us to a unit and right back again, -help- makes
possible an optional j' p to a unit.or.to a sequeribe- of units where the student
,may study for-many-mirth es before returning-to the base unit. Aside fr m
the "slOWness" and the necessity of pressing keys to go and return, t re is
one fundamentalidiffere ce from a -do- situation: we return from hemp to
the be i nin of the ba e unit and re-execute the statements in the unit to
restore t 0 origina1d s lay, whereas the return from.a -do- is to the statement foll viing the -dd
.

This 1 st point is sufficiently important to warrant an example:
t

initial
2513

ite

Set "a" to' h.

lc'

a<4

ii
p

refeat
trivial
2715

ite

Incremen" " to <ts,aa+1)>.

nit
t

trivial
312

Press NEXT

(Of course, ,"

must be define
en BACK, we will

BACK.

associaled w
HELP a
AC

)
If while in unit "repeat" we repeatedly
epeatedly increment variable "a"; it
neon every retur frpm the help sequence because the return is
ing of the base un t, and all the ttateMvnts in unit "repeat"
ed
This is necee ary to restore to the screen the display
th unit "repeat",
ince theentire screen is erased.when'the
keys are presped.

This e
"initial
of times th
put the "a
for elp,

ple brings up a fu dament4 rogramming point: the question
ation". We might u
such 4 tructure for counting the number
tudent presses the
LP key X lthough we would then probably
+11",in the help unk ).
I
or r to ,count something (requests
er of wrong answer
etc.
it
necessary to "initialize"

press,HELP,
increases' by

to the begin
are re-exebtl\

o

.
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the'counting variable to zero before starting the process, and this initialization must precede and be outside the process itself. This'can perhaps
a<4" from unit "initial".to
seen by moving the statement "calc
best .k
the beginning of unit "repeat":

unit
help
calc
at
write
.

repeat
trivial
a<1=-.0

2715

Increment "a" to .4s,aa+1)> .

/

Imagine pressing HELP (and' BACK) repeatedly. Now there will never be a
change in the displayg'aNvalue of "A", because on each return from the help
unit "a" is again reset to zero, whereas previously that was done only within unit "initial".

We will encounter the question of nitialization again and againin
We did not mention the "e matters earlier partly because
various guti.ses.
the ,iterative -do- command had the init'alization built-in:
do

zonk,i =5,13

means "initialize 'i' to 5 and do 'Zonk'
by one until it reaches 13".

then repeat by incrementing

Let us) hasten to say that initialization qultions are, of course, not
unique to programming. The principal and interest due monthly ,on your car
or house loan depend on the initial conditions of the loan. When you make
fudge, you start with certain ingredients in the mixing bowl (the initial
You would no more
condition) and then you beat the mixture 200 times.
restart with' new, unmixed ingredients after each beating stroke than you,
In other
would reinitialize a count of student errors after each attempt.
words, questions of initialization are mainly questions of common sense, and
we will make'explicit,comments about thehe matters only where confusion is
In the case of a return from a help'sequence, you might havethought,
likely.
that TUTOR remembers the entire display originally made by the base unit,but,
as we have seen, it must re-create the display by re-executing the commands
-in the base unit, which has side effects related to initialization,questions.
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Now let's wive the "calc
the unit to look like this:
unit
calc

initial

jump,

repeat

'a41=0".baok to unit°'initial" and modify

a4=1/1

$$ do not wait for the NEXT key

*

The -jump- command acts much like the student pressing. NEXT: the screen
is erased and we move to a new main unit. The -jump- command is particularly
useful in association with initializations, as in this eicample, where it is
necessary to separate initializations from ,a process in a different unit.
It would be superfluous to show the studenta blank Screen and to make the
Indeed, it should be a basic rule to minimize
student press NEXT.
Notice that
unnecessary keypresses so as not to frustrate the student.
commands)
-jump- is immediate (like -do- and unlike the -next- or
and that statements that follow -jump- in a unit will:not be executed
(unlike -do-, -next-, and -help-).

The base pointer is not affected by a -jump-i, 'it remains zero if
we are not in a help sequence, and it retains its base unit specification
if we are in a help sequence. The =jump- simply takeS us from one new
main unit to another without having to press NEXT.- Since it starts a new
main unit, a -jump- cancels any -do-s which have been encounteredf there
will be no return from those -do-s.
When moving from one.main unit to another, by -jump- or by pressing
NEXT, the entire screen is,erased unless 'the first of these two main units
contains an "inhibit erase" statement.,
Since -jump\ takes the student from one main unit to another without
altering thebase pointer, it is possible to take a student to a help
sequence immediately without his pressing,HELP:
unit

base
jump

model

_model
mothelp

Initially, the base pointer is zero because we are in a non-help sequence.
Then a -base- command is used,to,set the base pointer to unit "model" (the
main unit we are presently in).' The -jump- takes us to unit "modhelj ". Now
we are in a help sequence because the base pointer has been set. The return
from the help sequence will be to the beginning of unit "model". Note the
difference between "base
model" and "base
q" in unit "model": a
q" statement would clear the already-cleared base pointer, whereas
"base
model" sets it to "model".
"base
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Summary of sequencing commands

You haveclearned many commands which enable you to control the sequencingor
of units in a lesson.
These include commands which set pointers t2neXt-,
- help -, -base-, etc.) and a couple of immediate branching commands (-do- and
-jump-4.
You have seen how to have two-parallel sequences of main units -a non-help sequence and a help sequence -= and have used the -end- command
to terminate a help sequence. Additional aspects of the-connections among
units will be discussed in chapter VI in the section bn the -goto- command.
We recall that the LAB, DAT1, and BACK keys are activated by -lab-; -data-,
and -back"- commands, just as the HELP key is activated by the -help- command.
The shifted HELP, LAB, DATA, NEXT, and BACK keys (abbreviated as HELP1, LAB1,
ATA1, NEXT1, and BACK1) are activated by the commands -help1-, -lab1-,
- datal -, -next1-, and -back1-.
(When in a help sequence the BACK or BACK1
keys will cause a re rn to the bse.unit unless t re are explicit-back- or
-back1- commafids to falter this.)
Here is a unit which uses many of these
commands:

r
unit
help
help1
lab
lab1

data
data1
at
write

central
uhelp
index
simulate
O

calc
data
news
1314
Press

ti

HELP for assistance,
shift -HELP for an index,
L
for simulation,
shi t-LAB fora Calculator,
DATA for tables of data,
shift-DATA for class news.

This is an extreme case, but this unit gives the student six choices of help
sequences, and which help sequence is entered depends on which key the student
presses.
In any of these cases the eventual return will be to this base
unit.
The commands -next-, next'};, -back-, and -back1- are somewhat different
in that these do not cause a help sequence to be initiated: pressing the
corresponding key does not alter the base pointer.
The same conventions apply to all these commands.
In particulai, a
blank tag (or "q") disables'the corresponding key by clearing the associated
pointer.
A non-help sequence can be, changed into,a help sequence by specifying a unit to return to with a "base unit" statement. A help sequence becomes
a non-help sequence if we encounter a "base
q" or "base" statement, since
these clear the base pointer.
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It is important to point out that all the unit pointers other than
"base" are cleared when we start a new main unit (either by jump- or by
pressing a key such as NEXT, BACK, or HELP).

Notice that -jump- and -do- are basically author-controlled branching
commands, while -help-, -back-, -data-, etc., permit the student to control
the lesson sequence.
There is another way to enter a help sequence which is particularly
.,ueeful in offering to the -student an,index to the various parts of the

Suppose the lessons organized into chapters or topics and you
,esson.
In particular, he can
wish to let the student choose,his own sequence.
skip ahead, go back, or review material.
It is desirable that he-be able
to go to an index or table of contents at any time. One way to provide
access to the index is to put a "data
table" statement in every main
unit.
Then the student can hit the DATA key and jump to unit "table" at any
time.
Unit "table" would twitain a lest of topics for the student to choose
. from, and it shoUld contain a "base" statement to insure that the chosen
topic be enteredias a base sequence. Another Way to provide this kind of
index is by means of-a single -term- command:
unit
base

/3=term
at

write

(N.

arrow
answer
jump
answer
jump
answer
jump
answer
jump

.

table
index
1218
Choose a chapter:
a)
Introduction
Nouns
b)
c)
Pronouns
d)
Verbs
1822
a

intro
b
uncurlc

pron
d

verb

The presence of "term
index" in the unit "table" makes it possible for the
student at any time to press the TERM key and type "index" to reach unit "table".
(The TERM key is the shifted ANS key on the keyboard.) When he presses TERM,
TUTOR responds by asking him,at the bottom of the screen "what termA whereupon
he wolild type."index".
He then reaches unit "table", where he can choose
a chapter. You can see that -term- is complementary to -help-: -help- in
a main unit specifies where to go if HELP is pressed while in that main unit,
whereas the presence oft-term- in a unit specifies that the unit can be
entered from anywhere in the lesson. It is an error to put another -termcommand with the same tag in another unit, for then TUTOR doesn't know which
unit to enter.

a
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The name -term- stems from an early use of this kind of facility to
provide access to a dictionary of "terms" -- special vocabulary used in a
lesson.
In such an application there are as many help units as there are
terms to be defined, and each unit has an appropriate -term- command:
unit
term
at
write
end

cardinfo
cardiac
1907

"cardiac" means "pertaining to the heart".

Except for situations of this kind, it is strongly recommended that you
limit yourself to having only one unit with.a -term- in it, and its tag be
"index". This greatlyrsimplifies the instructions to the student on how
to use the lesson and reduces to a, minimum what he must remember in order
to move around in the lesson.
In'the index unit you describe the various
options that are available. Even for,providing a dictionary of terms, thi.
scheme is probably preferable -- one of the options could be "dictionary of
terms", which in turn would show a list of the Fords whose definitions are
available:

It is possible to haiN additional -term- commands in the unit to provide
synonyms:

unit
base
term
term
term
at
write

table
index
contents
choice
1218
Choose a topic...

These additiong insure that the student will reach this unit by TE
or TERM-contents, or TERM-choice.

-index,

The -imain- command
An alternative to "TERM-index" is to tell the student to preps a key
such as LAB to reach an index page.
If this index is in unit "table",
you must then put the statement "lab
table" in every main unit, since

a
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all unit pointers are cleared when a new main unit is entered. A better
way to do this is to use an -imain- command which sincifies a unit to be
,r
done initially in every main unit:
4--

setit

.

.

.

unit

unit
do

a

.

.

.

b

.

IS

,

EQUIVALENT
TO

unit
do

b
setit

.

.

.

.

'unit

setit

.

.

unit

a

unit
do

c

.

'c

"setit-

.

.

.

unit
lab

unit
lab

setit
table

setit
table

The -imain- command names unit "setit" to be done at the beginning of every
main unit.
You can specify all kinds of initializations to be performed in each
main unit. For example, you might advertise the LAB key with this display
at the bottom of° the screen:
Press LAB for an index
In this case you would write something like
imain

setit

unit
lab
at
write
draw

setit
table
3220
Press LAB for index
3120:3144;3244;3220;3120

9

the display will appear with each main unit, .and the LAB key will be
Now ,the
activated.
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The -imain- command sets a pointer, just as the -help- ancr-basecommands do. You can change the associated unit by executing"another
-imain- command:
imain

setit

imain

other.

s.

You ca
or "i0

stop having an imain-associated unit done by using "imain
" (blank tag) to clear the -imain- pointer.

q"

While any key may be used to access an index, many authors have agreed
to use shift-DATA, in order to provide some uniformity
one lesson to
another.' This reduces the number of new conventions a student must learn
.0
when studying new material.
There is a similar -iarrow- cOtmand which can be used to specify a
unit to be performed every time a student enters a response. If the -iarrowcommand is itself located in the -imaim- unit, all -arrow-s will be affected.

G
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1

Cond(tional commands

It is important to be able to specify the sequencing of a lesson
conditionally. We would like to jump past, some material on the condition
that the student has demonstrated mastery of the concept and needs no further
Or we would like to take the student,to a remedial sequence conpractice.
Or
ditionally, the condition being poor performance on the present topic.
which'help sequence we offer might be conditional on the number of times
All of these examples imply a need for conditional
help has been requested.
sequencing or branching statements, where the condition may be specified
by calculations involving the status of the student.
The usefulness of conditional branching is hot limited to the sequencing
of major lesson segments, but extends to many calculational or display
For example, we might need to -do- conditionally one of sevsituations.
eral possible subroutines in the course of presenting a complex display to
This chapter will show you how to perform these and similar
te student,
nditional operations.

I

Here is an ekample involving a conditional -do- statement:
unit
calc
jump

setup
Nc=-1
home

*

unit
next
at
do

home
home
2010

N,neg,uzero,04,utwo

at

1215

write
calc

N equals Qs,NP%

unit
write

neg
Unit "neg".

unit
draw

uzero

N

114-1

; 210, 260; 2060; 2010

unit
One
circleb 200,250,250,0,270

*
unit
write

utwo
Unit "two".

The new element is the conditional -do- statement in unit "home".
If N
is negative, that statement is equivalent to "do
neg".
If N is
zero, the statement is equivalent to "do
uzero", and so on:
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N,neg,uzerO,One,utwo

do.
11,

A

is equivalent to
if. N is negative
lif N is zero
if N is 1
if J is 2 or grpater

neg.

do
do
do
do

uzero
One
utwo

Note that unit "utwo" will come up repeatedly because it is the last unit
named in the conditional -do- statement. The list of unit names can be up
to 100 long:
N,neg,uzero,One,utwo,dispone,
zon,zip,figure,ultima

do

If N is 7 or greater, this statement .s equivalent to "do

ultima".

it
The "conditional expression" (N in this case) can'be anything:
can be as complicated as "3x - 5 sqrt(N)" and can even involve assignments
The value of the expression is rounded to the.nearest
as in "1444:335-x".

integer before choosing a unit from the list of us; and if the rounded
'or example,
value is negative, the. first unit in the list is chosen.
if the expression is -.4, it rounds to zero; in which case the second unit
in the list is chosen..

In a conditional -do each unit named may involve the passinvof
arguments:

3N-4,circ(25,75),box(45),x,flag,circ(10,30)

do

0

neg

1

2

So far we have encountered the following sequencing commands: -do-,
-labl-,
-jump-, -next-, -nextl-, -back-, -backl-, -help-, -helpl-,
-nextnow-, -data-, -datal-, and -base-. When the tag of such a command is
uhelper"), we
just a sing19 unit name (e.g., in a statement like "help
say it is "unconditional". To make a "conditional" statement out ofany of
these, we follow the same rule -- state the conditional expression followed
So we might have
by a list of unit names.
N-5,zonk,q,zap,zing,x

data

40

,c,.

,o

Tr
.c.

P
(/

06)

.

Jo ,Ap

0 e
0

.

,0+q

,c

4
(5)
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Here "q" has the same meaning it. had in unconditional pointet-associated
statements:
the "data" pointeriS cleared so that the DATA key is disabled.
This can be used to cancel the effect of an earlier -data- command in this
main unit. 4Remember that all the unit pointers are cleared when we start
a new.main unit.) The t1.t name "x" has the special meaning "don't do
anything!" In the example shown, if the condition (N-5) is three or greater,
this -data- command has no effect at all: we "fall through" to the next
statement without affecting the "data" pointer. Similarly, if a unit name in
the conditional -do- diaCussed above is replaced by "x",;:fno unit will be
done for the corresponaing condition: we "fall through":/to the next statement.

This "x" option is extraordinarily useful.
situation:
jump

.

Consider the following

correct -5,x,done

(then show the next item)

If CdOrrect75) is negative (i.e., the student has made fewer than 5 correct
answers), we "fall through" to the presentation of the next item.. If, hosIever,
he has.5 or more correct, the condition (correct-5) will be zero or greater
and we jump to unit "done".

Logical expressions

The last example can be written in an alternative form which imp over
the readability:
A.

jump

correct<5,x,done

This says "fall through if correct is less than 5, otherwise jump to done".
The condition (correct<5) we call a "logical expression" because it has only
41 two possible values, "true" (-1) or "false" (0)', whereas numerical expressions
can have any numerical value. Since a logical expression can have only two'
values (-1 if true or 0 if false) it, is pointless to list- more than two unit
names after the condition.Actually, because of rounding, the form "jump
N<5,x,done" is more
precise than the form "jump
N-5,x,done".
Suppose that'N is 4.8. Then
"N<5" is true (-1), which rounds to -1,, which implies "jx". But N-5" is
-0.2, which rounds to zero, which implies "done". Such differences show
up whenever some of the variables need not have integer values.
Here is another example:
do

c-b,far,near,far

will do unit "near" if c and b differ by no more than 0.5, since in that
case "c-b" will lie between -0.5and +0.5, which rounds to zero.

6.3
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Op the other hand
c=b,same,diff

do
.

will do unit "same" only if c and b are equal, not just nearly the same%
The condition "c=b" is true (-1) only if c is precisely equal to b.
which
<, >, 5, and
There are six basic logical operators: =,
mean equal, not equal, less than, greater than, less than or equal, and
ab,diff,same" is equivalent to
greater than or equal.
5, and ).)
The operators involving equality (,
a=b,same,diff".
"do
consider two numbers to'be equal if they differ by,l)ess than one part in
1011 (relative tolerance) q by an absolute difference of 10-9, whichever
is larger. This is done to'compensate for tmall roundoff errors inherent to
computers due to their very high but not infinite precision. One consequence
is that all numbers within 114-,9 of zero are 'considersed equal by these logical
operators.

You can mix logical expresions with nVmerical expressions in Fruitful
ways:

calc

x<1.100-25(y>13)

125" if y is gre4ter than 3 ("y>13" it true is -1). or it gives
"x -100" if y is less than or equal to 13 ("y>13" if false is 0). To
clarify this, suppose that y is 18 or y is 4:

gives "x.

y=18
0

100+25

100-25(y>13)
100-25(4)13)
100-25(0)
100-(0)

125

100

100-25(y)13)
100-25(18>13)
100 -25 ( -1)

.

In these applications it would be nice if "true" were +1 rather thin -1,
but the much more common use of logical expressions in conditional branching
commands dictates the choice of -1, since the first unit listed is chosen
if the condition is negdtive.
You can combine logical expressions:'
((3<b) $and$ (h<5)I

In other
is true (-1) only if both conditions q<b) and (b<5) are true.
words, b must lie between 3 and 5 for this expression to have the value -1.
Similarly,
(y>x) $or$ (b=2)

will be true if either (y>x) is true or (b=2) is true (or both are true).

67
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Frnally, you can "invert" the truth of an,expiession:
not(b=3c)

is true if (b=3c) is not true.

Xhis completaexpreSsion is equivalent to

'

'"b/3c".

.

The combining operations $and$, $or$, and "not. make oensd only wheh
used in association with logical expressions (which are -1 or 11). For
instance, (b>c $and$ 19] is me'aninglessepd will give unpredictable results.
(If you have done a great beal of prograMming, you might wonder about
qpecial bit manipulations, but there. are separate operators for maskihg,.
union, and shift operations, as discussed in chapter IX.)4

The conditional - write- command (-writec-)

A very common situation is that of needing to write one of several
possible messages on the screed.' For example, you might. like to pick one
of five congratulatory messages.to write after receiving a correct response

a

'from the student:
unit,

/

at
do

*,

congrat
N,5,
1215

$$ lei TUTOR pick an integer from 1 to 5

N-2,ok1,ok2,ok3,ok4,ok5

*

unit
write

ok1

Good!
Qr

unit
write

ok2
Excellent!

*

unit

r'write
unit
write

ok3

I'm proud of you,
ok4
Hurray!

*

unit
write

ok5
Great!

4

lhe -randu- command, "random on a uniform distribution", tells 'TUTOR to pick
,Pai integer between 1 and 5 and put it in ,N. We theft, use thin, value of 'N
to do one of five units to write one of, five messagen.here is a much
more compact way of writing this:

4

unit
randu
at
-.)writec

congrat

AID

N,5
1215

N-2,Goodl,Excellentl,
I'm proud of you.,
Hurrayl,Greatl,
4

I
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The - writec- command is similar to that of a conditional branching command,
but the listed elementb are pieces of text rather than unit names. Because
-write- can be used to display any kind of, text (including commas),Igitis*
necessary to use a different command name (-Writec--) to indieatk.th condi=
tional form of -write-, whereas in'branching statements the coMelas separating.
an
the unit names are enough to tell TUTOR that it is a conditional r th
unconditional form..

You can write whole paragraphs with nice left margins; just as with the
-write- commandf

writec N,Good!,Exceltent!,
I'm proud off
you and so
is your mother.,
Hurray!,Oreat!,

The elements of text are .set off by commas.4' If N is 3, the student will
see.a three-line paragraph, since there are no commas at the end of "of"
If N is -1 or 0, no text will he displayer, since. there is no
and. "so".
text between the first few commas. Note that "x" is not the fall -through
here "x" is
that is for a uniWname in a conditional branching command:
",;"
form is
a legitimate piece of text which can be displayed, so the
the "fall-through".

1

If you want commas to'appear in some of your text'dlements,'you. have
a problem, since the commas delimit elements:

writec

N,Hello!,How are you, Bill?,Hi there!,

If N is zero, we mill see "How are you", net "Hew are you, Bill?" The solution
is to use a special character ($):
'writec

N$Hello!$How are you, Bill?$Hi there!$.

While this special character
Now if N=0 we will see ,"How are you, Bill?".
($)! ith required if text' elements contain commas, you may prefer to use it
always, even when.there'are no commas.
The same kinds of embeddir
are permitted with -writec-:
writec

of ()the

mmands permitted by 1-write-

2c=b,I have Qs,apl> apples.,
I will buy 4.1s,peachyA peaches.,

The-writec- is affebted by -size- and-rotaten commands, just like -write-.
o

A
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The conditional -calc- commands:

-calcc- and -calcs-

The effects of -writec- can be achieved by a conditional -do- and a
bunch of units containing the text elements, but we have seen that this is
a clumsy way to do it.. We would often °like to calculate one of several
things based on a condition. This, too, could be done with a conditional
-do- to one of several units containing the calculatisins, but this is cumbersome.
we saw one shortcut already:
(

x«1

calc

-25(y>13)

is equivalent-to "x4=125" if y>13 and to
be written as

"x<P100" ifInot.' This can alsO

y>13,xX;=125',x100

calcc

The -calcc- is strictly analogous to -writec-.
It indicates a list of
calcUlations to be performed, dependent on a condition. The elements in
the list are calculations rather than pieces of text or unit names.
'
Very often each of the calculations,in the list conaists.of assigning
a value to the same Variable, In the example above both calculations assign
a value to the variable "x". An even shorter way to write this kind of
thing is

" ,

4

calcs

'N-5Y,bin<1=37,5.2',y3+22/N

This will store (7oalc2-) one of five values in "bin"; depending on the.
condition "N-5y". 'Note that if "N-5y" rounds to two, we-do nothing: two
commas in a row ( ).indicate "do nothing in -calcs-, - calcc -, and -writec-.

The conditional -mode- command
For completeness it should be mentioned that the -mode- command also
can be made conditional:

mode

count-3,write,x,rewrite,erase,write

Here the list of elements folrowing the condition is similar to the list of
unit names in a -help- command: they are the names of the various possible
screen display modes. The "x" option means "do nothing -=- do not change
the present mode".

The -goto- command
011.

The -goto- command is a very mild version of'the
command.
It
does not initiate a new main unit and does not perform the, initializations
associated with starting a main unit: the screen is /not erased, the help,
and other unitpointers are not cleared, and hold deep we are in "do" levels
is unaffected.
It is most often Used iir its conditional foki so we waited
until this chapter to introduce it.

s

,

yr

8

One common use of the -goto- command is to "cutoff" gunit prematurely:
unit
at
write
goto

e

A

You have now finished the quiz.
score<90,fair,x

size

4

at
write
size

2205

unit
at
write

unit
at
write

/

1315

Congratulations!'

f
1912.
The next topic is .

.

fair
1815

Your score was below 90.

*

unit

blah,

In this example a score of 90 or better will mean that we fall through the
-goto- to display the large-size "Congratulations!" A score of less than
90 will take us to unit "fair" to add "Your score was below 9991'to.the
'"You have'finished the quiz" already on the screen. The -goto- does not
',erase the screen, nor does it change the fact that the main unit is still
When the stude40, presses NEXT, he proceeds to unit "B ", the main unit
f011owklg unit "A". He does not proceed to unit "blah "..
.

°

Like -do-, the -goto- command attaches a unit without changing which
unit is "home", whereas -jump- changes the main unit and performs the many
initializations associated with entering a new main unit (full-sqreen erase,
As to the differencp
clearing the help pointers; forgetting any -do-s, etc.)
between -goto- and -do-, the main difference is that the -do- will normally
come back .upon completion of the attached unit, whereas -goto- does not come
statements following the -goto- are normally not executed.
back:

I
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The relationships among main units and attached units and among -jump-,
-goto-, and -do- may be clearer if you think of a lesson as being made up
of a number of nodes or clusters each consisting of a main unit and its
attached units:

I

qb.

.3

Movement- between main units is made by pressing NEXT (or HELP,, BACK,' etc.)
or by executing a -jump-.
TheSe main units may form a normal sequence or
a help sequence (see Chapter V). The -goto- and -do- commands attach
auxiliary units to these main units.
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a

Notice that completioh of a unit readied by one or more -goto-s will
cause' TUTOR to "undo" one level if one or more -do-s had intervened in
reaching this unit. The reason this occurs is that whenever TU&R'encounters
a -unit- command (which terminates the preceding unit) TUTOR asks "Are
we at the main-unit level ?" If.so, we have completed processing,; if not,
we must "undo",to the statement immediately, ,following the last -doencountered.
This point deserves"anexample for illustration:

P.

unit
do
show

calcit
sum
total

unit
calc
goto

sum

unit

addup

total =O
addup

$$ initialize "total"

$$ a 'calculafidn of"total"
.

unit

.

other

In unit "calcit"- we -do- "sum;, which initializes "total" and does a
-goto- to unit "addup ", where some kind of calculation is performed. When
we run out of work (by encountering a -unit- command at the end of unit
"addup"),TUTOMpasks whether there was a -do-.
There was a -do-, so
control pass
to the statement allowing the last -do-, which is
"show
total'. All of this is erfectly reasonable and useful, but it
should be pointed out that this property of the -goto-, that it preserves
the required information to permit "undoing", has an odd side-effect. The
presence of a -goto-, in a done unit causes an exception (the only exception)
to the description of -do-.as a text-insertion device. Except for this
case, the effect of a -do- is equivalent to inserting all the statements
contained in the done unit in place of the -do- statement. But suppose we
replace our -do- with the statements contained in unit "sum". We would
have:

OOk

unit
calc
goto
show

calcit
total<=0}
addup
total

unit

addup

unit

cilbr

ate of "do

sum"

7

0
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Now
not
the
the

the -goto- cuts off the rest of unit "calcit", and the -show- will
So
be performed, in contrast with the case where we used a
presence of a -goto7 in a done unit/causes a (useful) exception to
text-insertion nature of -do-.
te,

Here is a summary of the basic properties of the -goto- command:
1)

2)
3)

-goto- may be usedlto attach units with none of the initiali.zations associated with -jump-;
statements which follow the -goto- will not be executed
(like -jump- and unlike -do-);
a -goto-: in a done unit does not cut off statements following
the original -do- statement, which is an exception to the
normal text-insertion nature of -do-.
-goto- are discussed in Chapter VII (Judging Student

Addi lonal aspects
Responses).
It is often c

venient to cut off a unit with a -goto- of the form

shown in' this ex
00

unit
goto
,write

cuts
expression,x,zonk,empty,x,empty
We fell through...

unit

empty

unit

zonk

Pt,

Note that unit "empty" has nothing in it but serves merely to have a place
to go to in order to cut off the end of unito"cuts". This is such a common
situation that TUTOR provides an empty unit named "q" (for quit); the
previous -goto- can be written, as
goto

expression,x,zonk,q,x,q

aning of q here
q" means go to an empty unit. The special
and "goto
makes it illegal to have your own unit named "q", just as it is not possible
somewhat difto name a unit 7x". The use'of "q" in a -gotp-, statement
ferent from the use of "q" in a -help- statement. You wil recall fiom
Chapter V that "help', q" means to quit specifying a helphinit (by clearing
empty" can be'rendered by the equivalent
the -help- pointer). Since "do
(or a conditional form) is given the
i:a"
x", the statement "do
"do
q".
special interpretation of acting like a "goto

on.
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The -goto- can be used in association with the -entry- command to skip
over statemen
:

/

)s

calc
,goto

calc

1344
3f >5,leavit,x

b4Pf/2

f44

entry

leavit

t

If 3f is greater than 5, we skip over intervening statements to entry
"leavit". .The,rentry- command is equivalent to a special -goto- plus
a -unit-i

special goto

leavit
} equivalent to (entry leavit)
leavit

O

sothatt unlike a -unit- commandentry- does not terminate a unit but
merely provides a named place to branch to
Its equivalence to a special
hidden -goto- followed by a,-unit- command means that an entry is completely
equivalent to a unit except for not terminating the preceding statements.
For this reason it is possible to use an entry name with -do-, -jump-,
-help-, etc.

0.

The conditional -goto- is often used for repetitive operations similar
to those carried-out with -do-. Here are two versions of a subroutine to
add the cubes of the first ten integers:
-do-

-goto-

unit

add

can

total 4=A

do

add2,ie.1,10

unit
calc

add2
total4=,total+i3

add
i<1=-11

total 41.0

goto
unit
calc

'

add2

*

unit

add2
total total +i3
i<Pi+1

goto

if',10,add2,x

talc

75
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The last two statements in the -goto- example could be combined into one:
goto
(ic=d+1)510,add2,x. For the simple task of adding, ten numbers, the
-do- form is certainly easier td construct, but situations occasionally
arise where it is easier to construct a repetitive loop using a conditional
-goto-.

Except for not changing how many levels deep in -do-s we are, -gotoAlthough the feature is little used, it is even
possible to pass arguments to a subroutine with a -goto-:
"goto
zonk(12,25)". Arguments may also be passed in a conditional -goto-:
3N-4,alpha(2+count),x,beta(15,2N),q".
"goto
is quite similar -to -do-.

*,

,

.40,

The conditional iteratjve
The conditional and iterative -do- can be combined so that, -on each
iteration, the conditional expression selects which unit to do thiS time:
do

N+3,ua,ub,uc,ud,i47.1,12

neg 0

1

Z2

to12), the expression "N+3" is evaluated,
For each value of i (from
which determines which subroutine will be done. For example, if "N+3" is
Usually a
ub,i =1,12 ".
0, the above statement is equivalent to "do
conditional iterative -do- is used in situations where the conditional' .`
expression ("N+3") is not changing, but doing one of the subroutines can
A
change N so that a different subroutine is used on the next iteration.
more straightforward example of such manipulations is this:
1

do

For iIdeldal to 1, the condition "i-2" is -1, sd we do "ua". Then i is
incremented to 2, and we do "ub", etc.- This statement is, therefore,
equivalent to the sequence.
do
do
do
do

ua

ub

'

uc

ud

As usual, the specifiod units can involve the passing of arguments:

In a conditional non-iterative -do- the unit names "x" and "q" mean
In a conditional iterative
q" respectively.
"don't do anything" and "goto
-do- "x" means "don't do anything on this iteration", and "q" means "quit
In other words,
doing this statement and go on to the next statement".

a
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"x" means "fall through to the next iteration", while "q" means "fall
through to the next TUTOR statement". For example,
do
show

will display the number "3". For i equal to 1 we do "ua"; for i equal to
2 we do nothing; for i equal to 3 we quit and go on to the following
-show- statement.

!*

4
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VII.

1

Judging student responses

You now cknowdquite kbit about how to-express in the TUTOR language
You
your instructions to pLATisl on how\to administer a lesson to a student.
may not have realizedA, buts in the process you have learned a great deal
You can calculate,
about the fundamental concepts of :Computer programming.
produce complex displays, and consi*uct rich branchiAlg structures., You
have studied aspects of initialization problems, see4 the importance of subroutines, and looked at sonic stylistic aspects of good programming practice
such as defining variables, placing unit pointer commands at the head of
main units, etc. With this solid background you are now ready to'see in
detail .how to accept and judge student responses.
In Chapter I you d4w a Qom:Inn type-6f judging situation in which you
simply list the anticipated responses after, an -arrow- statement, together
with the display or other actions to be performed_corresp4nding to the particular response. Let up see how TUTOR actually processes these judging
commands. We will consider a slightly different version of the "geometry"
unit:

unit
draw
arrow
at

write
answer
write
wrong
write

geometry

5100510;1540;510
2015
1812
What is this figure?
<it,is,a> cright,rt) triangle
Exactly right!
<it,is,a> square
Count the'sideol

The order of the initial statements has been changed slightly. TUTOR starts
executing this main unit by drawing the triangle. TUTOR next encounters the'
"*arrow- ,command, places an arrowhead at position 2015, and notes where this
-arrow- command is (the second command in unit "geometry"). TUTOR then
executes the -at- and -write- to display the text: "What is this figure?"
...-

Finally, TUTOR reaches'the -answer- command. This "judging" command in
pseless at this time because the student has not entered a response' There
,13 nothing more that can be done but wait for the student to type a response
and enter it by pressing NEXT. We call commands which operate on the student's
response "judging" commands (such as -answer- and -wrong-). Other commands,
such as -draw-, -at-, -write-, and -calc-, are called "regular" commands.
We see that 'T.ITOR must stop executing regular commands when a judging command
(filip assumes the presence of an -arrow- command: an -answerencountAred.
or other LIciging command without a preceding -arrow- is meaningless.)
When the student protases NEXT to enter his response, TUTOR looks at its
notes and finds that the -arrow.* was the second command in unit "geometry".
TUTOR starts just beyond there ldoking,for judging commands to process the
It skips the regularOcomnlands -at- and --write-; these
student's response.
I
It
encounters the
are not judging commands and are of no''O e at this point.
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-answer- command and compares the student response with the specifications
given in the tag of the -ahsvier- command.
If there is not an adequate match, TUTQR goes to the next command looking,
9
for-a judging command that might yield a match. In this case the following
command is a regular command (-write-) which is skipped., Next there is a
no match to the student's response,
-wrong- judging command, and if there
TUTOR'keeps iudging. Then comes a -write- regular command which is skipped.

Finally we come to the end of the unit without finding a matching judg=
ing command and must give a "no" judgment to this response (and possibly
mark up the response with underlining and X's if the response is fairly
close to that specified by the -answer- command). The process of starting
from just after the -arrow- in the "judging state" will be repeated each
time the student tries again with a reviset response.
,

If, on the other hand, the response adequately matches the -answerstatement, TUTOR has found a match and can terminate the execution of judging
It evitches to processing regular commands with the result that
commands.
(This regular
Exactly right!" will be executed.
the following "write
command is skipped unless a match to the.-answer- flips TUTOR out of the
"judging state" into the "regular state".) Then TUTOR, in the regular state,
comes to a judging command (-wrong-) which terminates the processing. TUTOR
{Similarly,
finishes up by placing an "ok" beside the student response.
execute the
a match to the -wrong- would flip TUTOR to the regular state J711,1
..,,
Count
the
sides!")
regular statement "write

When the -arrow- is finally "satisfied",by an "ok" judgment, TUTOR
returns one last time to the -arrow- and searches for any other -arrowcommands in the unit. In this search it skips both regular and judging
In our particular example no other -arrow- is found, so all arrows
commands.
(one4) in the unit'have been satisfied. After the student has read our
comment to him he presses NEXT and proceeds to the next main unit.
It may seem wasteful to you that TUTOR keeps going back to the -arrowonly to skip over the regularcommands preceding the nen judging command.
It turns out that skipping a command is an extremely fast procedure and
that keeping a single marker (the location of the -arrow- command within
the unit) greatly Amplifies the TUTOR machinery.
In the example, the replies "Exactly right!" or "Count the sides,!"
would be displayed at the location 2317, three lines below the response on
This standard positioning can, of course, be altered by an
the screen.
-at- statement.

'1 )
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You can watch a step-by-step
Here is another illustrative example.
animation of the processing of the follo*ing unit by studying the "simulation"
topic available through lessen "aids" on a PLATO terminal. The unit is:
unit
at
write

arrow
answer
write
answer
write
wrong
write

canine
2105
Name a canine:
2308
dog .

A house pet.
wolf
A wild onel
cat
A feline!

Suppose the student enters "wolf" as his response. TUTOR initiates the
"judging state" just after the - arrow-. The first! -answer- (dog) does not
A house pet."
match, so TUTOR stays in the judging state and skips the "write
There is a match to the following "answer wolf", so judging terminates and
.A wild one!" is executed, nbt'skipped.
the regular state starts. The "write
cat", and since -wrong- is a judging command,
Next TUTOR encounters a "wrong
this terminates the rdgular state.
The student gets an "ok" judgment. The
search for another -arrow- does not find one,.so the student has successfully
..completed the unit.
Study the simulation in lesson "aids".
This method of processing judging and regular commands yields a readable
programming structure, with judging commands delimiting the regular commands
used to respond to Ole student.
We havelppent time discussing the details
in order to simplify our later desCriptions of the variousotypes of judging
commands used to.match, modify, or store student responses. ,
It is important to point out in connection with these matters that the
-do-'and -goto- commands are regular commands. They are, therefore, skipped
over during the judging 'state and during. the search state (looking for a
possible additional -arrow- after an arrow h.s been satisfied.). There
is another command, -join-, which works like -do- except that the -joincommand is universally executed whether TUTOR is in the regular state,
It is,therofore,possible to -jointhe judging state, or the search state.
units containing judging commando or even containing additional -arrowcommands, whereas a -goto- or -do- is incapable of accessing other units
in the judging or search states since these regular commands are skipped.
Although the 4.do- command acts essentially life a -join-, it is, nevertheless,
a regular command and is skipped during the judging and search states. Only
the -join- command itself has the unique characteristic of being performed
in all states--regular,judging, and search.
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It is freuent],y useful to handle more than one response in a unit.
Let's ask "Who owned Mount Vernon?", and after receiving a correct response
ask in what state it is located but stay on the same page:
*'

unit
at
write
arrow
answer
at
write
wrong
at
write
arrow
at
trite
answer

wash
812

Who lived at Mount Vernon?
1015

<George,G> Was h ington ,
1120
Great!

Jefferson
1112

No, he lived a

onticeito.

1715
1512

In what state

s it located?

(Va,Virginia)

Regular commands are executed
If you say "Jefferson" the - ong- is matched.
until you run into the second -arrow-, which ends the range of.the first
-arrow-.
In other words, when you are working on one -arrow- the next -arrowis a teralinating marker.
If you say "Washington", the student gets the 4
"G.Featl" comment. Since the -arrow- is'now satisfied, TUTOR startsat the
first -arrow- searching for another -arrow-, In 'this search state all
commands other than -join- are skipped (-join--may be used to attach a- unit
that contains another -arrow-). A second -arrow,- is encountered, which
changes the search state into the regular state. The arrowhead is didplayed on the screen and the location of this -arrow- within the unit is
noted.
The regular commands following this second - arrow- are processed to
display the second question. The final -answer- command stops this processing
to await the student's response.
There is another way to do this which is probably more readable:
unit
next
at
write
arrow
Ka:lower
at

Or

A-

wash
wash
812

Who lived at Mount Vernon?
1015

<George,G> Washington

1120
write
Great!
wrong
Jefferson
at
1112
write
No, he lived at Monticello.
endarrow
N,
at
1512
write
In whal, state io,itlocateda
arrow
1715
{. answer
(Va,Virginia)

8i

The -endarrow- command defines the end of commands associated' with the
first -arrow-: Note that -endarrow- chahgeS the search state to regular
state. One benefit of this form is that the second arrowhead-appears on
the screen after the text of the second question, which often seems more

Ratural.
It may Seem rather abrupt that the "Great!" and "In what state
located?" both appear on the screen at the same time. It might be better to
let th6' student digest the reply before presenting the second queotion. We
might insert a -pause- with no tag just after the -endarrow-.
Now TUTOR
waits for you to press a key, to signal you want to go on, before presenting
the next question.
The -endarrow- command is -quite uoeful even in units which contain,
only one -arrow-a

\t/
arrow
answer
write
answer
write,

wrong
:write
,

A"

talc
circle

1213

-

dog
Bowwowl
wdlf

6
tO

Howl!
cat
Meow.
y <h-37+y

1ffl0,25g250

The'commando following the -endarrow- will be executed only after the -arrowis satiofied, whether by the responoe'"dog" or "wolf". Se this-is a convenient
way to finish up the unit.
While it is possible to -join- or even -do- units which contain -Arrowcommands, two seemingly arbitrary rules must be followed or you will get unpredictable reoulto
1)

A unit attached by -join- or -do- which contains one or
pore -arrow- commands' Muot end with an--endarrow- command

2)

This attached unit must not contain any -goto- commando.

(po.ssIbly Coll-Owed by regutar Commands).

If you violate either.of these rule's, btrange things will happen becausVN.
TUTOR may "undo".from this unit several times (during judging, while
processing regular commando, or In search state).
I
you follow these two /
rules the -join= or -do- will at like a text - insertion device: your program
will it az though you had inserted the attached unit where' the -join- or
-do- was.
We will discuao those ruleO in more detail later in'this chapter.
-
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Student specification of numerical parameters
F

The -answer- and wrong- commands make it easy to specify a list of
anticipated repponses each of which, due to the'specification Of synonymous
and optional cards, can allow the student considerable latitude in-the way
In some cases there can'be no list of anticipated
he phrases his responses
_responses and_a different technique must be used. For eXample,jou might
ask the student to specify a rocket's launch velocity and use his number to
calculate and display the rocket's orbit. Or you might ask him forhis name
for later use in personalized messages such as "Bill, you should look at e
Chapter 5." In such cases all you can anticipate.* that the response will
be a number or a name, but you` can't, possibly get .6.11 possible numbers it
a.

'

names!
0

4

Here is an example of such a situation. We' will prolLide the student
0
with a desk calculator accessible on the.DATA key,. In. the desk calculator
mode he can type complicated expressiOns (such as "2+,621,1..0nd receive tht'
evaluated result.
4

mainline
desk

unit

.data "

at 3020

Press DATA for calculator

write
O

4

it

n.

desk
desk

unit

next

/
I

$$ for repeated use

1713

at
write

Type an expressioh.
Press -BACK ,when :finished.
1915
$$ Be sure to'define "eval".,
eval

arrow
store
ok
write

$$ Accept all responses.
The result is Is, eval)> .

'

The = store- command will evalua;ecthe student's expression (e.g. "13gin30°")
and store the result in "eval "in this case, the number 6.5). The'- store'command is a judging'command because it 4eratds on the student's response
and can be exeouted only after the student, initiates judging by pressing
4
The -ok- command is a universal -answer- which matches all responses:
!NEXT.
it unconditionally flips TUTOR Trom the judging state to 'thy regUlar state.
, In this example it acceptS anyoiresponee and<enables the folloing
display the evaluated result.
4.

..4,

.

eqrt25',
Note hat a.stpdent need riot use PareritheseS with function
a - talc -.
cos60', arct-an3 are,all legal. /Such expressions arelllegal

IVI a momen we'll see another way ih whkoh TUTOR is .more tolera
tfian of authors.

,
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What if the response cannot be evaluated, such,as 0(_3)1/20
"19/"
or "(3+5)))"? The student will get a -Lino" judgment. To see how this works,
let's insert a -write- statement after the 7Store-:

store/
write

eval
Cannot evaluate!

0

A

ok

0

'4\
Notice that this new - write- is normally skipped because the -Store- leaves
us intlib= judging state.
But1if the student's expression cannot be evaluated,
-store- rrintes a "no" judgment-and switches us frgm the judging state to the
regular state.
Then TUTOR,eXecutes the "write
Cannot evaiva el", after
which it encounters a judging Command (-ok-) which stops the egular.processing.
Note that -store- terminates.juding on4y on an error 'conditi n, whereas
- answer- terminates judging only on a match, and -ok- always erminates
judging.

a

,

.

.

You can tell the student precisely what is wrong with is expression by
use of the systeM variable "formok". This varia8le.is -1 i the student's
expression can be evaluated ;but takes one of sever
positi e integral values
A for specific errors such as unbal need parenthes
bad fo m unrecognized
"variable name, etc. The variabl "formok" is defined auto atically to performthis function.
(If you yourself define "formok=v3"y ou override the
system definition and you won't get these features.)
The particUlar values
assumed by "formok" cfi.nbe obtained through .on-line docume tation at a PLATO

#

terminal.

You can give the student some storage variables.
/of,variables for the student:
define
.

:

o

student
$$ special define set
b6b=v30,cat=v31

1"s define a couple

O

Place these defides ahead of everything efse
the lesson.
Suppose you
hale assigned.-bobl8 and cat =3. If t
student types "2bob" he gets 36.
Or he can type "bobcat" and get54,wher s bobcat would be illegal ina
Calc-, laheAt you would deed bobxcat orlbob(c t).
Only' names defined in
the set, of definitions labeled "student" imay. e used by the student in this
0iay, ;Attempted use of .names in your ot114r se
of defines will give a' value
of "formok" Corresponding' to "Unrecognizle-v riable naffe":

We have-discusSecna desk calcullor, but clearly the store/ok combinatigh
siOrk irk any situation whe
we-let the student choose a, number.
Another
,

8't
of
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good example is in an index of chapter numbers:

unit
base
term

I

table

n

index
.
1218
Choose a c4apter:
1)
Introduction
2)
Nouns
3)
Pronouns,
4)
Verbs
,
,
1822
$$ get one digit; don't Wait for NEXT
1'
chapter
..,.

at
write

arrow

,

1

,,.--7->long

store

--f

1

J

P ..

chapter,x,x,intro,unoun,pron,verb,x
Pick a number between 1 and 4.

jump
write

0

a
,

The -1Ong- command following an'-arrow- (but preceding any judging commands)
.
sets a limit Oh the length of the student's reilDonse. The "long -.1.11" is
particularly useful here because the student need not press. NEXT but has
only.to press the single number.and.judging starts right away. '(For -long9f greater than 1 there must be an accompanying "fOrce, -long' statement
The reason -long- musk precede any judging
or else a NEXT key is required.)
command is that the long specification is needed before the student starts
typing, whereas we proceed past the judging command only after the student
enters a response, ,You might think of -long- as a. kind of modifier of the
=arrow- command. The\rarrow- sets a default maximum response length Which
.
is overridden by the following'-longstatethent,
I,
4

,

.

.

The -no- in this index unit is similar to -ok- in that it unconditionally
-terminates judging, but it makes a "no"judgment.' If "chapter" is a.number
from 1 to 4, the -jump- will take the student to his 'chos'en chapter e, since

-jump- erabes the screen the "no" Will not be seen. .If, however, "chapter"
is ndt in range, we' fall ychrough the -jump- to an error message.. There will
bq6a "no".next to the response and the student must try again.

Student specifications of non-numerical parameters
-,

0
,

.

Having seen how to leethe student specify a number, let's,see how to
ask him to tell us his name or nickname to permit us to'speak to-him by name:
.
meet
unit
1215
at
Hello.) my-name is Sam Connor.
write
What's your name?
1620
arrow
$$ limit to 8 characters
long
8,,
$$ define "name" earlier
...,:i=storea. name
,

.

.

1

.

,

'

.

ok

write

.

c

Pleased to meet you, a,nameA IL
4,

O
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- storea-'is a judging Co
nd whiCh will store alphabetic information as
distinguished from numeric information. The ga,nameT> is the embedded
form of the istaternt "showa
name" which will display alphabetic information.
This unit will f ed baCk-to you any name you give it. Notice that yoU calot
enter a,name of more than-8 charactersbecanse of the -lohg- command.
If
capitalized, the,name must be shorter because a capital letter counts as
two characters: -TUTOR=storesa capj,tal,letter_as a "shift" character plus the
16wer7fype letter.
(Insert a'"force
long" statement anywhere before.the
- store-

if you would like judging tostart upon-hitting the -long- limit,
without having to press NEXT.)
;

A statement of the form !'storea name,3" will store!judt the first three
characters of the student's response. You can get and keep a character count
. of the length of_the student's name, !Jiciuding "shift" characters, by referring
to the.systemvariable "jcount"-, whicWs a count of the number of characters
in the copy of the student response used for judginghence the "j". With
these facts in mind, change the -storea- to
'

.

g

storea

name,(naming<=jcount)

,which will store the whole response and save the length. Be sure to define
both "name" and "naming", but do not define "icount" or Yollewill override
TUTOR's definition of its function. Also, change the embedded -showa- to

Qa,name,namlngP
to show precisely the correct number of characters.

e

6

The reason-I-Cr-saving the present value of "jcompt" in "naming" is that
"4count" will change at each - ergo- in the-lesson, Wereas throughout the
you will repeatedly use "showa
name,namlng" or la,name,namlngP
t call the Student by name.
So you want "naming" to keep the name length.
Incidentally, a -showa- with only a single argument (such as "sho
name")
will show ten characters, which is the number of characters (including shift
characterA) that will fit in One of your variables.

It is possible to store alphabetic information longer than ten characters.
8" to "long
Change the "long
20".
Suppose you've defined "name=v24":
you must make sure that, you are not using v25,I and change your defines if
necessary. The 20-character name will need both v24 and v25 since each variable
can hold only ten characters. With these changes it is.possible to enter a
long Name (e.g., Benjamin Franklin, which is 19 characters counting_shift
'al
characters).

Diffe nce between numeric and alphabetic information
When we were tudying the desfc calculator unit, we defined for the
! student a variable "bob=v30". 'Suppose the student enters aS his response
the word "bob".
If, we use a numeric -store-, we will get the number

11

0

4)
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If we use an alphabetic
presently contained, in v30, which might be 529.3.
-Storea-, we will just get the string of characters "bob" which is simply a
name and nothing.more. Perhaps the distinctiongis most easily seen with
ax example:
define'' student
bob --v1

define

unit
o

next!

calc
arrow
store
storea
ok
write

ours,student
name=v2,num=v3
test
test

$$ include "student" set of defines

bobG=Tr

$$ it means 3.14159

ib

1815
1

num
name

I

num =<is,numl>

name .<4a,name,jcountA
"2bob" should give a numeric.27r (6.2832)-and
Consider various responses.
an alphabetic "2bob". More properly, we speak of "alphanumeric" information
(letters and numbers) in the latter case. The response "3-4/5" yields a
numeric 2.2 and an alphanumeric "3-4/5".

In other word6, a storea/showa combination just feeds back exactly the
alphanumeric text entered by ,the student. On the other fiend, a -storeinvolves a numerical evaluation of the student' response, and a later,7showconverts,this numerical result into appropriate characters to display on the
screen so that we can read the result. You might interchange the "num"
and "name" arguments on 'the -store- and -storea- commands to see what weird
things happen if you pair -store- with -showa- (instead of -show-) or'if-you
pair -storea- with -show- (instead of -showa-).
To sum up, if you accept numeric information with a -store-, display it
If you accept alphanumeric information with a -storea-,
with a -show-.
display it with a -showa-.

More on -answer- and -Wrong(includes -list- and -specs-)
4,
There are, some additional features of -answer- (and -wrong-) whiCh
First, -answer- will not only handle word or sentence
should be pointed out.
responses but will also handle numbers:
hswer

7 women <and> 5 men-v.

This -answ r- will be matched by a student respon e of the fort' -"14/2. 'omen
and 3+2 me " beqause simple expression's such as 1144/2 or 14-2 are evaluated
by the -an wer- command. Currently the -answer- 'command will not hand e
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(Later we will discuss the -ansvmore complicated numerical expression.
and -wrongv- commands which handle expressions as complicated as those
handled by -store- but' without the sentence capabilities of -answer- and
There are also -ansu- and -wrongu- commands which are similar to
wrong-.
- ansv- and -wrongv- but treat scientific units on a dimensional basis.)

-If the student says "37 women and 5 men", the incorrect number 37 will
have XXX under it, whereas the response "6.5 women and 5 men" will have the
6.5 underlined since it is nearly correct (similar to a misspelling of a,
word).
Normally -an viver- and -wrong- consider numbers off by less than 10%
to be "misspelled".
u can alter these specifications by preceding the
list of -answer- and
with a -specs- command:
1

unit
arrow'
specs
answer

trial

1

1$15

toler,nodiff
7 women <and> 5 men

- specs- is a judging command--it affects the operation of other judging
commands which follow it.
Here it has been used to specify that a "tolerance"
of 1% is permitted and that "no difference will be allowed for underlinince:',
(normally 10%).
Having specified both "toler" and "nodiff", any expre84Phs
within 1% of 7 and 5 will be accepted, but expressions with larger discrepancies
Will not be underlined.

Note.carefully that since -specs- is a judging command, it terminates
the processing of regular commands. Among other things this means that a
-long- command must precede the -specs-, not follow it. If -long- comes after
-specs-, TUTOR wod't realize it is supposed to prevent the student from
entering a longer response, since it won't have seen the -long- before
stopping to wait for.the student's response.
Here are some other useful applications of -specs-:
S

specs
answer

bumpshift,okspell
the'antidisestablishmentarianism doctrine

This changes student's capital letters to small letters, and specifies that
misspellings are to be considered ok. Note that an -answer- tag should mot
contain capital letters if you use "specs
bumpshift" to uncapitalize the
student's capital letters.
40
specs
okextra
answer Washington
'

This says it is o 4o have extra words, so that "it was George Washington"
will be an accept ble response.
a

8
°

.

,pecs

.

answer

noorder
apples pears and peaches

This specifies that no particUlar wor(Corder is required. Note the absen
currently such punctuation marks are not
f commas in....the -answer- tag:
1$1
lowed there, 'but all punctuation marks are ignored in the studeWs res ?se,
so he may use commas. There exists a much less powerful -exact- co and as
well as other techniques for judging particular punctuation when that is
necessary.
1

specs
ok

nookno

1

Here we Specify that n "ok" or "no" be displayed beside the
response, contrary to the niakmal situation.

stult's

For other -specs- capabilities see reference material described in
Appendix A.
There is another important feature of -specs- in addition to its use
it marks a place to return to after judging.
in specifying'variouSoptions:
Condider the following unit.
u do not define the system variable "spell".

4,

unit

pre6i

at

1212
Name one of the fri-st three U.S0 presidents.'

write
arrow
specs

15144

bumpshift
2508
writec spell,No misspellings!,
Underlining indicates ,a misspelled word.
answer washington
write
Good old GdOrge.
answer adams
answer- jefferson

6Suppose the student types "WA$HINGTON". TUTOR starts judgincijust
after the -arrow., and encounters -specs-, a judging command. The tag tells
(IncidenTUTOA to change the, response to "washington" for judging purposes.
tally, this operation changes."jcount", the character count of the judging
copy of the Student's response from 20 to 10 because the."shift" characters
are knocked out.) Moreover, TUTOR makes a note that it encountered a rspecscommand as the fourth command in unit "presi", and this marker will be used
in a moment.
TUTOR skips the following -at- and -writec- because regular
commands are skipped in the judging state.

4
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Next, TUTOR encounters "answer washington" which matches the studentiks
(altered) response, and this terminates judging. The succeeding regular
commands are processed as 'usual. In this case thereis only a
Good old George" before we rum-into another judging command
"write
("answer adams") which stops the processing.
Well, not quit 9 stops processing. For simplicity we've lied a little
"Did I pass a'
up till now! At this point TUTOR asks one last question:
-specs- command in processing this response?" The answer is yes--at the
TUTOR now processes Erly regular commands
fourth commandin unit "presi".
2508"
following that -specs- marker. In this cas TUTOR doeS an "at
(really stopped thig time) by
and a -writec- before inally being stoppe
the first -answer- co and.
1

-

I

,

The -writec- refers to the systm variable "spell" whifth is true (-1)
"spell."'
fine, false(0) ifNi.misspelling has been defected.
telling
'f there are no underlined words, but there may be X'ed wards- -words
is that are ompletely.different.
'

s of the marke7 property of -specs:, is that you CanThe usefu
lace to put messages and calculations which should be
specify a cent a
done no matter which 'udging command is matched. We will see additional
applications of this u ,u1. feature of the -specs-. Notice that allater
-specs- command will-6Verriae,an earlier -specs- marker in .a manner~ analogous
overrides an earlier setting of the "help"
to the yw a later -help- comm
Note
too
that
if
no.r
ular
co
rids follow the - specs- ,TUTOR finds
marker.
nothing to do when it Aomes t ere after 77/n
be g nearly stopped as described
,
above. This was the situatio in our pr vious examples such d's
.

specs
a

ok

where t.sere are no regular commands between

a -specs- and the -ok-.

nd.
We had examples
Let uste,turn fora moment to the -answer-5o
involving ynonYloc such as (right,rt) or (Va,Vifginia$,. A convenient
way to specify ,yno17m lists which occur frequently in a'qesson is to de
a.-list-:
t

ffirm,yec,ok,yep,yeah,sure,certainly

not itself a
Here "affirm" is the title of a not of aynonymG; "affitm"
member of that list. With Ith4 definitiOni which should be placed at the
very beginning of your lessyon along with your -define-. statement, ydU can.
write
-

C

answer
wrong.

cfaftirt0

ry e ((a firm) )

6

arrialVo

a

.0-

.

,

3
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These are equivalent to
answer
wrong

(yes,ok,yep,yeah,oure,ceitainly)
maybe (yes,ok,yep,yeah,sure,certainly)
C---t-

./.

'Note that "answer we affirm" does not imply Ipielist of-synonyms, as'
a single important word by ietlf does not,refer 'to a list, You can use the
list equally well to specify optional words, as in
-.

answer

<<
<a
to
to

<<affirm>> it is

ffirm>> is equivalent to <ye,ok,yep,,yeah,sure,dertainly>. Note that
firm> mere .y refers to the single word "affirm". Double marks are needed.
rater to the list whose title-le "affirm". You can combine references
idual.words:
syno nym lists with in
e

wrong
answer

,P

u,.ually (definite, (affirm))
often <definitd, <affirm>>

4.to

'Anotlher list which might be particularly useful is this, one.:
list.

negate,no,nopeolot,never,huhuh

h'his covers the main capabilities of the -answer,- and -wrong-. commando
The -specs-.command may be used
19. Modify how -answer works and also serves as a useful_marker-. 'The marker
function of -spect- is not limited,,, to -answer- but holds.for any judging
commands which follow it, including -ok- and -no-.

and their associated -listdefinitions.

The -answer- (or. -wrong-) command can nicely handlp responses which
involve a,relatively.small vocabulary of words. It is, therefore, adequate
. when the context 4mits-1W-diveroity of student responseor Oach as foreign
language translation drills where there are only a few permibsible translation
'- of' the sentence and each such sentence contains a rather small,nulilitrf of
allowable) words. The detailed markup of the response is a particularly

useful feedback to the student,,suchn. drill.
T)w - answer- command is not well suited to a more free dialog with
the student where'the context is broader and where the vocabularf used b
the student may encompado hundreds of wordb. In the ext section we diwuss
."'Ett - concept- command which can cope with more comp extty.

t"

t- .104 -v °cabs-

Du ildi n( dial
,

,

..-

0-

.

An excellent example of a.dialog.io a lesson on qualitative cxgenic
chemistry anaPtfoio written.. by Prof. Sta !ley Smithof the 'Department of
Chemistry, liniveriUty of Illinois; --U ban . This lesson helps. students
practice their deagotive chills On PLATO efore performing in a laboratory,
,

of
,

,

F.,
.1:

.

,;)

.
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,

f
O
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Prof. Smith has PLATO choose
the identification of an unknown compound.
at randoM one of several organic compounds and then invites the student to
ask experimentally-oriented questions aimed at identifying the unknown.
_Typical questions are "what is the melting point";'"does it dissolve in
sulfuric acid"show me the infrared spectrum";"is it soluble in H2O ".
There are over a hundred such concepts important in this simulated laboratory
situation, and since each concept has many equivalent forts drawing upon a
vocabulary of hundreds of words, the numberoffessible responses is astroHow can this be handled?
nomichl.
Althoughithe context i-s.far broader than that of a language drill, it isl
nevertheless, sufficiently limited to be tractable: No attempt is made to
recognizeoarbitrary,student response such as "cook me some apple, pie".
With this quite reasonable restrictidon the situation can be handled by using
P -vocAs- command.(analogous to -1ist-)..to define a large vocabulary,
with appropriate "synonymization", associated with a list. of -conceptdommanas (analogous to -answer-) which express the basic concepts.meaningful
in the context Of this lesson.
Here is a fragment of the -vocabs- command:
vocabs

$$ vocabulary must have a name,
is,it,a,does,in,what>
labtest

(color,red,blue,green)
(water,H20)
(dissolve,soluble)

And here are a couple of the many -concept- commands:

1213
arrow
concept what color
It is red.
write

coneep%soluble.in water
0

write

It's slightly soluble ifl water.

It knows
i(;onsideri hat TUTOR does with"concept soluble in sfater ".
that:1 -concept ban a tag consisting of words defined bya previous -vocabs-.
(Asuoual with ouch matters,-the --,Vocabs- 'Should be at .ihe beginning of the
loorion.) ._._The firstword ip.,the tag is "soluble".which it finds is the third
word in the vocabulary, din counting the ignorable or optional words
"is,it,a" etc., and lumping synonyms togethei-so that "dissolve", i^ also

considered a "number 3" vocabulary word. 1The next word of the tag is "in"
whispfi.TUTOR throws way becatthe the - vocab3- says that word is ignorable.

2

-

.
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The next word,is "water", which is in the, second set of important -vocabssynonirms.

The net result is that "concept7g.ale in water" is converted
*

to the sequence "3 2",

NoW consider a student in this lesson who types "does it dissolve in
HO ". Superfically this looks quite different from the -concept- tag
But TUTOR encounters,a -concept- command which, unlike
"soluble in water!'.
-.answer-, indicates that the student's.reSpons4(should be looked Up,in the
defined vocabulary (in the Case of -answer- there is no one vocabulary Set."
because each -answer- may include various -list-,references and particular. s"
By a process identical to the conversiO
words specific to that -answer-.)
of the author's -concept- tag, TUTOR converts the student's response into
"3 2".
This"compact form "3 2" does not match the first "concept what colo
(which was.convdrted to "1 ") so TUTOR proceeds to the next judging command
which is "concept soluble in water" or rather its converted form "3-2".
The
This matches, so judging terminates and regular processing begins.
student gets a reply "It's slightly soluble in water,"

'

4otice that the first -concept- encountered triggerb the transformation
of the student's, response into the compact form suitable .fer looking through
tC the -vocabs- contains'an entry such as
a very long list, of concepts.
(five,5,cinco)6 the'student max: thatch this entry with'"3+2", just as in an
-answer- statement involving numbers.
.

You will have to experiment 4 little With this machinery to'learn how,
best to manage the synonymizatlon in the vocabulary. This does *end on the
In an art lesson it would be disastrouscto call,red and blue
context.
synonym's as was done hare, but it makes sense in this context where the only
concept related to color has to do with "what color is it", which means
.essentially the same as -"is it red" or "is it blue".
,

.

You will find that the uuse of words not defined by -vocabs- will result
in a markup indicating which words are undefined (-you will seesuuu for
Unknown under these words). If your context is such that you need worry only
about key words and don't care if the student asks "does it dissolve superbly
in water", ',ou might precede the first concept- with a "specs
okxvocab"
which says that extra student words not f nd in the.vocabulary may be igIn that
nored, as though they had been do specified
the -vocabs- tag.
case you need not define any ignorable words.w h.-4v8Cabs-, but you would
write "concept dissolve wate.04,' not "concept disc ve in water" since extra
author words ard,not tolerated. .IfYou don't
okxvocab", the
.bppito
student's word "superbly" willbe marked pattuuuuuu).
If the student misspells
a vocabulary. word, that word will be undeOlned:
soluble in water.
1'

Here is an alternative and more detli
rsidn of the heart of Like
dialog lesson, which illustrates sdveral p 1A151.
This is a rather complex
'example which brings together many aspectsoTiaT011. Note particularly that
the - concept- statement:; now are listed one 'After another: The variable
,

1

ti

'.7,11

93
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"unknown" is a number from 1 to 4 associated with which compound the student
is.attempting to identify. The system variable "anscnt "' is set to zero when
judging starts (and when a -specs- is encountered) and it counts the number
of -answer-, -wrong, -ok-, -no-, and -concept- commands passed through.
If the third such command terminates judging, "anscnt" will have the value 3.
If no match is found, "anscnt" is set to -1.

.

-

arrow
wrong
write
specs
goto
writec

1213

unit
goto

unknown unknown-2,reply1,reply2,r

unit
writec

replyl

what is it
That is for you to determine!
$$ to clear anscR5 again
4
ansCnt>0,unknown,x
vocab,I don't understand your sentence.,
The uuuu words are not in my vocabulary.
concept what color
concept soluble in water
concePt boiling point

B

4 ,

ly3,reply4'

anscnt,,,It is colorless.,
It. is slightly soluble in water.,
The boiling point is 245-.247.°,C.,

At
what is;irit" is necessary because a
Thd statement "wrong
"concept what is it" contains dnly ignorable words and would, therefore, not
distinguish between "what is It" and "does it what", which also contain
only ignorable words. Since -specs- resets anscnt" to zero, "anscnt" will
have the value 2A.f the student's response matches the second -concept-,
1"p9Iuble in water"). NS regular commando follow this -concept-, so TUTOR
goes right to the -specs- marker to execute the regular commands there.
Since "anscnt" is greater than zero, TUTOR does a -goto- to unit "unknown",
where there is a -goto- to unit "reply1'i (assuming we are,working on unknown
. number 1),which writes "It is slightly soluble,in water" oh the student's
screen.
0

This structure makes .it very easy, to addafifth unknown cetpound tothe.
The -vocabs-- and list of -concept- commands do not haVe to be changed,
since, the basic concepts and vocabulary are pertinent to the analysis of any

'lesson.

',
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compound. All:that is necessary ith to add "reply5" to the end of the conditional -goto- in unit "unknown" and to write a unit "reply5" patterned
,after unit "reply1"-. All done!

O

What'happens if the student says "it what'does"? This will not match_
the -wrong- nor any of:the '-concept- commands, so "anscnt" will be -1.
Therefore, the -goto- just after the -.specs- will fall through to the, following
-writec-, which gives one of-the two messages dependent'on the system variable
"ilocab" (true if all words found in vocabulary, false if some words not
In this base the student will
found--those having uuuu underneath them.)
getthe message "I don't understand yourisentence", whereas if he flays
under "elephant" and get the Message
"what is elephant" he will see the uuuu'
/"The uuuu words are not in my vocabulary".
That was a fairly complicated example, but the discussion is justified
by the general usefulness of many of the techniques employed and by the
extraordinary power such a structure yields, both in its sophisticated
handling of student responses and in tie ease of expansion to additional
options.
SUppose the -arrow- is in a unit "analysis ".. One way to proceed from
analysis" in this
one question to the next would beo place a "next
unit. There is an elegant way to avoid erasing and recreating the display
Instead of proceeding, let's judgeeach response
,associated with this unit.
"wrongso that we stay at this -arrow-. Replace the -specs- command with
these two statements:

specs
judge

nookno
wrong

14 so "no"
doesn't-appear
o

(

It
Despite its name, -judge- is a regular command, not a judging command.
can be used to alter the judgment madeloy the judging commands., In this
case; TUTOR first,skips over this regular command to get to the -conceptIf one Of these matches the student response, TUTOR makes an "ok"
commands.
wrong"
judgment, but upon going to the -specs- marker TUTOR finds a "judge
which overrides the earlier judgment. TUTOR keeps going, processing regular
commands, and produces a message as we have seen before. The "nookno"
specification presents a "no" from appearing On the screipn'and the student
But the -arrow- has not been satisfied, so
simply sees.our message to him.
Ayhen.he presses_NEXT, TUTOR erases the response and Waits a new response.
each time, the student gets a reply to his Dxperimentaliquestion, and the
"wrong" judgment takes us back to the -arrow-.

.

7
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This is a good way to manage the screen because only a small portion
the surrounding tat and figures remain untouched.
of the display changes:
analysis" re-entry tothis sane main unit would quickly get
The "next
tiresome because of the repetitious, replotting of the surrounding material.

You now should be ableo use -answer-, -wrong7, and -ltst- in situations
where, the vocabulary is small and -concept- and.-vocabs- where the vocabulary
is large. You have seen how to use -specs- both to specify various judging
options and to mark a place where post-judging actions can be qntralized.
"judge
wrong".
You have seen one form of the regular - judge- command:
In fact, while
overrides an."ok" judgment made by an -answer- or -conceptwrong- isthe'appropriate opposite of,-answer-, currently the "oppooite".
of -concept- must 'e implemented by a.'conCepto- folloWed by a "judge, wrong"
since there is no "wrong" form of the -concept- command.'
There is a particularly convenient way to make different concepts
equivalent including different word orders:,
concept dissolve in water,
water soluble
drop in water
It's soluble in H20.
write
Thee"continued': - concept- specifies synonymous concepts. If the otudent!o
*response matches any of theoe three concepts the Gamer message will be givep.
Also, "anscnt", will be the carne no matter, which of theot makeo the maich.

Use of -vocabs- makes possible the underlining'ef misopelled- vocabulary
okspell"h just as with the
words (or their acceptance with .a "specs
noorder"-can be used to specify
- answer- command. Similarly, "specs
that no particular word order is required. There is a -vocab- gourmand which
permits a larger vocabulary at the price of giving up these spelling and
order capabilities. There is an - endings- command which makes it easy to
expand a vocabulary in term:; of-Vod r6ots Tilos ,endings.

The -judge- command
.arg'

4

We have encountered the regular command -jUdI3e- (not a judging command!)
and tjeen one use of it to "judge
wrong" a response ,that had already received
an "ok" judgment. The -judge-. comet, a may silso be used to "judge
ok", a
response independent of what a%previdus judging command may have had to say.

Mpre is a conditional form:
J

judge i ( 3x-y,bk,x,wrong
4.,..0.0

4.

w1.1 make the judgment.. "ok", or not alter the currant Judgment (the ":1,"
or,meike tM judgment "wr6ng" depQnding on the condition."ax-y".
options
,

o

/V

0.

1
V

J
ti
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Here is a useful example:
unit
at
write
. arrow
store
write
ok

rci=judge
writec

,

negative
1214

'Give me a
negative number:
1516

num
cannOt evaluate your expression.
$$ terminate judging
num<0,6k,weong
num<O,Good1,That's positive!

num,40;x,wrong" since the-original
We could just as well write "judge
(Later we will study -ansv- and=wrongvjudgment was a universal 'ok'.
which are also useful in numerical judging.)

We have been using the -ok- or -no- commands to terminate judging
uncongtionally, as in the last example. It is sometimes useful to be
ableto switch in the other direction, from the regular state to the
judging state. For example, suppose you want to count the number of
attempts the student makes to satisfy the -arrow-:

calc
arrow

attempt a4
I

1518

ok .e

calc

attempt dnattempt +1

judge

continue
cat

answer
etc.

Judging starts just after the -arrow-. The -ok- terminates judging to
permit executing the regular -calc- which increments the "attempt"
counter. Then the regular -judge- command says "continue judging",
whiCh switches TUTOR back into the judging state to examine the -answerIf the response-0 finally
and other judging commands which follow.
judged "no", the student will respond again, aqd since judging starts
.each time from the -arrow-, the "dttempecounter will record each try.
A COMMON MISTAKE is to leave out the -ok- and "judge
If you write
.permit counting each attempt,
.

:

calc

.

artow.

calc
answer.

'attempt<4
1518
attempt4=attdMpt+1,
cat

97

continue" which

tr
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then "attempt" will stop at one. TUTOR initializes "attempt" to 0,"then
encounters thil -arrow- and notes its position in the unit.
Then the following
-calq- increments "attempt" to 1, after which the -answer- judging command
terminates this regular processing to await the student's response. The
student then enters his response and TUTOR starts judging. The first command
after the -arrow- is the inctemeeting -call -!, which is skipped because it is
a regular command and TUTOR is ldathg for Judging commandS. This will
happen' on each response entry, so "attempt".never gets larger than one.' This
,explains the importance of bracketing the -calc- with -ok- and
"judge
continue".
A
.

,

A related'option is "judge
rejudge" which is Similar to
"judge
continue". We have seen that "specs
bumpshift" alters the "judging
copy" of the response by knocking out the shift characters. The judging copy
is the version of the response which is examined by the judging commands
such as -answer-. This version may differ from the student's actual response
due to various operations such as "specs
bumpshift".
It
possible
to -bump- other characters or to -put- one string Of charact s in place
of another.
All such operations affect the judging copy only and do Net_
touch the original response, which remains unmodified. The statement
"judge
rejudge" replaces the judging copy of the response with the
original response, thus cancelling the effects of any previous modificatifts
of the judging copy.
It also initial*zes the system variables assn
with judging, including "anscnt".
It is, therefOre, much more drastic fah
"judge
continue", which merely switches TUTOR to the judging state without
affecting the judging copy or the system variables.
.

r

Another exceedingly useful -judge- option is "judge
ignore" which
erases the student's response from the screen and permits hill) to t e another
responbe without first having tb use NEXT or gRASE. Unlike "judg
wrong",
"ok",or "continue", "judge
ignore" stops all processing and aw is new
student.input. Even the commands following a -specs- won't be .p rformed.
On the other hand, TUTOR goes on to the following commands after processing
-judge- with tags "ok", "wrong", or "continuer.

,

.0

A good example of the heightened interact n ssible_throtigh the use
Rk
of "judge
ignore" is the following routine
ich ermits the student to
move a cursor on the screen. We use the typ
iter keys d,e,w,q,a,,x, and c,
which are clustered around a 3 by 3 square on the keyboard, to indicSte the
eightbompess:directions for the cursor to move on the screen. These\keys
have small arrows on them to indicate their common use for moving a cursor.
.

98
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cursor
x4:y4*250

unit
calc

$$ initialize cursor position
$$ cursor step size

dK4*dy<10.!
,do
plot
oinhibitarrow
arrow
long
specs
gotO
answer
answer

$$ plot cursor on screen
$$ don't show the arrowhead
.

3201.
1

'

$$ come here after judging

move
d

$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$

e

answer,,$)q

411UPAM74fpoe

answer I
x

answer
answer

isa regular command

$$

answer ym,

A

71\

c,

ignore,

anScnt=1
east:
2
northeast
3
north
*4
northwest
5
west
6
southwest
7
south
8
southeast
equiyalent to: no
.

I:judge

*

ignore

unit
move
* erase old cursor
mode
erase'
do
plot
write .
mode
* increment x and y on the basit of "anscnt"
calcs
anscnt-2,xcx+dx,x+dx,x,x-dx,x-dx,x-dx,
.

k

calcs'

do

f-p) judge
".-...,

'.x,x+dx
anscnt-2,y0=y,y+dy,y+dy,y+dy,y,

y-dy,y-dy,y-dy
plot
igno.re

*

L...

unit

plot
x,y

at
write

+

...

,

Wuse "+'.' for cursor

This routine permits the student to move the cursor rapidly in any direction
on thescreen. A letter which matches one of the -ansvier- statements will
cause the -calcs- statements to update x and yappropriately to move in one,
of the ei ht compass.directions. The "long
1" maketh it unnecessary to
press NEX to initiate judging, and the "judge ignore" after the replotting
of the cu or leaves TUTOR again awaiting a new.respOnse.
The "judge
ignore"
greatly simPliflasrepetitive response handling such'ad-arises in this example.
No mally such a cursor- moving routine wOuld..be associated with options t
pe orm some action, such as drawing a line.
This Makes it possible for
.

the ...student to draw figures on the screen.

In addition to the -judge- options discussed above, there is a
!judge
exit" which throws away the NEXT or timeup key that had initiated
judging. This leaves the student in a state to type another letter on the
end of his response,
This can be used to achieve speCial timing and animation
effects.

9)

4

Je
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To summarize; the -judge- command is a regular command used for controlling various judging aspects. The ok-, -no-,and = ignore- are ud
commands which somewhat parallel the "judge
ok", "judge
no", and
"judge
ignore" options. The "judge
rejudge" and "judge
continu
options make ii possible to switch from the regular. ..State to the judging
state with dr without reinitializing the judging copy of the student r sponse
and the system variables associated with judging, All of these option
may ap ear in a conditional - judge -:
judge

expr,no,x,ok,continue.,wrong,rejudge,x,ignore,ok
,

.

wi h "x"-meaning "do nothing". The bubtle difference between "judge
rong"
a d "judge
no" will be discussed in the chapter on "Student Response ata".
asically, "judge
wrong" is used to indicate an anticipated specific
on response, whereas "judge
no" indicates an unanticipated student
response. Additional -judge- options are "quit", "okquit", and "noquit".
I

the -match- and -storen- commands

irlding key words:

The -match- command, a judging command, 9akes it easy to look for key
i
words in a student's rC
Not only.wiZi it find _a word in the midst of
a sentence, butit repl ces
Z, the lound.word in the judging copy with space's
to facilitate the further
e of additional judging commands, including
-match-,to,analyze the remainder of the response. Here is the'form.of a
Nub
-match- statement:

match

num,dog,(cat,feline),horse,(piq,hog,swine)
'1
2
3
0
Here "n0m7xle a variable which will be set to -1 if none of the listed words
appear id the studeht's response, to 0 if "dog" appears, to 1 if "cat" or
"feline" is Present, 2 if "horseuis in the response, etc. In any case,
-match- terminates judging, with a "no" judgment if num=-1 or "ok" otherwise.
What if more than one of the words appears in. the student's response? Suppose
the student Says
.

is
"horse and dog"

'
,

,

.

In this case "num" will be set to 2 betause in looking at the first student
-word We find a match (horse), The judging copy of the response is altered
by replacing "horse".with spaces so that it looks like
And dog".

If we were to execute the same -match- again we would get the number'0
corresponding to "doe, and the judging copy wouldthen look like
and

"

Note that -match- always terminates judging, so that a "judge
continue"
is needed before another -match- can be executed. Also note that the keywords are pulled out in the order in which they ap0ear in the student's re.,,eponse, not in the order they appear in-the -match- statement.'
,

)

LSO

1

Now let's do some useful things,withmatch-.

First,

e can itprove

'

greatly on our cursor program:

inhibit arrow
320M
arrow
long
Tmatch
goto
judge

1

num,d,e,w,q,a,z,x,c
num,x,move
ignore

with unit "move" unchanged.except to replace (In two placed) the expression
We see that -match- is useful for
"anscnt-2" by the expression "num-1".
converting a word to a number which represents-the word's position'in-h list.

Another godd use of -Match- iein an index:
unit

table

e

term
at
write

dex
121

Choose a chapter:
a) Introduction
b)
Nouns
c)
Pronouns
Verbs
-

arrow

1822
1

ch
,calc
jump
write

chapter,a,b,c,d
chapter<chapter+1
chapter,x,x,intro;unoun,pron ve
Pick a,b,c, or d.

t

Notice that we must increment "chapter" by one if we want topic "a" to be
chapter 1, since---match- associates 0 with the ,first element in its list
(because -1 is reserved for the case where no mach is found).
If no match
is found, there is a "no" judgment.
These applications arely scratch the surface of thle power available
through -match-. Here ate ome other ideas:
1)

Use -match, to pull out negation words such s -no, not,
never, etc.
"judge
or -concept)continue"' and use -answe
commands to analyze the'remai4der of- the response. You can,
in this way separate the basic oncept from whether it is
negated, with the negation info
tion held in the -matchvariable for easy use in oonditiona statements.
,

0

\l/I -,25.

.'

,

"

/

/

2)
--

- match- is useful in identifying and removing a directive
before processing the rest of the information. This comes
up in simulating computer compilers, in games ("move" or
"capture" such-and-such), etc.

A related command is -storen-, which will find a simple numeric expression
in a sentence, store it in your specified variable, and replace the expression
with spaces. This is particularly useful for pulling out several numbers; /
-store- will handle much more complicated expressions including variables
as will as numbers, but canget only one number. For example, the student
might respond to a question about graph-plotting coordinates with'
f--e
"32.7,38.3". These two numbers can be acquired by:

;

arrow

1215

/Tstoren x
.

.

write

.

.

You haven't given me numbers.

storen y
write
answer
no
write

You only gave me one number.
$$ remainder should be essentially blank
4

there shoUld just be two numbers.

:f

Like -store-, -stoen- will terminate judging on an errotbcondition (thaCno
number was found). In the example, the first -storen-'removes and stores
one number in "x" and the second -storen- looks for a regaining number to
store in "y". ,The first -storen- will terminate" judging if there are.no
numbers--the second -storen- if there is no number remaining after one has
been removed. The blank -answer- will be matched if only punctuation Such
a
omMas remains after the .actions of the,two.-storen-s.

algebraic

-ansv- and -wrongv-

We have already had-some experience in handling numerical and algebraid
tesponses by using - store -.to evaluate numerically
e stndent's expression.'
The -ansv- (for "answer ie variable") and -wrongv- ju
ing commands evaluate,
the student's expression in the same way ad,-store- and also perform a

comparison with a specifieevalue.
The'-ansv- command is useful in association with -store-. If you ask
the student for a chapter number or a launch velocity of a moon rocket, it
is convenient jo use ,-ansv- to check whether his number is withinithe range"
you allow. For example:

arrow

1314

°store
ansv.

chapter
5,4

no
write

Choose t chapter from 1 to 9.
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.bother commoiruse is in arithmetic drills;
define, i=v1;cmgv2
drill
unit
next
drill

b,10
c,10

randu
,randu

;

$$ multiplication drill

$$ pickan integer from 1 to 10
$$ pick another integer

at
1513
write
What is ls,bA times Is,CP.?
1715
'arrow
ansv
$$ no tolerance
bXc
write
Right!
wrongv -b+c
write
You added.
wrongv bXc,1
$$ plui orminus 1
write iyou are off by,
bxo,20%
'10:Trongv
,$$ plus or minus 20%
write
Feu are fairly close.
no
wri,te
You are way off!
.

.

The rill as written will run forever., It could-be modified to step after
5 Straightioorreot responses, or after some other criterion has been met.
Note that'the response loc" or "bXc" is judged "no" (unless you define these
variables in the "student" set of definbs). It is, however,,humorous that
the student need not do any mental multiplication, for if he is asked to
multiply 7 times 9 he can respond with 7x9, which matches the -ansv-I

Fet's make a change to require some multiplication .on'the part Of.the
student"

4i

ansv
judge
writec

bxe
opcnt=0,ok,wrong
opcnt=0,Rightl,Multiplyi

--wrongv b+c

.1t

Dsp not define "opcnt ": ',it is a system variable which counts the number of
olperafions in the student's response.
If the students says "7(5t8+3)/2"
then "opcnt ". will be 4-because there are
(

9.

'an (implied) multiplication (7 times a parenthesized expression);
q
two additions;
3Y
a division.
1)

2)

In this drill we want the student to give the result with no operations,
so "opcnt" should be zero.
("specs
noops,novars" can also be used to
preyent the student from using operations or variables in his response.)
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,

Recall that the first -kconcept- command encountered will trigger the
reduction of the student's response to a oompact form, through the use, of
the *-vocabs-. This compact form can be compared rapidly against all succeedSimilarly, the first - store -.or -ansv- or -wrongving - concept- commands.
causes TUTOR to "compile"-the'student's expression into a form,which can be
evaluated extremely rapidly when another of these commands is encountered.
It is during the compilations process that "opcnt" is set. Just as, the
,-vocabs-list tells NITOR,how to interpret the studenWs words, so the
"define student" see of names tells TUTOR'how to treat wanes encountered
in the compilation of a student's algebraiti response. .So'there are many
parallels between -ansv-'and."define' 'student" on the one hand and -conceptand -vocibs- on the other .4'

Let's look at an algebraic example, as opposed to the numerical examples
we have treated:
define

student
xFv1

o

simplify

unit
at
write

I

.

1215

simplify the expressign
fi
+\74- 2x - 5
$$ pick a fraction between 0 and '1
x4=x+1
$$ change to 1' to.2 range

ndu
calc
arrow
ansv
gote
goto
wrongv
write
no
goto

1418
5x+2

$$ 0 tolerance
varcnt-1,toofew,x,manyvaropcnt--2,toofew,x,manyop

$$ how many x's
$$ how many operations

5x+1.
You should subtract 5', not add it.

foimek,x,tellerr

unit
write,
judge

toofew
YoUr expression is not sufficiently general.
wrong

unit
write
judgd

manyvar
"x" should appear only once.
wrong

4

*

A^

-unit
write
: judge

-

,

manyop
Not simplest form.
wrong

Unit "tellerr" would Contat(a -writec- involving, the system variable
"formok" to tell the student precisely why his expre*ion coUld-not be
evaluated. .Therecould be several - wrongv- statements in the example to
dheck for various specific errors. The system variable "varcnt" during

1j.1
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compilatiori of the student's expression counts the number of references
to variables. For example, "x+3x+x+2' is numerically equivalent to J5202)
so that this response will matchithe -ansv-, but "varcnt" will be 3,becau
"X",is mentioned three times.: If both x,and y were defined, the expre'ssio
"2x+y+4x" Would yield a "varcnt" of 3 (two x's and-one y) and an_"9pcnt".
Of 4 (two implied'multiplicaiions and two additions).
Ih this way "oPcnt" and 'ivarcrit"mtly be used to distinguish among
equivalent algebraic responses which differ only in form. Roughly speaking,
what is usually called "simplest algebraic form" often corresponds to the.'
smallest possible'values of "opcnt" and "varcnt".
e

The are some minor technical points in the above example. --randuwith onliOne argument produces a fraction between if and A.
If this should
-

happen to as very close to .0 then "x" would'be unimportant, Ili the expression
(5x+2),, so i, seems better to add o e to make "x" have a valUe betweenTand
2, which is
mpaiable7to the otrie quantities id the - expression. We
could have used he two-arguTent f rm (e.g., ' trandu
x,8") to pick an
integer valuer-16r "x".
But'Suppos TUTOR chooses the integer 2 for "x"
then a stpdent who happens to givel"12" as his-response will match-the -ansv-,
by accident since\5x+2 =.5x2+2 = 104-i = 12. On,the other hand, with TU R'
picking a fraction the student wodld have,to type.something like

'66.931. 72462173" to accidentally match the -ansv...

r

This just won't '4 ppen.

You'wodld have,to type different numbers 24 hours a day for hundreds of ears
to matcliacCidentally. -If you want even more security against an accidental
-match; just change the value Of,"x" and check again.
Th skeleton form:
ansv
goto
goto
tgrongv

randu
calc
judge
ansv

5x+2

varcnt-1,toofew,x,manyvar.
opcnt-2,toofewicheckup,manyop..
5x+12

checkup.
x

,

new value of x

x<pix4-1

continue
5x+2

$$ try again

-

A further check is that we require exactly'one "x" and exactly two operations.
.

I.-

:There is a way to give detailed feedback to the student in case his
expression is not algebraically equivalent to the desired expression (5X+2).

1J3
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,

,Su poSe his dncorrect expression Is "6x+2", and that you have done a
-stores- to save the esponSS6and a -store- to evaluate it for some integer
value of x. Then ask, the student this question:
\

0

write

Wha
3(

If x

is the numerical value of
s,xP..).+7+2(1s;x)>)-57
pear on the screen as:

this will

What is the-numerical value-of
3( )+7.+2(4),,S?

Manys dents can handl

a numerical example even ifan algebraic example
give them trouble, so his student is likely to reply'correctly, either
with or without some he , that this expression gives 22: You can then
atement (assuming his alphanumeric response is in
reply to,him with this
"string" and its value i "result"):
write

But yo I

gives

.

expression, la,string;count)> ,
s,result)> in this case.

If his response was "6x +2'1 with a value of 26 if x is 4, this appears on
the screen as

But your 'xpression, 6x+2,
gives .26 \n this case.

The student now sees that hi expression "6x+2" does not'give the value 22
ere x is 4. You have fed back to him his owf,
which it should in the case
expression, evaluated for a p rticular case where hecan see there is a
conflict. In other words, an thing he says may be usWagSinst'himi There
is here an opportunity for th student to learn by example a useful techniqUe
in simplifying. complicated exp essiohs:
try some numerical,
for which
ether they agree with the
mplified expression.
you know the results and see
11

tions as well as expressions. Suppose we
It is possible to judge e
ask the student to simplify the quation "4x+3=x+123,-5". A suitable response
might. be "12y=3x+8" or "x=(12y-8) 3". Every time the student enters a
response,, let TUTOR pick a random value for the'independent variable x,
and calctlate the corresponding value of thedependent variable y:

r.
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Than any correct equation will,be'trueAwith value -1), and
an incorrect equation will be faise .(with value 0). Here is a unit embodying
these concepts:

-5,4*(3)1+13)/12.

define
unit
at
write

student,x=Vi,y=v2
equate

arrow
ok

1718

1215

Simplify the equation
4x+3=x+12y-5

randu

random.x on each judging

calc

+1

y4=1.(1X+8/ 2,
.continue

judge

y dOpspda on x

C

$$ logical true
ident
0
$$ logical false
That is false.
$.$ anything Oise
Give me an equation!

,anev

-1

goto
wrongv
write
no
write

'

unit
talc
jud4e
wtongv
write
ok
judge
writec

ident
1,C=3.72y

',$$ change y arbitraFily

continue
$$ should not now be true
That.is an identity!
-1

.

-varcnt>2,wrOngook
varcnt>2iNot timplified.,Fine.
.

If the student writes ,"3+4", this expression" has the numerical value"7,so the reply is "Give me ,an equation!",

If the stadent writes "3=4", this expression has the numerical value
since'it is logical
false, anhe reply is "That is false."
.

.

If the student writesq32+5=173"., which is equiN'4alent to 14=14; TUTOR
replies "That is an identity!" 'The studeht!s response-is true; 14 does'
equal 14, so that thit'truerelationthj.pelfat the ,value -1, which matches Vile
-ansv- statement. There gollows a.."goto
ident", where the ,dependent
variable'y 4:t changed sd that it no longer bears the correct relationship to
the Student's response-had been a porrectsimplification of the'given
equation, his expression woild no; longer be-true (-1)°, since Tis no longer
the correct function of x. 'In the case ,ofv"32+'5=17-3", hbwevere changing
y has:no effect and the value'is still =1, which matches the -Wrongv-.state-ment in unit ' "ident " ".., The student gets the message "That is an identity.!" %
Only.ifthe Student enters a 'non -identical'equatio4 will he get an "plc
judgment.
Note the.Check On "varcnt".. There could also be a check on '!opcnt".
x
o

ti.

4

ti
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To summarige4-ansv- and 7wrongv- are extremely pOWerful.commands for
. algebraic or numerip responses) particularly in association with variables
,defiled in the "define
student" set. The, system variables "opcnt" and
"varcnt" give you addiLonal information about the form of the response.
CAUTION;' Since:TUTOR performs multiplications before divisions (unless
parentheses intervene) , a etudent,reebnse of "1/2X' is `taken A9Mean
"1/i2x)", whereas the student might have in mind. '11/2)-x":
It is im ortant
to warn your .students of
convention at the-beginning of a lesson which
.ses algebraic judging.*:Scientific-journald and most textbooks
same convention,' but many qudentsiare unaware of this. Usually prin ed materials use theforM$ ;.or -2.x or
These. forms' avoid the-aMbiguities that
arise from the slash (7) or quotient sign (4) used '64-Y:single, typewritten.
line.
It dshoped that eventually TUTOR, will make it easy for Students to
e
tyPe fractions with the horizontal bar rather than the, slash or quotient sign.
Until then it is important to Jpoint Out this contention tO your students.

Handli124 scientific units':

V

-ansu-

-wrongd-, and -storeu-

.

.
.

I.

Suppose you want to ask, the student for the'deneity of mercury. 11:..:
correct answer would be 013.6 grams/cm3", but there'are many equivalent ways'
to nrite thdfsame,thing. For exaMple, the student might write
"13.6x1r3kg/(.01 meter)3" or "13.6 gm-cMP", and both of these responses are
equivalent to 113.6 grams/cm3. 1UTOR provides a convenient way not only to
judge such responses 'Appropriately but to.give the, student specific feedback
., if he makes specific, errors'
such as omitting the units or giving the'rightunits but the wrong_number.- .
",
:

.

o

.

d

The TUTOR scheme is based:on7the judging performed by human instructors'
when grading exam queetionS involving numbers and units. The instructor
Makes two separate Checks, one for the numerical value and the other for the
dimensionality of the 4i.ts. The dimensionality of density is
.(Mass) (length)-.3, and it is the powers (1,-31 that we are xinterested in
as well as the, number 13.6. All of the equivalent correct responses listed
abova have a numerical value.of 13.6' (in 'the qram-gm system of units) and a

4.

1J3

.
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mass-length dimensionality of (1,-3). The -storew. command (-store- with
units) can be used to get the numerical part and the dimensionality if we
define the units appropriately:
$$ units will be,used by student
student
$$ can, define up to 10 basic units
units,gm,cm
$$ synonyms'
gramagm,grams=gm,kg*21000gm
met r=100cm,cc=cm3
$$ include student. define set
min ,student
f$ see "Arrays", chapter IX
Nnum 1,dimens(n)=V(1+n),

define

--- define

:

unit-.

dens.

1215\

at
write

What s the dens ity of mercury?-'(Iml de units!)

arrow

1618.-

storeu:
write
no
gotO
goto :

num,d

got&
.judge

write

ens(1)

Cannot valuate.
.

*
.

,

num$13:6 badnum,X
dimens(1) 1,badmass,x.
dimens(2)
3,badlefigix

'

,

. ok .

Good!

..

.

;

-

.

,

.

07
,

.

We wirr go to a unit,"badnum", bidMass", or "badleng" (not shown here) if
there it pometbing wrong witfl,number, mass, or length. The -storeu- command
has'two variables in its tag: the *first will get the numerical part of the
student's response , and the second (dimensMin thie*Case) is the Starting'
point for receiving the dithensional information. 'Here are. some examples of
what will end up in nun, dimens(1)., and dimens(2) for Various student
responses:
.
1
num
dimenp(1)
dimens(2)
di
student response
-,1

.,

11.6 grams/cm' H
.',..

.13.6

13.6

'

.

13.6

13.6.cm-gm?

13.6 kg/10m

t',

13:6

.

-3

0

..

1

2 -:
;

1.31

0

-1

Note in the third'example that a minus sign preceding a unit name is taken
as a dash' meaning MUItiplication, not subtraction. Note in the last example
that "kg"; brings in a factor of 1000 relative to the basic unit (gm). .Note
also that, as usual, TUTOR does multiplications before doing divisions so'
that the "10 cm" is all in the denominator, with the result that we have
length)-i. Similarly, "1/2 kg" Will be taken to Mean 1/(2 kg), hot (1,/2)kg.
As mentioned earlier, it is best to point out this matter to the student at
the beginning of the lesson.
.
.

.

4
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Like -store-dr the -storeu- judging command will flip TUTOR to theregular state (with a "no" judgment) if it chnnoteveltuate the stud nt's
response. The system variable."formok"-roan be used in a -writec- t tell
he s
why his response can't be evaluated. One example pecul ar to
r- onses involving units is "5 grams + 3 cm", which is absurd. Y
cannot
add masses and lengths, and -storeu: will giVe up. On the other h$nd, the'
student'can say "65 cm + 2 meter" and '.-storell". will set num to 265, dimens(1)
to 0.(no mass), and dimens(2) to- 1. As another example, "cos(3cm)," is
rejected, but"cos(3cm/Meter)" is accepted. The argument of most functiOns
must be dimensionless.
(EXceptions are "abs" and "sqrt".)

A related difficulty faces students unless you explicitly warn them:
"3+6 cm"is rejected by -storeu- althoUgh it looks reasonable in context to
the human eye. As far as -storeu- is concerned, however, the student is
trying to add 3 "nothings" to 6 cm, and the units do not have the same
dimensionality. For-storeu- this is as improper as "3 kg + 6 cm ". Unfortunately, until -storeu- (and TUTOR) get much smarter, it will be necessary:
to give explicit instructions to the students that
1)

2)

Multiplications are done before divisibns (unless parentheSes
intervene), so that 12 kg does not mean (1/2) kg.
-Responses such as "3 + 6cm" must be written rather as
"(3+6)cm".

e.that,these rules also apply in scientific journals and almostall textbooks, butsyour students may not be consciously aware of these standard rules.
Given only these standira conventions, - storeu- will correctly hanale an
enormous variety of student responses.
While.- storeu- can be used to get the number and dimensionality., usually
the'-ansu- and -wrongu- commands are.used to check for specific cases. *Let
'.us modify our sample unit td use these commands, which are like -ansv-, and
-wrongv- except for checking for correct units:

arrow,

storeu

1618
num,dimens(1)

write 'Cannot evaluate!
ansu
'13.6 gm/cm3,.1
write
wrongu 1 6,11
write
ht number, but give the units!
wron
um)gm/cm3,.1
write
'ght dimensionality, but wrong number!
wronqv 13.6, .1
write
Right number but wrong dimensionality.
no
writec

dimens(2)=-3-Length ok.,Length incorrect.
-
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The -ansu- mill make a match only if the dimensionality is correct and the
number is 13.6 plus or minus the tolerance (given as .1). The first -wr9nguchecks for: 13.6 (mas ffl(length)0; thaels,/no units given at all. .The second
-qual to (num),which it surely finds becguse
-wrongu; looks for a n. ""that is, the number ehlpudent gaveas determined by -storeu-). Therefore,
ii the number is not 13.6 butthe dimensionality is
'this -wrongu- will ma
correct. The -wrongv,iunlike -wrongu-, doesn't care about dimensiOnality.but
It is used here to cte9k for responses such
only about the numerical part.
as "13.6 cm":
.

The..-exactand - exactc- commands: klanguage drill
,

-

ommand less
It is occasionally useful in special Cases to use
ou
are
teaching the
powerful than - answer- to judge a responte. Suppose
you
want
the student to
precise format required on some business form; a
C" exactly, with three spaces betwe n- the letters. A match
B
type "A
udent separates
C" would occur no matter how
B
to "answer A
of these
the letters.: One space, four spaces, a comma or a semicolo
punctuations are permissible separators as far.as -answer- is. concerned.
Normally this flexibility is good, for it keeps students from getting hung,
up On petty details. -If, however,' it is precisely the detail6 that matter
on a partitular response, use an - exact - commantt In the present case,
C" will be matchta only if the student types
A
B
the. statement "exact
exactly that string ,of characters: A, space, space, 'space, B, space, spa6e,
space, C.

.

At the time-of writing the -answer- command does not permit punctuation
marks in itstag, so that a response such as "a:b" must be judged with an
While punctuation marks cannot
- exact -- command if the colon is important.
appear in the tag of the -answer- command, the student can use them in a
response. The-answe7 command will treat all punctuation marks that the
student uses as being equivalent to spaces.
It should be emphasized.:that it is easy to misuse the -exact- command
The student should normally be given considerable latitude in the talk-of

his repponse,such as is'permitted by -answer-, -concept-, and -anscommands.
The -exact- command should be used sparingly, and only for rather s re re.
.

sponset. If it is important that 'the student know the exact format of.some?thing as long as

3 No.-6 screwV516-213-86xT:4:

NewAjrleans

it would certainly be preferable to have him pick-this correct form out of
a displayed set of 'samples-Man to ask -him to type it exactly Then all Ihe
need say'is that item number 3 is the correct form.

)

13, 1

r-
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There is a conditional -exact- command, -exactc-, which may be used to
create simple vocabulary drills if the polder of the -answer- command is not
needed:

unit
espp
espo\
next
at
1812
write
Give the Esperanto for
randu
item,5
at
2015
writec item -2, one, two, three, four, five
arrow , 2113
exactc item=2,unu,du,tri,kvar,kvin
J

You might write' yourself a similar unitto drill yourself on histdrical dates,
capita's of nations, etc. This drill has three defects - -it never'ends;"you
may see the same item two or three times in'a raw; and no help id available,
if you get stuck. Let's revise it to have tfie folldwIng characteristics:
It thOuld present the five items in a random orderbut without repeating
any item; any items missed will then be presented again; the student may
press HELP .to get the V.rrd
p
t answer.
s
,

I

)

We will be using a random sequence of non-repeating item numbers such
as

.

-

w
(

4,2,1,5,3.

This is called a "permutation" of the five integers.
permutation is the sequence

Another, different,'

2,5,3,1,4.

You can see that there is a large number (120) of.differentpermutations of
fiveintegers. Corresponiingly, there is a large number of different permutation sequences.for presenting our drill to the student. Such sequences
of non - repeating integers are quite different from the sequences we get from
repeated execution of our "randu
item,5", which 'Produces sequences such as

with som( integers repeating and some not showing up for a long time.

,4*

We need some way of asking TUTOR to produce a permutation for us, rather
than the kind of sequence produced-by -randu-. This is done by tellinqTUTOR.
to set up a permutation of 5 Ltegerq ("setperm 5") froth'whith to draw integers
("randp
item") until the sequence is finished (indicated by "item" getting
N a value of zero).' The,-setperm- command actually sets up two copies of the
permutation,-and the "remove iteMe statement can be used to remove an integer
from the second copy.
(-randp= draws integers from the first copy.) If we
=emove- only those integers corresponding to items correctly answered orb the
first try, the second copy will contain only the difficult items after com-

\?
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pie ng the first pass over thg five items. Then we can use -modperm- (Which,has n tag) to Modify'the first copy by*ehoving the second copy into'he
HOoring.replenished the first copy with the difficult items we
first Copy..
can use-k,randp;-to choose these again.

Aere4e 4 fOrM Of

drill incorporating these' ideas:

begins.

Oat,

$$ set up two copies of a permutation

.:Psetp4m 5
choos

jump
*

'

unit
calc

,eprandp
0' jump

choose
attempt G0
item
item>0,espo,x

$$ 'initialize ,number of attempts
$$, pick. an integer

$$ fall through if first copy empty
$$ use second copy

,eromodperm

-'.randp
jump
at
write

end

item
item>0,espo,x
$$ 4rfall through if second copy empty
2115
4
Congratulations!
You finished the drill.'
$$ end the lesson
lesson

*

unit
espo
next
choose"
help
esphelp
at
1812
Give the Esperanto for
write
at
2015
writec' item-2,one,two,three,foUr,five
arrow
2113
exactc item-2,unu,dir,tri kvar kvin
goto
'attempt>0,q,x
$$ remove item if correct on first attempt
/.1poremove item
no
'attempt<=attempt+1
calc

unit
calc

Ijksphelp.

,

attempt4=ettempt+1

$$ 'count HELP as an attempt

-at

1613

writec
end

item-2,unu,du,tri k ar,kvin

.

We want to remove an item only if t e student gets it right on the first
try, which means "attempt" should be zero; "goto
attempt>0,q,x" means
"goto a fiptitious, empty unit "q" if attempt is greater than 0, else fall
through".
If we fall througfi, we remove the item ("remove. item"). We
increment "attempt" on each try and also when help is, requested so that if
the student has to see the answer,the item is not removed and will be seen
again: Note that heis required to type the Correct response and cannot see
ti,ts answer while he types, which gives him additional practice on the difficult iteMs.
.

,t
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At th 'present wkiting,there is no conditional -answer- command. If
the spelling power Of the -answer- commandis desired in this drill, replace
the -exattc- with a conditional -join- to attach one of five-units containing
-answerr Commands. You must use -join-, not,
will be used
in the judging state.
N

Stages in processing the -arrow-. command

Let us summarizethejseverel stages of'processing involved when 'there
is an - arrow - ,command.

Stage 1

The =arrow- commendTis executedi the etrow is displayWbn
the screen, and a marker is set to remember the unit and
/pcationwithin the unit of thiS-arrow- command. Regular
processing continues until a judging'command.is encountered,
at which point there is a wait ,wile the student types. a'.
response.

.

'Stage 2

'The student presses NEXT or:otherwise dompletits his-response.
TUTOR uses its, -arrowmarker to start judging at the state,ment-following the47arrow4:coimand, Only judging commands
are executed-rall regulak commands are Skipped. Execution
of a - specs - 'command sets.a -specs.- marker to remember the
unit and location within the unit of'this -spetS)T command.,

Stage 3

Some judging commend terminates judging, and successive
regular.commands are executed'Until a judging command is
encountered, which ende4this regular processing, evenif we
are several levels deep in -do-s.
There is no %undoing".
An -arrow- or =endarrow.- Will also halt this regular processing without permitting "undoing".
(I
no judging ,command
terminates the judang,Phase, the end of the- unfit, an
- endarrow -, or another - arrow -'will end Stage 3 and make a

"no" judgment.)
Stage 4

If the -Specs- marker has been set, regular processing
begins at the statement following the last -specs- command
encountered.
(The - specs - marker is cleared.)
This proceSs-.
ing term nateSin the same way as the regular processing of
Stage 3.
If the judgment is not "ok", the -arrowT is not
satisfie . The student must erase part or all of the
retponSSand enter a different-response, which initiates
.

Stage.'2-again.

The search state is initiated'if there.is an "ok" judgment.
'--- TUTOR again uses the - arrow- marker to start processing at
the statement following the -arroW- comment, this time ina search for another =arrow =. Only -join-s are executed;
all other commands, regular or:judging; are skipped,during
this search state.
If. an - arrow- command is:encountered,

1
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If an
TUTOR begins Stage 1 for this additional -arrow-.
'-endarrow- command is encountered, the search/ sta e ends
0
and regular commands are processed. If neither arrownor -endarrow-,is encountered,' he student can p ess NEXT
to go on to the next main unit, having satisfied all the

.

- arrow -s.
4

Written out in full this way, this all sounds) rathei complicat d, but in'
most practical cases this structure turns out to be quite flat al and
a some biz re.or pathosreasonable.- It Is, 'neverthelcssi useful to 1
rocessing stag s.
lo icalcases to further clarify the variou

ated executiOn of -join'

First here is an example of the repeated execution o a -join- in
regular, judging, and search states:
unit
calc
arrow
join

r't

bulty

J-44
1514
i<i+T-,ansdog
endarrow.
2514
at
i
show

0

*

unit
answer
write

ansdog
dog
Bowwow!

Th conditional -join- has only one unit listed, so e will always join
.,uni "ansdpg7, no matter what value the expression (i i+1) has. Upon first
ent ring unit "multy", we do the -calc-, the - arrow- and the -join-, all in
the-regular state. This terminates at the -answer- ommand to await a
°;
Note that i is now°1, due to th assignment (i <1=i +1)
student respons
contained in th conditional -;join-. Suppose the st dent types "cat"
and presses NEXT. .TUTOR starts at the statement foll,owing the - ,arrow- and
executes the -join- in the judging state (incrementing 1 to 2 in the process).
No match is found for "cat", so the student must give another response.
Suppesd'he now enters "dog". TUTOR again starts judging just after the -arrowand again executes the'- join - ("thus incrementing i to 3); This time'there
isa match to "answer dog" which. changes the state from judging to regular.
Bowwow!"- is executed,.and tie end of unit "ansdog" causes, TUTOR
The "write
to "undo" back into unit "multy", where the -endarrow- signals the end of
the statements associated with the -arrow-. Since we got an "ok" judgment,
ye are ready to search for any.other -arrow -s that might ba in unit :,"minty ". We
return to the .!arrow- one last time, this time in the searchstate. The -joinis executed to see whetber there is an -arrow- command lurkiiig in unit "ansdog",
gets incremented to 4. 'No -arrow- is found,
with the incidental result that
-

1i5
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-in unit "arisdoe and we "undo" into the -endarraw-- command, which changes
us from search state to regular state. The. -at- and - show -fare executed
and we get,"4" on our screen,-due to the quadruple execution of the -join-.

Aside from llustrating.some consequences of the processing rules,
emphasize thatsusing the assignment .symbol (CO in
this example shou
Note that -join- is the
a conditional -.join may have unexpec ed results!
2nly command with the e properties, du to. the fact that it in'the only
command executed in re lar, judging, and search states. It is important
that -join- be universal,
executed in this way so that you can join
judging commands in the ju ing state and even -arrow- commands in they
commands in the regular state.
e search state, not just regul
V

.

,

Judging commands terminate regular stat
the processing of regular
The rule that a judging command terming
commands is an important and general rule. ye h e seen that this must
the first judging coMmand'after
be true upon' first.. encountering an -arrow-:
the -arrow- makes TUTOR wait for a student response, since that judging
Let's see another instance of the rule:
command needs a response to work on.

4

arrow - 1518
answer dog
write
Bowwow
cat
wrong
white 'Meow
wrong
horse

If the student says "dog", he gets a reply "Bowwow" and regular'processing
cat" because -wrong-, a judging command, terminates
stops at the "wrong
the regular state. Similarly, if the student response is "cat", the stateMeow" is the only regular statement which is executed. The
ment "wri,te
judging commands delimit those regular commands associated with a match of
a particular judging command. This delimiting effect is achieved becauSe
1)

2)

regular commands .are skipped in the judging state; and
the processing of regular commands ends whenever 4 judging
command is encountered.

1...G
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N w let's consider a slightly modified sequence:
.1
\

arrow
join
write
wrong

unit
answer
write
wrong

1518
dogcat.

Meow
horse

dogcat
dog
Bowwow
cat

Supposedly the "join,
dogcat's will act as though the statements-.of unit
"dogcat" Were inserted where the -join- is, which should make this modified
version equiValent to the earlier version, Indegd, the rule that-a judging

command.terminatesthe processing of regular commands does make the tvi4
versions equivalent, as we will show,
Remember in this discussion that
-join- is the same as-do4except for the universal nature,GS-:=join-.

Supposethe student types "dog": We start just after'the -arrow-lin
the judging state. The -join-join- is executed and we find a matching
er
og" which enda:judging'and puts us in the regular state. Th
."writ
Bowwow' ig executed. Then we come to a -Wrong= judging c mma d,
which stops the regular processing and prevents."undoing"I Even,
gh
we'aq one lgvel deep in =do-s, JUTOR will not "undo'; the "write
eow"
which follows the "join
dogcat will not -E; executed. What w
appen,
is just what happens in the earlier versioni we ,have an "ok" ju gment,
whidh causes the searchstate 66 be initiated at the -arrow- (th re/was no
-specs-).Thus the two versions operate in identical manners because' the
-join-.acts like a text-insertion. ,Note that a response of "cat!' will
get a reply "Meow" because%there is no judging command following the
"wrong' cat"; a normal "undo" is' performed at the end of unit "dogcat".
'

This lagt example illustrates the importance of the rule "a.judging
command terminates the regular state". It is this rule which 'insures that
-join=, (or -do -) will act ike a text insertion.
We saw in the discussion of the -goto= command in ChaPter'VT that a
-goto- in a done urtit'destroys the strict text-insertion chaActer of the
-do-.
That is.true in the present context as well
siappose we insert a.
-goo--in unit "dogcat" (any -go&o- will' do; we'll use a "goto
q6):
unit

dogcat

answer .dog,

write

.goto
wrong

Bowwow
q
cat

117
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The student enters "dog" and we do unit "dogcat "I where the match to

"answer doe flips us from the judging to the regular state. The regullar
commands. -write- and -goto- areeexecuted.
(Note that -goto-, like =do-,
is dilly regular, whereas -join- is universale being executed not only in,
regular but in judging and search states.)
The execution of the -goto- Prevents TUTOR from encountering the "wrong
cat"which previously terminated
the regular state. We have run out of things to do in unit "dogcat" and'
are one level deep in -do-s. TUTOR, therefore, "undoes" and executes the
"write., Meow", which follows the "join
dogcat "!
The student will see
"BowWoWMeow" on his screen.
If, on the Other hand, we replace the
"join
dogcat" with the statements contained in unit "dogcat" we would
have

arrow
answer
write.
/-*F.:goto

wrong
,,write

wrong

and 'a response.

1518
dog
Bowwow

cat
'ow

rse
/t

'dog" would merely cause "Bowwow" to

ppear bn the sore

hot "BowwowMeow
We have a ain seen that 'a -go
in a'done,unit c n cause the -join
operation to -have differently fr
a text-insertion: She get different
effects depen'ing on ilhether we -jdin- such a unit or put that unit's
statements in place of the -join- Statement.

This property of the -goto- can'sometimes b us d with good effect.
Occasionally you may want to,"undo" despite the p es nce of a following
judging command, in which case you can use a =got
o prevent TUTOR-from
seeing that judgiu command. Conversely, you can
ace a judging command
at the end of somdrregular commands for the express purpose of preventing
the "undo".
4

1i8
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-goto- is a regular command
SinceAthe -goto- command is a regulai command, it is skipped in the
judging and search states. Here is an ekroneous seguence,of commands which'
illustrates the fact that the -goto- is skipped in the judging state:

arrow

/.7=>goto

1612

dogcat

write.

dogcat
dog
Bamwow

wrong

oat

unit
answer

\

When the -arrow- is first encountered, an arrow4s displayed on the scre en at
1612.
TUTOR .continues in the regular state and executes the -goto-. The
- ans%er- in unit-"dogcat" ends this regular processing to await the. stUdent
response. Suppose the student types "Itog"-and presses NEXT. T6TO1,st4rte,
judging just after the -arr6w-, skips the regular -gotor co and, and fipds
no judging commands at all! The students response-gets a. efaultirno"
judgment.
The -goto- shoulebe replaces' by a - join --.so the unit udogo
will to attached in the judging state.
"
Similarly, hereis an erroneous sequence to illustra
the -goto- command is skipped in lihe search state:

arrow

1612

specs
answer
goto
wrong

bumpshift
dog
another

unit
arrow
answer

another
2514
wolf

the, fact that

.

cat ,

The student responds to the first "'arrow- Witli"dog" and matches the`
"answer 'dog", which switches the, processing from the judging state to the
regular state. The -goto- is executed, and in unit "another" we encounter
an -arrow- command. This - arrow- command terminates the regular processine
just as a judging command would.
The.-specs- ma ker was set, so we will now
execute any regular commands-following the -spe*
c
and (there are,none
in this example). Since the stufie t's response /,
'ok ", the search state.

vii
is now initiated. TUTOI starts at the "arrow '1612" lcioking for another
-arrow- command. The -specs-, -answer-, -goto-, and
- are skipped in
the search state, and we come to the end of the unit
thout finding an,
- arrow Thus the -goto- did not succeed In attach" g a second ...arrow-.
If the -goto- is replaced by ,a -join-, the "wrong
cat" will he associated
with the second -arrow- (2514)! Thisl.s due to the ttxt-insertion nature of
the - join, which interposes the statements of unit "another" between the
"answer dog" and the "wrong
cat ";
One correct way to'writo this sequence
is like this:
.

.

arrow
.1612
specs
bumpshift
answer dog
4
wrong
-cat
endarrow'
goto
another

$$ or "do

another"

unit
- another
arrow
2514
answer wolf.
The -goto- or -do - -` placed after the -ender Ow- will dot cause

because the search state has been complete :
search state to regular state.

ny mi hief
the -endarrow- f ips us froM
.

r

Considerations of this kind mean that some care must be exe a,ised when,
using /...join- or -do- to attach units containing.-arroW-,commands.°To

unpredictable resultsjollow these two rules

0

In
..1)

A unit attached'by -join- or -do- which contains one r more
'-arrow- Commands, must end with an -endarrow- command: \This
insures that the unit will end/and "undo" in the regular state!.
(It is PerMIssible to have regular comMands.,following-the

-endarrow-A
.

.

The attached unit containing, one or more -arrow- comMands .
M t.not Contain any -goto- commands.
(A -gotos can make
TOR fail to see the - endarrow- or a judging command so,tha
akpremature "undo" occurs.)
,
/

,'

If these two rules are
the as hart-0 rushed inssrted the stateme
ain- or -do- was.
,

or -dal will act precisely
of the attached unit where thr

-size-; -rotate-

Interactions o

.1°.

)

.

When an -arr - command is performed, several things happen, An
atrow.character is displayed on the Screen, cu'ng the st(id'ent to enter a
resPonse.. A note is*de of the unit -and loc ion within that unit of
the - arrow- command so that TUTOR can return o this\marked spot, when
Even the trail. of -do-se(and/or -join's) which brought TUTOR
necessary.
to this - arrow- command is saved, so that.each restart at the -arrow- will"
relative to he main unit. The current
beat the appropriate level of
settings of '-size- and'-rotate-.are saved tO be r tored each time, so that
you can write a size -3_ reply to a student's incorrec responsd without
affecting the size of his corrected typing. In other words, response-,contingent
settings of =size7 and - rotate -.are temporary, whereas in other circumstances they are permanent until explicitly changed:

.

-

size
rotate 0
1718
arrow
answer dog :
size
4
rotate 30f
Woof!
write
.answer.'wolf
endarrOw
2218
at
This_ is in size 2, rotate 0.
write
)

The last writing appears in size 2, rotate 0,dedpite the size 4,. rotate '-30, that
were contingent on the students response, "dog". When the search state is .,
Similarly, if.
initiated, the,original size and rotate settings are restored..

"doe had been judged wrong; thegVhdent'S revised typing would have been in
size 2, notA, because the original eize and rotate are restored before. waiting
for the student's revised input..
,

.

a

.

fxecutitig an -.- arrow- command has other impo4ant initialization effects,:
'

1)

A default re'sponsd,limit:of 15e characters is set. The Student
cannot enter a:respon'se longer'than 150 characters (including
"hidden" chSractens such as shift-codes,and superscripti).
-, This can_bealtered'by following the 'arrow- command with a
-long- command to change this t0' .as much as 300.. If this is
.
1", judging will commence as soon as,the sttdent.
a "long
types one charadt- . If more than 1 is specified the student
entering Morefcharactere but must press
is prevented fr
long" statement
NEXT to initiate udging, unless a "force
has appeared in the unit.
.

,-

Fl

f

k
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A default:Specificatioa of "judging keys" is set Only the
NEXT,key will, cause judging to start1=-04 character if. there

2)

6' is a.'"long..

1 ", or hitting the limit with a ''Eo ce

1§09o).

This can be altered by foll4widg-t --err*
command with a
-jkey- command to specify:additional 3Adgieg keys (NUT is
always a judging key). An example is "jker,
data,help" which
would make the DATA. and HELP ,keys AuiValent to the NEXT key:at'
'this arrow.

A default specification is set to disable the'COIly key., The
--arrow -. command can be followed with a -copy- command to
specifya previously-stored character string to be' referenced
with .the COPY key. An example, is "copy
v51,v3""vihere v51 is
the start of the character string and ,v3 is the number of characI
ters. This way of specifying a string. of characters is the same
asthe scheme used with -storea- and -showa-.

3)

.

Some explanatiov of the ,COPY and EDIT keys is required.. The EDIT key
'is always availablelor the student to use in correcting his, typing. Pressing
'the-Wifkey the first. time 'rages all tyPing,'efter which each pressof,the
- o EDIT key bangs hack tfttyping one iford'at atime:''This,MakeS it easy to
make correetions and insertions without a lot ofvretypihg. '.Tech press of the
'COPY key, on the other hand, brings in a word from the character string
specified by. the -copy- command, as opposed to bringing in the student'd
own typed words with the EDIT key. One examPle.t&the use of the CoPY: key s.
is seen in the PLATO lesson editor, where ybu 'as In author can usethe COPY '.
/,,key in insert or re ace Mode to bring,,in port,Ohs of .a. preceding line with-,
ouhaving to retype. The COPY key Mdat'.he specifically enablecby a - copy
command, but the EDIT key; is always usable, uniess,you specify a -longgreater than the normal limit,of150:
(To use the EDIT key on responses longer
than 150 characters requires you to furnish an edit buffer through' an -edit-'
command.)

-

,

,

The -1Ong-,'-jkey-, and -copy- commands all override default specifications
4Pt by the-=arrow- command. They can.- thought. of as"modifiers of the - arrow=
command.
If they are to have an effect on the s udent's first response:0 they
not only must follow the-arrow- command'but mt.St recede any judging tooMmands;

r$

arrow

1518

ilAkey
help
copy
cstring,ccount
long
.15
'
'.
-g
s- or -answer-.or -store- or any other judging command
,

If -jkey-, -co

or, -long- came after the first judging,command, the -arrowthe modifying command
woulanot have been exec ted yet.
,

---1-

defauls:woul hold for the firstresponsebecause'

Y

`.1

V

elk
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Applications of

jkey- and

ans-

Use of the -jkey- command is well illustrated in.the case of providing
help to the student thrqugh, the. HELP key but without leaving the page. If
giving help requires an entire screen display, or a whole sequence of help
units, it is best to use a -help- command to specify where to juap if the
student presses HELP: The screen is then erased automatically to make room
for the help page (unless the original base unit had an l'inhibit erase" in
it),
On the other hand, the appropriate help mightconsiet Meraly of a brief
comment or some additional line-drawings on the present page. A convenient
way to provide such help without leaving the page' is this:*

arrow.. .1615
help .
6,00Apjkey'

hnswer

cat

write

Hint: it meows...

The statement "jkey
help" ,makes the HELP keycompletely equivalent to
the NEXT key. if the student presses HELP, judging is,initiated, his (blank)
onse does ,not match "cat", and he gets "Hint: it meows...."
Without the
63,- command, the HELP, key would be ignored-lack would be bad.
It'is a
Very good idea to have the HELP ke'Y' do something at all times so that the
student can come to expect help to be available.
In this,example the student, Will get th same assistanceWhether he
presses HELP2or whether he types "dog" follo ed by pressing NEXT. \We could
,give different kinds of assistance in these two cases by changihg the -write.

statement to,a 7-writec-:

arrow
jkey
answer

.

1815

help
cat

no
writes,

key=help,Meow?,The answer isicat.

The system variable "key" always contains a nUMber corresponding to the last
key pressed by the student.
this case thet laic key will eithek be HELP
or NEXTI'Tf the student presses HELP,-the lopical expression *key=help" will
be true (-1) and the student gets the reply 'Meow?" But if-he'pressesNEXT,
then the logical expression "keY=heipu is false (0) and the student ,gets "The
answer is cat." The lower-case word "help" is defined by TUTOR to mean in a
caiculational expression "the number corresponding to the HELP key"." Other
such defined'names include next& back, he3.p1 '(for shift-HELP).;. etc. .

* There is now a -hslpop -,command, similar to -help-, for providing help on
the page (op) without erasing the screen.'

:

1°3
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An alternative way of writing the same sequence is this:
t1/4

arro0
jkey
no

1815

help

$$ terminate judging.

judge -keynihelp,x,continue
write
Meow?
answer cat
no
write
The answer is cat.

If key help, we "fall through" the -judge- command and write "MeOw?" If
the key 1.6.not equal to help (that is, the student pressed NEXT), a
"judge
continue" is performed to return to the judging'state. The
"write
Meown is skipped since -write- is a regular command. If the
response does not match "cat", the student will get the message "she answer
is cat". As usual, there are many equiValent ways in TUTOR to do the same
thing!
In a particular situation one.scheme may be more' appropriate than
\

,another.

There is an ANS key on the keyset which is often used to let students
skip through material by just pressing ANS:

arrow
jkey
ok
judge.
. write
answer

1817
ans

key=ans,x,continue
The answer is cat
cat

Sinde the ANS key generates an ok judgment here, the student will move on
immediately to the next arrow or unit without having to type the correct
answer. This could'-be made conditional on the student being in a review
'mode.
That is4 you might define "review=v1", zero it initially, =6 set,it

N

N

A

Ai 4

.
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to -1 only after the student has gone through the material once under hih
own power. With the following structure

. arrow

1817

do
ok
judge

review,jans,x

unit

Jana

key=aAs,x,continue

jkAfir

he will be able to use the ANS key only when reviewing the material.
41

There is an -ans- command (blank tag) which is equivalentlto
jkey
ok
judge

ans

keyaans,x,continue

In other words, you just write

arrow
ans
write

2123

The answer is cat.

The -ans- command is a judging command and must be the first judging command
after the -arrow. When it is first encountered, it pets up ANS to be. a
judging key, and it is matched only if the ANS key is pressed. If the -anscommand is used only to provide a kind of help, but,not to let the student
wrong" after the -ans- command.
pass on to the next thing, put a "judge:

In many places ou may do specific things in response to the ANS and
HELP keys. Elsewber in the lesson, it is appropriate merely to enable them
so that something w 11 happen whdn these keys are pressed. Just put
The student will then getiat
help,ans" after each such -arrow-.
"jkey
least whatever r ly you g ve him after the universal -no- that catchei all
unrecognized responses. sC rtainly every -arrow-. sholq.d provide some kind of
feedback to unrecognized respofises or the student will get hung U. The
help,ans" will further insurowthat a reasonable response to his input
"jkey
is always forthcoming. Without this -jkey- statement, nothing\ would happen
when the student presses ANSor HELP.
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An additional refinement is advisable. Often a student will'press NEXT
an extra time, perhaps.begause( he hadmo,t noticed that he was to type a. response:
This blank response,, consisting of just a NEXT key, will probably get judged
"no" at most arrows, which requires an additional NEXT (or ERASE) to clear
the."no" judgment before typing a response. This can get confusing.
In most

cases it isbest simply to ignore blank responses
I

$.

arrow,

1914

{exact

$$ check for blank response

judge' ignore
answer ,cat
\

This has the effect of throwing away superfluous, NEXT keys.*

HELP.

On t he other hand, yoU should accept blank responses involving ANS or
It is useful to write

arrOw
join
answer

unit
jkey
exact
judge

1917

anshelp
cat

anshelp
ans,help
keymonext,ignore,continue

Placing "join
anshelp" after each -arrow- will insure that extra NEXT keyS
are thrown out but that responses involving ANS or HELP keys will fall through
to whatever reply you give to unrecognized responses; Note that you must\
use. -join-, not =don to attach unit "anshelp", since you want not only to do
unit anshelp in the regular state to specify -jkey- before the.student responds.
When/the student responds, you also want to do unit anshelp in the judging
state in order to reach the - exact- judging comman
bQ

Modifying the response:

-bump- and -put-

It is possible to delete characters froin the
response by using the -bump-,command:

udging copy of

he student's

1

arrow
olmilbump
answer

1812
as3
rdvrk

f

$$ delete all aPs,s's, and 3's
.

The statement "inhibit
keys.

blanks" can now be used to ignore superfluous NEXT I

1 26

This -answer- will be matched if the student types "33 aardvarks' "because
the -bump- command reduces the judging copy of response to " rdvrk". The'fr.
rejudge.
original response is not altered and can be recovered with a'"jUdge
Also, the screen display is unaffected: the student Atill sees on his screen
On the other hand, all judging commandS
"33 aardvarks", just, as he typed- it.
following the -bump- are affected since they all operate on the judgiWcopy,
not on the original response. For example, a -storea- following the -bumpHere is another silly example:
would give you "rdvrk".

.1,

define
r

cfirstv1,csecondwv2
firstagv11,secondmilv21

unit
at
write

conson
.913

Type anything, and I'll
remove the vowels:
/

arrow

- long
storea
bump
storea
ok
write

1309
100

$$ from v11 tb v21 is 100 characters

first,cfirst<*jcount
aeiou
second,csecond4jcount

You typed <a,first,cfirstP.
Remove vowels: <talsecond,osecon0.
You used <Is,cfirst-csecond)> vowels.

Note that "cfirst" is the number of characters (including biddencharacterS
suchas shift characters) in the original response, whereas "csecond" is the
number of charecters,;after the -bump- has removed the vowels. This is true
because "jcount" always has an up-to-date character count of the judging
copy, as influenced by -bump- and related operations.
(You may recall that
bumpshift" also affeCts ")count" by removing shift charActers.)
"specs
Suppose the student types "Apples taste funnier",' Then he will get this
reply:
('

You typed Apples taste funnier.
Remove vpwels:. PplsfXst fnnr.
You used / vowels.

,-The reason that /the word "Apples" turns into "Ppls" with a capital "P" is
that a capital "A" is really a shift character followed by a lower-case "a".
With the " " bumped out, the,shift character stands next to the "p", making
a capital 'P".

0
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lete characters, the -put-.command
While the -bump- command will
will change pafticular strings gf chara ers:

arrow
,,elvoput

put
stores
ok
showa

1218
cat=dog
rat=mouse'
first,cfirst4=jcount
first,cfirst

All occurrences of "cat" change into "dog", and all occurrences of "rat"
change into "mouse". Suppose the student types "Scattered cats scatch rats".
The reply will be "Sdogtered dogs scmousech mouse "1
Both -bump- and. -put- are judging commands:
the operate on the student's
response. Like all judging commandd,, they stop process' g when .encountered
'during the processing of regular commands. The -put- co
nd has a property
o" judgment if
similar, to -store- in that,it can terminate judging with a
it cann t handle the student's response:
.

arrow

1218

put

cat=enormous
Too many cats!

write
ok

If the student has Man} -!Icats" in his response, the .-put- may cause "jcount"
to exceed the 300-character response limit: In. this case, it changes to the
regular state, and the student gets the message "Too many cats!" This
'regular -write- command normally is skipped, since we're in\he judging state.

There is an equivalent form of -put- which is often easier to read:

put
putd
putd

cat=dog
/cat/dog/
,cat dog,

All 41ree of these statements are equivalent. The -putclt
for.delimiter)
takes the first character as the delimiter between then two character strings.
-.',___Other examples of its use are these:

putd
putd

$$ convert =sign

/=/equals/
/ //

$$ remove all spaces
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strings by using -putv-

It is also pqssible to change, variable'
(v for variable):

putv

first,cfirst,second,csecond

string and count

.

g

str

and count

In using these -put- and -bump- commands in combination, care must be
taken in their order. For example, the following sequence is nonsense:
bump
put

a
cat -dog

With all.a's bumped the -put-,yill not find any cat's.
apply to sequences of -put- cemm4ds.

Similar remarks

The -bump- command looks for single characters, de "bump
B" will
nbt merely bump capital B's. .All shift characters will be bumped as well as
shift-b".
B" is really "bump
In other words, "bump
lower-case b's.
/B/P". This will
If you want to eliminate only capital B's, use "putd
find occurrences of the string of characters "shift-b" and replace this
string with a zero-length String, thus deleting the B.
The main purpose of -bump- and - put -.is to make minor modifications to
the student's reponse to convert it into a form which can be handled by
standard judging commands. For example, the word-oriented judging commands
(-answer-, -match-, -concept-, etc.) cannot find pieces of words. Suppose
that for some reason you need to look for the fragment "elect"; you don't
care whether this appears in the word "seledtion" or "electronics" or
"electoral". Do this:

arrow
specs
pdtd
answer

1723

okextra
/elect/ elect /
elect

sed hdre to put spabes before and after the string "elect" so
that it stands o
=s a separate word. You could also use the values of
"4count" before and a =r "executing the -putd- to determine whether "e1ectu
Was present. How many times it appeared could also be determined from these
valuedt...,The value of "jcount" will increase by two for each insertion of
two extra spaces.

. The -putd- 1
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Manipulating character strings
The judging commands -bump- and -put- operate on the judging copy'of -It is sometimes uagful to manipula e other strings
the student's response.
These co ands arwregular
of characters, With -pack-, -move-, and -searchcommands, not judging commands; like -Showa-, hey operatet on stored character
strings, not the judging copy of the student's esponse. These command are
mentioned here becaude they are often used in a sociation with analyzing
student responses. 1n particular, the judging ommand -storea,- can be used
to get the response character string. the it can be operated on with
cter string can be loaded
th altered ch
-move- and -search-. Finally the
back into the judging, copy with/the,judging ct:Mand -loada(load
alphanumeric; the -loada- command is precisely the opposite of
.'
-storea-). Since this*sectibn deals with a rather esoteric topic, you might
just skim through it now to get a vague idea of what character string manipulations look like. If later you find a heed for such operations) you should
.

return*Study this section with some care.

r

Here is an example of a -move- statement:
.

,,

move

v3,5,v52,21,8'

This means "move 8 characters from the 5th character 'of the string that
starts in v3 to the 21st character of the string that starts in v52". The
21st through 28th characters of the v52 character string are replaced by
The v3
thd--6th through the 12th characters of the v3 character string.
character string s unaffected. In other words, -move- has the form
move

string1,startl,string2,start2,#characters.moved

-..

If the number of characters to move 'is not specified, one character will be
moved.
%
A

Here is an example of the use of -move-. Suppose the student types
"x+4y = y-3" and we want to convert.this into the form "x+4y-(y-3rf before
using -store- on it. Assume "str" has been defined:

arrow
putd
storea
ok
judge(move

loada
store
'te
7wr1//

1812

Wx+41,1.5,-3
$$ x+4y- (y-3

. =.- (.

strilcount
' ) ' , 1 , str , jcount+1

continue
str,jcount+1,
result

$$ to do regular -move$$ x+4y-(y-3)
$$ to do judging -loada-

Subtracting the right side of
your equation from the
left side gives Ils,result;>.
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In the -move- command the parenthests within sin4le-quote marks, ')', means
a character string one character long consisting df a right parenthesis.
Similarly, 'dog' would denote a character string consisting of d,o, and g.
gharacter strings up to ten characters in length may be describ44...this way,
Using single-quota marks. The -move- command shown above moves the
character of 1)1, which is, just a right parenthesis, tq the (jcount+1)th
character position in'"str": This effectively appendsa right parenthesis
to the student's character string (as modified by the -putd-). The -loads-,
command moves he final character string into the judging copy so that - storecan operate on it. Note carefully the switches from 'ju ging state to, regular
state and back again.'

'

4,

The -search- command is used to look for occurrences of s

ifjc

character strings. Itas the form'
st1191,1e1112thjtftrine,Ieflty,start2;return
NA
46-'
etring to
1
return location
string'sought
look through
_4
where to
start

search

.

--...

Suppose we use 7storea--to place the una
in "str,jco t". Then use
search

'='

1 ,str,jcount, 1 ,charnum

4look or.
string
= sign
to look
(string 1
through
character

I

return location '

start at
beginning
of string

long)

.

red student response "x+4y=y-3"

.

.

7

This -search-tcommand will set the variable " charnum"" to 5, sicicerthe equal
sign it the 5th character in °X+4y=y-3". If thesearch is unsuccessful,
"charnum" is set to -1, As further'illustration of -move- and -search-, let's
rewrite our earlier sequence without thb -putd-:
'*

4

arrow
1812
stores' str,jcount
ok
search '=',1,sfrijcount,1,charnum
* Now make room-for the -(
move
str,charnum+1,str,charnum+2,jcount-charnum
*Next insert the -( :
$$ move 2 characters
'-('_,1,strocharnum,2
move..
* Append the )
move
')',1,str,jcount+2
judge
continue
loads
str,jcount+2
store
result
ok
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The -search- finds tfie equal sign.. The first -move moves the latte part
Of the string to make room for the insertion of '-( . The second, -movemakes the insertion which overwrites the,character (=y) which were there
originally.. 'The third -move- appends the ')'. No
lly the -search- would'
be followed by a "goto
charnum,noeq,x" to take
re of the case where the
student did not in fact use'an equal sign; in whic case 1)tharnum" would be
-1.

The single quote marks can be used to,specify charactes,
ten characters long. Longer character strings can be placed in va
with a -pack- command:

pack

v11,abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

This *nits a character string 26 characters long i to v11 and foll
variables. Since each variable holds ten characte s, .V11 and 712
full, while v13 will have the labt-six characters. The -pack-,Comm
-might be considered analogous to -stok - since both place charaat
stkings in variables! In the case of - toream.,the total character
cap be gotten from the syst@m-defined v
The,chara
connt involved in a -pack- statement can .`e obtaine
'th an option
'pack

v3,v11,abp

character count

fghilklmnopqrttuvwxyz

string location
\

In this case, the -pack- command will set v3 to 26, the total character
count. This form of the -pack- statement is the only exception to the
generaliTUTOR rule that optional parts of a statement go at the end of the
statement:- -This exception is due to the unique string syntax of the
-pack- command.
-around:/
It does have the effect of turning some thin

pack

v1,v2,H2SO4

shok

v2,v1

This will display "H2SO4" on the screen. Note the inversion of order of_
v1 and v2 in the,,two commands.
Incidentally, the c
cter. count in v1,
,wili\\be ten, including three shift codes and two subscri
.
The character
string' H2SO4 is actually composed of shift, h, subscript,
shift, s, shift,
o, subscript, 4.

ti

/..'

.

riented commands
,-Clock- Will get the
There are a few other.
-nem
ets the (113-character)- name.the,time, -date= gets today's da
gets the course he.is-regitterecV
student is registered wider, an
in. For example:

-nets

name

-

$$ vi and v2 for name

vl

course v3
clock

dateo
write

v4
v5
Hello!

Your.name is la,v1 p 1 8A .

You are registered in qa,V3P .
The time is 4a,v4tP

The date is 4a,v5P

/

`in e course "frexich4R..
It is 10: 45: 37 PH (22:45:37 on a 24-hour clock) on June 3 ,, 1974. 1 The stv.dent

Suppose the student is registered-as "sam nottingham
will receive this display;,

,

Hello!. Your name is sam 4nottin
You are registered in fre\nch4.
The time is 22.45,37.'
The date is 06/03/74.
I

\

All of these commands, -name-, -course-y - clock-, an
the requested character string in the specified vari
showa-.
e -clock- command produces a character string. Th re is a system
variab
"clock" which may be used 3.17-cM--=3ational expressions:
it holds
the numbe f seconds of a daily clock to the nearest thousan th'of a seco gcd
section of
for. calculating the amount of time spent in
It is .c verde
lesson.

The -date- command pr
ces a character string. The. -day- co
produces a number correspond g to the number'of days elapsed sine
January 1, 1973 . *kis number of daya and fraction of a day is acd
one:-tenth

\

of a

i_

second.

v`

The TUTuR judging ommtids offer" a greet deal of power. We h
that the judging commands - ump- and -put- together with the regula
oriented commands -move-, -search-, and -pack- can be used to chang
otilerWiee intractable responTe,into a form which can be handled wit
judging commands.
This is a useful scheme` as lOng as only minbr
are required. However, if major modifications'of the response are
in order to be able to use TUTOR judging
s
judging". That .$4 just get the student's response
to "do your o
-storea- andk t en" analyze. it Wi
string-oriented commands, together.

fCilities, it is usually

--.

-__

I

,
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\

\

additional calcul ional machinery described. n chapter IX. You migh not
e built-in marker features of the -arrow- command, with
even want to use
n
the associated re urns to the - arrow- when there is a "no" judgment.
such circumstances you Tight write a subroutine to be used in "place o
-arrow-7 commands, which merely collects-the student's response:

f

f

`

.

unit
arrow
stores
specs
ok

arrow(ap s)
apos
sstr,sc t4=jcount
nookno,

endarroja

Instead of writing "ar ow

1815" with associ ted judgihg commands you would

thenwrite
.

-

:,,A.,,,,

.

i'',

\I\

.
a row(1815)
do
calc,move, etc. to do your own judging .

aj

;

'.Naturally this
analyze. respons

responses which

Catching every

rse of action i . advisable only i -you are trying to
which have a form veri-differept f om those classes of -.
an be handled well by TUTOR judging =lands,

auses-i:--keytype ,-and -group°

I

.

without waiting
Sometime' it-is-useful to process individual keypres
les as moving
We
have
already
dieOussed
such
typical'
ex
for -a- NEXT ke .
.11
These-exampl s.used a "long/
a cursor and/choosing a topic from. an
with an-arr w- in otder to catch each keypress.. There is another way-to'do
ch#pter II in
this, invol ing the pause -. cbmmSnd which was introduced
connection-- ith-cre ting displays,particulerly timed nimatioUs# As was.
`pointed ou in the.. discussion'ofthe-7-jkey- command in\the present chapteri
the system variable."k4" contains a number corresponding. to the most re ent,'"
key' prese d by, he 'student. :Tor example, if the student. resses the
agttek "d ,the system variable-"key"- will have the numerical vaiudAr (Si ce
dis,the 4th letter in the' alphabet). Putting .these notious together,/we
'have-the following'kind of structure:
/

write
pause
writec

Press "d"

please.

key4,You didn t

ess

/
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-The blank -pause- statement ("blank" in the.senseof having no tag) causes
TUTOR to wait for the student to press a key. Any ke will cause TUTOR to
move past the'- pause- to the next statement.
In the example shown, the,-pause-.is followed by
on "key#4".
Thia -writeo:- can be written in more read

-writec- conditional
le form by replacing

the 1.'4" by "d":

writec-'keyed",You didn't press.d.,Goodi
Enclosing the d with (double) qUote marksiis taken in Ca culatiOnal expressions
to mean the number/.4. Similarly,' (v3C*"z"), will assign the value 26 to v3.,
If the student presses 0 or 1, "'key" will have the numerical value 27 or 28
respectively.' That is, .the 26 letters are followed by the numbers 0 through'

9, then come various punctuation marks.= If the student presses the plus
key, "key ", will have the'npmerical Value4+; which happens to be 37.
If the
student presses a capital D, "key"
have the value 64+"d", or 68. The
-shifted or upper case letters have "key" value k4 greater than the Corresponding
lower -case letters. Caution:
some common keys such as parentheses have key
numbgrs smaller t4an 64 despite requiring the" shift key to type them. The
most commonly used characters (lower-case letters, numbers, and cornmeal
punctuation marks) have key numbers less than 64,' indep ndent,of whether they
are typed using the shift key. As for the function key (NEXT, BACK, HELP1,
etc.),we already saw in connection with the -jkey- comm nd that 'the corresponding key numbers are given by next, back, helpl, etc.,,a in
gotc,

key=heh.ar,yes,no

No-quote marks are used for the function keys.

A more convenient way to determine which key has been pressed'is to
use a -keytype- command.
Consider a cursor - moving procedure:
define
unit
pause

num=v5,x=v1,y=v2,dx=1
cursor

dy=1g

./.:rkeytype
goto
num,cursor,x

1,
calcs

el

.00

num-01,y 41=7, y+dy ;yri-dy , y+dy,, y, x-dy, , y-dy, , y-dy

The -keytype- command searches through the listed keys (d, e, w4 q, a, z,
x, and c.in this case) and, similar to the -match- command, sets "num"'t0,-1-if the keytis not found in this list, or to 0, 1, 2, 3, etc., if it is
found.
If the student presses d, "num" will beset io,0; if he presses c,
"num",will be 7; and if he presses D, "nuts," Jill be set to -1. The -1gotostatemant effectively causes all utylisted keys to be ignored.

O
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Note' that no quote marks. are Used ;inspecifyinq keys in a -iceytypecommand.
capital- letters and function keys may also bevliSted:

keytype v3;a,A,15,13next,data,timeup

While the -keytype- command is most often used in conjunction with a--pausecommand,it 'can be used in,association with an -arrow- command or any time
that you wantto decide what key was pressed most recently. The function
key timeup is one generated by TUTOR when a timing key is "pressed" as
the result of an earlier -time- command (see chapter II).
-

,

I

I

Just as the -list- command can-be used to specify a set of synonomous
words and numbers for use in -answer- and -match-, so there is a -groupcommand.available for specifying synonomous keys for use in a -keytlie4
command:0'

.

define
group

keynum=v23algkey=v24
algebra,x,Ys

keytype keynuM,a,b,algebra,helP_
1.

01

a

1
.

3

If the Student presses any-Of the keys x, y,br,z, the vari able "keynum"
will be assigned the value 24 An additional -keytype- command can be used
a
'to separate members.of e group:
'keytype keynum,a,b,algebra,help
goto
keynum,none,ua,ub,a1g,somehelp

alg
keytype algkey,x,k,z
unit,

Some particularly useful'-group-'definitions are built -in. Without specifyin4 .
them with your own -group- commands, you can in A "'- keytype'
refer
to these groups;

4alpha
numeric
funct

all -52 lOwe r-case and upper-case letters

Lthrough 9
funbt'ion key's (next, help,
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1/4
An example of the use of these built-in groups might be
eytype.v46,1funct,ajb,c% You can also use previously defined or built-in'
"groups in defining new groups:

group
group
gtoU

min

4

smine,d,e,
al1,44B,C,o0 numeric, funct

It is important to note that if you use a - pause -,the key pressed will
not cause the associated character to appear on the student's screen. You
are in com lete control.
You may.write something on the screen or not, as
you choose.
nay. if'you Ussp an -error: will*the standard key display take
place, with the associated ERASE and other standard typing features dvailable.
Similarly, if you (press HELP, you will not automatically branc4 to a unit
specified by a previous -help- command; because a blank -pausevds you
every key, function key or not
There is a variant of the. - pause - 'command which is usua

_

`ore useful

than the blank -pause-. You can,define Whic4,keys are to be accepted, and
all other keys will be ignored;

.

'
next
help'
'd#ta

umore
discuss
tables.

'gauss 'keys=d,Donext,term,help;helpl
Ca

4

05

'Any key not listed here is completely ignored, as though the student had
not pres6e4 it. Of the function keys listed, the HELP key will take the
student tceunit "discus" since you have already spedified what you wapt
the HELP key to do. Note that this is not possible with a blank -pausewhich catches all keys. Similarly what the TqRM'key will do has been
predefined: the student will be &liked "what;,ekm?" But the DATA key will
be ignored since it is not listed in the =jiause- statement, and the student
cannot reach unit "tables" with the DATA key until he has passed the -pause-.
Pressing 4, D, NEXT, or- HELP( will take the student past .the -pause -. The
NEXT key ;is slightly speeial here in that the preceeding specification
"nett
;umbre", unlike "help
discus's", tells. TUTOR what to db when the.
present, main unit/has been. con201. Thusprdssing NEXt here just takes us
past theta- pause - rather than branching us immediately to a different unit

as HELldoes.

,

.

.4 7
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If you want the HELP key not to be ignored but not
to access unit
"discuss", the 'statement "help
discuss" must follow the -pause- statement, or a "help
q" must precede the -pause- in order to quit specifying
,

a help unit.

.
,

.

Summary
Th,ts chapter has demonstrated an array of techniquei for judging
various types of student responses.. There are -answer- and.-wrong(aided
y -list-) for handling sentences composed from a rather small
vocabdkary
o words. There is -concept= (supported
bl'-vocabs-) to handle dialogs
in olving a large vocabulary. The -match- and
-storen- commands can be
use to pail: out pieces of a student's
response. There are -ansv-,
.-wro
-ansu7, and -wrongu-, aided by "define ,student", for judging',
numer al and'algebraic responses. The -exact- and
- exacts- commands can
be us
when it is important that the response takeat particular
precise
form.
e -specs- command permits you to-control v
ious options associated
with these commands and also provides a convenient
marker of centralized
post-judging processing. The regular -judge- command
offers additional
control over the judging process. The -bump- and -put- commands
can be ised
to change a student's r sponse into .a form more easily
handled by the
standard jugging comma ds. The -jkey- command can be used to cause jaging,
to start when kelis other than NEXT are pressed.
The construction of
randomized drills was illustrated, with the use of =setperm-, randp-,
.

-remove-, and -modperm-..

it

.

You have also seen how to,store numeric and alpitinumeric
',responses
4 later processing (-store--and,=storea-).
These capabilities make it p Bible
to "do your own judging".in those cases where the standard
jsdgi
co ands
are not suitabfe. The. basic ,TUTOR judging
commands provide a ogres
of power but dannot handle all possible situations.
Fortungtely there is
always the possibility,of performing calclations
on stored studenerespon
which means that TUTOR is open-ended in its judging
power. The regular
commands -search- 'an -move-,cari-be used to manlPUlate
stored 'characte
strings.
(In chapter IX you will find discussions of "segments"
"WA
manipulations" whickpermit you to use the -calc-.coMhand to.perf
additiona
operations on character strings.) We also discussed how to handl
input
from the student by collecting each key with a
-pause- vommand, their using
-keytype- (aided by -group-) to makd decisions on
a key-by-key basis.
.

We also disdussed in some detail the markerptoperties of 'the
-arrow - r'
command. The -arrow.--command serves
as'an anchor point which TUTOR clings
to until the - arrow- is satisfied by an pok" jsagment,
at which point's
.search is made for additiOnal -arrow comnAds.
We looked at some cases
involving the repeate execution of -jo
- in regular, judging, and search
states, and of the no -execution of -goto- in the judging
and-search states.
We also looked-at oth r- side- effects of.the'-arrOw- command,
izations associatedth -size-; 4qtate-, -long-5
-

1 :38

,

-
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It is planned that TUTOR have additional judging capabilities added
to it in the future. One major improvement is imminent: the use of multiword "phrases" such as "Santa Maria" and "out of order" in +answer- and
related commands. Such phrases would be handled essentially as thdugh they
were single words. This turns out to be extremely useful in judging sentences
correctly. This phrase feature is now available in -vocabs.. but has not
yet been extended to the other word-oriented TUTOR machinery.
It is hoped that you will re-read this.chapter occasionally in the
course of writing curriculum materials. The TUTOR judging capabilities are
extremely rich because of the wide range of student responses that must be
handled proper'y for lesson material to'be successful. You should dip into
this chapter occasionally as your own work suggests questions as to how to
judge various classes of responses. Do not feel unhappy that some aspects
of judging aren't clear to you at thistime. Just be sure to reread
appropriate sections of this chapter at a later time, when you need the
or now it is sufficient to know what is available, and roughly..
details.
in what forin.

11.

I

1
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VIII.

Additional display features

More on the -write- command
)

A
It should be pointed out that the -at- command not only* specifies a
screen position for subsequent, writing, but also establishes al.eft margin
for "carriage returns" (CR on the keyOet)' in analogy to a'typewriter. Upon
completion of one line of text, the next line will start at the left margin
set by the last -at- command. There are carriage returns implicit in
"continued" write statements:

at
write

'

1215

is the
time for all
good men tocome home.

`-

The ."at

1215" establishes a left mar n at the 15th character position
so that each line will start there. This.e ample wi I produce an aligned
screen display' similar to the appearance of
e tags of this continued -writestatement.
.

The setting of a margin by -at- has an unusdal side effect.
at
write

,

Consider:

2161\
The cog. jumped.

This will, put the following

play on the screen:

Th
e

co

w
ju

mp
ed

0

This
due to the left.margin at charaote
sition. 63, just two characters
shy of t
right edge of the screen. When a te- would go past the right
edge of the screen, TUTOR performs a carriage ret
to drop down one line,
starting at the left margin. An -arrow- also sets a eft margin with respect
to the student typing a long response whichwould pass ''e right edge of the
screen'; further typing appears on the next lower line star
g at the margin
-set by -arrow-.
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aut
have

understand that writing characters en the screen
is imObrtant
terminal's c rent screen poeition.N.Suppose.we
tically advances
onsecutive -write- st ements:
712
horses
and cows

at
write
write

9iis'sequence will display "horsesand cows" all on line 7. The first -write=
("horses".) advances the terminal's screen position from the 712 ,specified by
the preceding" -at- to 712+6,Ma there being 6 characters in the text "horses".
Without an explicit -at- to change this, the second -write- ("and cows")
starts at position 718. Note that
.

at

712/.

write

hilpses

.and cows

would give :different display: .
horses
and ,cor

because the "dontinued" -write- statement imp11-4

iage returns.

Tit keeps- track of the current screen position in a system variable
For example,
ere".

named "

at
write
at
write..,

742
horses

.

where +3 %5

$$ 'where" is 712+6=718 here'

and cows

will produce the display
where
horses

where+305

3 lines

COWS

5 characters

The statement "write horses" leaves the screen position at 712+6=718, and the
system variable "where" therefore has the value 718. When you then say "at
where+305" this is'equicalent to saying "at 718+305" or "at 1023".
1
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ere are many uses of-this "where" system variable.
example:
at
write
arrow

Here-is another

.1215
What...ls your name?

where+3

ThiNrll appear as
What is,your name?

SoSam

The arrow has been positioned 3 charact rs beyond the end of the -writestatement's display.
The Aositioning

niormafion is useful wi\h other display commands as

well. , Consider this:

at
write
draw

8 5
L k at this!
whe e;815

This will displayunderlined text:
Look at thisl

This is due to the fact that upon completion of he -write- statement "where'
refers to the beginning of t e next character pos*tion, j st after the exclamation point. We simply dra from there, back to the star ng point. This
form of the -dSaw- statement is so common that a concise f
is permitted
"draw.
;815" is equivalent to "draw
where;815". Eithe 'form will dra*
a line or figure star
at the current screen position.
is is particular
_useful in constructing
by conne4ing the new point t the last point
with a line. The point tea
d with a -draw- (or ay diSplay command) will
be the new screen position a
ma be referred to through the
stem variable
"where", Which is kept up to dates, utomatically by TUTOR.
There are fine-gild system variables "wherex" and " wherey" whi
corresp nd
exactly to the coarse-grid "where. The position "where+305" is equi lent
to "wherex+(5X8),wherey-(3)(16)" bediuse a charactek space is 8 dots wide -nd
16 dots high. The minds sign is prlesent because in coarse grid line 4 is
below line 1, whereas in fine grid dot 472 Isabove' ot 471.
.Superscripts and subscripts may be typed el er,in a ocking or nonlocking mode. To type "1023" you can either .(a) pr s 1, p ss
press'
SUPER, press 2, press SUPER, press 3 (non-locking case) or (b) ress 1,
press 0, press shift-SUPER (that is, bold down the shift key whi
pressing
SUPER), press 2, press3. To get down from a locked superscript yo type
shirt-SUB (locking 'subscript).
Notice that in typing superscripts'or ubscripts the SUPER and SUB keys are pressed and released before typing t e
material to be moved up or down; you do not hold these keys down while t
n
unlike the shift key used fOr making capital letters.

I
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It is possible to overstrike characters to make combinations. The
symbol "0" can be madepy typing v, baCkspacei SUPER, minus sign. This
will superimpose a raised minus sign above the v. The backspace is typed
holding down the shift key while hitting the wide space bar at the bottom
of the keyset. Similarly, -"horse" can be typed by typing :horse" followed,
by five backspaces and five underline Characters. Note that these Superpositions of characters won't work in "mode rewrite% where.a new character...
*is written on the screen. In mode rewrite the last example ,would OW Up ' Q.
", the "horse" h'aving been wiped out by the"characters whiiseonly
as'"
viable dots are the 10w, horizontal

.1

V

Extensions to the basic char cter set

wer-case and upper-case characters, numbers,
s, and subscripts. What if.you need special
thematical symbol, or the entire Cyrillic
It is important that you be able to write
pecial symbols of your particular subject area.
use special characters to display small,
y Would be slow and cumbersome if done with

We've seen examples of 1
punctuation marks, superscrip
accent marks, or an unusual
alphabet for writing Russian?
text on the screen using the
In.addition, it is possible t
intricate igures whose displ
ds.
-draw- co

The PLhTO terminal -s 126 built-in characters (including those used so'
far) and storage for 126 dditional characters which ,can be different in
every lesson. For exampl. Russian lessons fill this additional character
storage space with the Cyr llic alphabet, whereas there is a genetics lesson
which fills the stor ge are with fruitfly parts., which permit displaying
flies bse_writing app opriate characters at appropriate positions on the
screen. We will leer how to -ccess all 252 charactersthose built-in and
those which can be va ied.
clude'many useful symbols which do not apThe 126 built- in characters
ep't enough keyst This is due tcithe
pear on the keyset, because there
fact that the keys on, the right of t e keyset are'reserved for various
portant functions (ERASE, BACK, STOP, etc.). In order to access he "hidden"
characters it is necessar to first.s ike the ACCESS ke§(presently.the
shift-0 key) and then, to strike a seco d key. Like :SUPER and,SUO, the
ACCESS key is not held downbuestpuck. \Yo4 can presaACCESS, then'"a"
'' to get'a Greek alpha; ACCESS-"b"- for beiS; ACCESS-6m" for mu; ACCESS-4"="
for "#"; ACCESS - "C" or ">" for P" or "a". At a terminal it is useful
to try ACCESS followed by every key (or sI'ifted key).to find about 36 use
hidden characters. Luckily in most Cases there is a mnemonic connection
between the key which follows the ACCESS key: and the hidclen character which
results, such as # being ACCESS-"=". ACCESS followed by comma gives the
symbol $ mentioned in the disZussion of the -writec- command in chapter VI.
ACCESS-0 and ACCESS-1 give the symbols <I and I> used foroembedding -showcomMands in -write- statements,

lr

t

r

a
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You ckn get at the "alternate font" of 126 additional, modifiable
characters by pressing the FONT key (the shifted MICRO key); then typing
regular keys, which Will prodUce characters from the alternate font. What
characters appear depends on what character set has been previously loaded
Into the terminal. The FONT key toggles you between the standard builtInfant and .the alternate font: you stay in the alternate font until you
strike FONT.to return to the standard Font. It is therefore not necessary
to strike FONT for each symbol (unlike the way ACCESS. works).
Here is an example of the use of a special character set:
912

at.

write

Now LOADING CHARACTER.SET.
Please be patient.- loading
takes about 17 seconds.
charset standardtrussian
erase
$$ full-screen erase to remove message
unit
intro

t

wr

905
The Russian word KapaHcsaul means pencil.
.

a

The -charset- statement sends to the
the character set specified
be the tag (character set ostandard,russ an" in this case). Character
-----patters are transmitted to the terminal at a rate.of 7.5 charafter patterns
per second;-dd-a-full 1-26-th-drafter set will take, about 17 Seconds, to send. ,
Precede the -charset- command'with a -write- statement to explain till's delay
to the student; otherwise he will think something is b °ken! l'he full-screen
erase, will remove the message pon completion of the oading.process.

e t*character patterns have been loaded into the to inal it is possible
ite Rmssian text on the stud nt's screen at t
sam
igh speed as
Engl sh, 18Acharacter per second4i which correspond§ to a reading speed of
almo t two thousand words per minute.
to

0111

TOR i6-eps track`of which character set has been lodded into the terminal
and sk s a -charset,-,statement if loading is not required. In the above
example TUTOR*wouldNrus
ight through the message, skipping the -charset-,
r
and erasing the screen
re would not be the 17-second delay which occurs,
if the Cyrillic characters have not been loaded.' 43

The -write- statement 1, unit "atm" is created by:
1.

.2.
3.

4.

typing "write The °Russian w
";
striking the FONT key to select the alternate font;
typing the keys k,
s (which causes.%apawaaw to
r, a, n,
appear);
striking the FONT key to toggle back to the standard font;
typing
means pencil."

Each char ter in the alternate fdnt is associated with a key on the keyset.
For example, the creators of the "russidn" character set chose to associate
the Cyrillic " ' with the "d" key because of the phonetic similarity of these
two letters. Sim arly, the Cyrillic "p" and "H" sound like the "r" and "n"
letters with whose keys they are associated. JUst ab accesaing.sorde of the

,
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126 built, -in characters requires the ACCESS key, sd a full 126-character
alternate font will also necessitate the use of the ACCESS key. to reach some
of the characters.

If the student is to respond at an -arrow- with a 'Russian response, he
must hit the FONT key in order to do so; Usually it is preferable to precede
the first judging command with the statement "force font" which essentially
hits the FONT key for the student. He merely uses the regular typing keys,
.but his typing appears in the alternate font.

The "initial entry unit " - -ieu

You may have noticed that the first few statements of the previous example,
(which write .a message, loaci\a character set, and then erase the screen) are
.
not preceded by a -unit- statem
This is intentional. TUTOR statements
which predede the first -unit- st ement ("unit intro" in this case) constitute anininitial entry unit" which i performed whenever 4 student enters the
lesson.. -The "initial entry unit" ("ie " for hort) is the logical place to
put various kinds of initializationsi s ch a a -charset- statement to load
charaoters which will be used throughout the esson. Although -define-,
...vocabs-, and -list- statements are not actually executed -(-they -are only
instructions to TUTOR on how to interpret -calc-, -concept-i and -answerstatements in preparing a lesson for student use) they can be plaCed- in the
"ieu"; they do belong at the beginning of the lesson for the sake of readability.
.

.

6

Thee importance of. the "ieu" lies in the fact that it is performed no
matter where the Student starts in the lesson--even if he-does not start at
the first unit statement. .A student who leaves without finishing a lesson
will restart the next day where he left off because TUTOR keeps track of
where.he was when he left. It is important in restarting to load the appropriate character set; which would not be accomplished if the -charset7
statement came'after the first -unit- statement since the student will not
go through this fitst unit in restarting where he left off.

Suppose the student is to restart in unit "middle", which looks like
this:
I

unit
next

'middle
.

micIN
N.'

The way in which the "ieu" is ft lized is that TUTOR acts as though the ieu
were done at the bdginning of the
start unit:

unit

middle

(do

"ieu")

next

mid2

This pseudo-do is the reason for following the -charset- statement with a
full- screen
screen erase.
We don't want the "loading" message to mess cup the display created by unit "middle".

N
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Smooth animations using special characters

,

..

.,

..

,

.

The -charset- col:it:and is nOt ltmtfed to its use with foreign alphabets.
Special characters are- 'Pfted %lip& to. create picturee:
.

'at
write

.

1319

.

.

nharmv.4*Ir4n!

This C-5 u.--== --.7..z--'=1

The car is composed of several adjacenitqharacieTs. Because characters can
be drawn very fast (180 per second) dramatic animations are possible:
mode
do

rewrite

.

drive,x4-6100,400

*
.

unit
...

"---...:

o at

write

.

drive
x,200
allp

.

.

4

.

The cr advances one dot at a time
If the car,charactprs are desighed in
such a waN,as to leave a vertical celumo of blank, dots at ihe back of the
car, the "rewrite" mode will insure that the advancing car siMuaneous17
erases its old position.
If two columns are left blank the car could.be
advanced two ,dots at a time dnd still completely wipe out the previous car
display. This type of animation can ruiras fast as tenty 'or thirty.moves
4er second, which creates the illusion of a smoothly moving'object.

.

...

.

'

'

.

For the built-in characters there is an expandable and rotatable but
slow line-drawn form available through the use of -size- and -rotate-; but
these commands have ,no effect on text written in the alternate font. If
a 1-arger or rotated car is needed it must either be constructed with -drawand -circle- commands Or.buflt up,out ofNdditional special characters.

-.Creating a n

MIR

character,Set

Figure 1 demonstrates how a special charaCter is designed at a PLATO
terminal. The author moves the cursor on an 8 X 16 grid to specify which
dots are to be lit. Hecan.inspect "in the small" the appearance of the
character he designs "in the large. The letter shown at the top.of the

page is the key with which this character will be associated when typing in
the alternate font, just as 'character "a" is associated with key "d" in
"charset russian". The character pattern is stored in such a way that the
author can at any later time recall the pattern and modify it. A character
set can contain up to 126 special characteZ's or,as few as one or two characters.
Figure 2. shows how an author can create several 8 x 16 characters at
once to be used together.or separately. This option is particularly helpful
when designing character-mode pictures.

Your own character set will be stored in an electronic storage area
assigned to you.
Stich storage areas are. called "lesson spaces" because
they mainly hold TUTOR statements describing a lesson to be administered
to students by PLATO. .Yout. lesson space might be called "italian3" and
it is by, this name that youqtrefer to the lesson space when you want to look
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Chergoter Design

t
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,

,

"
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Press -BACK. to (armlet when you ere done
Press -HELPI- to elt without formative'
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.
Fig, 1
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Press the key v

Cost vs Quilt ity

nt to eet. MICRO for...
Filor Vertors
101.35

Were ia the old MICRO...

.

" Un t. P*Oduced 18'
Total Sales
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Type in the new MICRO...
.k 2

Widgets

(press 3ACK to leave as tal

Grommets

CESEICICCSSI=1
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Frugal,
Notches
Glitches
LAB
DATA

see everything
SACK
all finished
change mitre type
DATA'
ilt(CTICH option

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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t the TUTOR sta semen s ox change them. Within this lesson space you can
more
aracter sets, which you will ha e, named.
Suppose'
lso have one
named "rome ".
'italia 3" you have stored'a chars
in lesson spa
Then the TUTOR Is ,.atement used to tralmitthis charac er set .6,,,*a terminal'

>

charset italian3,rome

I
lesson space

\
character set

Micro tables
°

it is sometiMes
sirable to associate a string of.severar characters/
with a'single°key. For example, the symbol V may be 'produced by v, backspace','
superscript, minus sib.
pOssible to set up a "micro table" so that 1
V may be produced simply'by hit 'ng the'MICRO key followea by hitting__!vf,
Similarly, the micro table Might sp ify that MICRO-"e" should be equivalent
to typing e, shift-SUPER, k, x, SUPER,
shift-SUB to mike
The micro"table makes possible a kind of s orthand which"can be useful
both to authors composing.- write
statements and to students typing complicated
responses.
.

Like character sets, micro tables reside in lesson spaces. If. lesson
. space "italian3" contains a micro table named "dante", these micros cart be
made available to students by the statement
micro

itglian3,dante

4

As with -charSet-, the -micro- statement should be placed, in the "ieu"
(initial entryunit).

.

Figure 3 shows how an author defines an item in a micro table, by _associating a string of characters with a particular key. -Later.the effect
of striking MICRO followed by thi key is identical toltyping this string of
.dharacters:*
if you do not specify your own micro table a standard'ont is provided
that lets you use the MICRO key'aS though it were the ACCESS key: for
example, MICRO-"p" gives ACCESS-"p", which;is Tr. This means you can ant
should mention Only the MICRO key to students in your typing directioni to
them.
It is not necessary to mention ACCESS.

The graphingbommands:

plotting graphs wi h scaling and labeling,

You may often want to plot a horizOnta or vertical bar graph or, other
kind of graph to display relationships. There exists a group of TUTOR
commands which collectively make it very easy to prodUce such displays. In
particular, scaling of your variables to screen coordinates is automatic,
as is the numerical labeling.of the axes, with tiCk-makks along the Imes.
Figure 4 shows an example.

* With a "force micro" in effect, the student
This maker it easy to redefine the keyboard.

/48

does not have to press MICRO.

(
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Suppose you want a graph to occupy the lower half of 'the screen:. The
horizontal x-axis shoUld,run frothzero to ten and the vertical y -axis from
should be labeled appropriately. These, statements
zero to tw.
will make the-display phewn:

unit
origin
es

setup
50,50'
400,150

sca ex
scale
labelx

$.$ x,y origin

$$ lengths in dots
$$ maximum x
$$ Maximum y
$$ major mark every 2,
minor every .5
$$ major mark every .5

10
2
2

,

labely
graph
graph
hbar

6,1.5,A
8,.5,BC
3,1.5

vbar

4.5,1

.5

--$$,x=6, y=1.5
$$ x =8,,, y-.,5

$$horizostal bar to
3,1.5
$$ vertical bar to
44.5,1

*

gdraw
locate
write

2,.5;4,1.5; 7,1
4,2
Top'

After specifying -origin- and =axes- in.:terms of fine-grid screen,coordinates
the -scalex- and -scaley- commands associate scale values with the end points
of the axes. These scale Values determine how (x,y) coordinate positions
given in later statements will be scaled to screen coordinates.. The -labelxand -labely- commands cause numerical labels and tick marka to appeak. The
statement "graph 6,1.5,A" plots an A. at x=6, ya4.5 in scaled coordinates.
The -hbar- and -vbar= commands draw horizohtal and vertical bars.to, the
specified scaled points. The - gdraw - command is'like -draw, except points,
are specified in terms, of scaled quantities. The -locate- command, is like'
-at- but uses scaled quantities..
Reread 'the example andltry to idehtify, in the picture what part of the
display "results from each statement.
f course each number in the tags of
these statements could have been a
mplicated mathematical expression.

The -markx- an -marky- commands are similar to -labelx- and =labelYbut merely display ick marks without writing numerical labels. The -axescommand has an alte native.form to allow for axes in the negative directions:
Ir

origin
axes

100,200
-50,-100,300,150
'.........,----

he"

,

maximum

front origin

from on

ISO

SOO

A

.

minimum f,y

L.
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Although, the commands were originally \designed toijmake it easy to
draw graphs, (the automatic scaling features' make these',
ttseful in
many situations. Note in particular that ydu can)mOye complicated displays
around on the screen merely by Changing
\--origin- s atement.:
A

Additional graphing commands include v ctoi- four/ drawing a line with
,an arrowhead at one end; -polar- for polar co rdinates; -1scalex- and -lscaleyfor logarithmic scales; and -funct- and--delt
for plotting functions.%
The -lbounds-, command has the same effect as -axes- in establishing lengths,'
but no axes are drawn oh the screen. The -fraMe- cou land is used-to draw
rectangular boxes easily.
'

Cs

Summary of line-drving commands:

rdr aw-

11

Recall that the -draw- statement has the,forM,
draw

point1;point2;point3)etc.

where each point may be coarse-tgrid (such as "1215') or fine-grid (such as
"135,245")4 'Each point specification it set Cif b la semicolon in order to
avoid ambiguities when mixing coarse-grid and fine-rid'points, as in
"draw
)525;1932;35,120;1525" (the first two potnts are given in coarse grid; the third, in fine-grid; and the last point ih coarse-grid coordinates).

A discontinuous line drawing can be made withla single -draw- statement
by using the word "skip"

draw

1518;1

8;skip07380718
17;

Using "skip" in a-draw- st temenimbans "skip to thenext point withoutdrawing a line." This example is essentially equivalent to
.

draw
draw

1518;1538

17380718

The only difference between these otherwise equivalent forms is related to
the fact that the system variables "where", "whereX", and "wherey" are not
brought up to date until the completion of the -draw- statement. The sequence

at
draw

1319
$$ affects "where"
-151.80538;skip0738;where

is equivalent to

draw
draw

1319
-'
1518;1538
...17380319

0

since during the -draw- statement !'where" has the value 1319.
hand, the sequence
at

1319

draw
draw

1518;1538
1738;where

On the,,other

0

C

N

is equivalent to
at

draw
draw

1319
'1518;1538
1738;1538

e first -draw- statement, the value of "where"
since upon.completi
is 1538. This difference be -en A single -draw- using "skip" and separate
eful in drawing figures relative to some
-draw- statements is sometimes
point.
,...

As mentioned earlier, starting" th a semicolon implies a continued
.
drawing from the present screen location:
at

1319

draw

0542'0942

equivalent to

or "draw

at

1319

draw

where;1542;1942

1319;1542;1942".

`Aometime6 you' have more points. for a - draw - "than will fit on one li

A "continued" -diaV-- pan be written, with the command blank on sudceeding
lines:

draw

1512;1542tskip;1110,2,00i

4,2gotovi
0
pph

.

1 O1mme000,200
This will behave as

hough a1

the'points had been listed none line.

To summarize, the -draw-'statement'contains fine-grieor coarse-grld
points separated by s icolOns; "skip" can be used for a disContinuoUs.
drawing; "where," and he fine7grid "wherdx' And "wherey" are brought up to
date upon'cOmpletion of the -draw-; and starting the, tag with a semicolon
has thespecialmeaningof'contiriuing a drawing front'., the present screen
position.
Y.

IN4

s
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The -gdraw-.command is like the -draw- command except that points axe
relative to the graphing coordinate syetem.established by
-axes-.
(or 4-bouhds-), -scalex-, and wscaley- (or logarithmic scales set up by
..-lscalex- and -1scaley-), Of particular value are the.eskip":optiop and.
starting with a semicoloh for continuing'a drawing.. The use of "where ",,
."wherex", and "wherey" in a -gdraw- statement is normally not meaningful,'
since these system variables refer to the absolute screen coordinate system,
not the graphing system.
In theggpking coordinate eqetem,-there.are only
fine-grid, not coarse-gtid points,Wall points have the forp "x,y".
It is possible to use -draw- to draw something relative to,the present
screen position:

draw

wherex+25,wherey-75;wherex+200,wherey+150

(Remember that "wherex" and "wherey" do not change until the coMpletion of
the -draw- statement.) There is an - rdraw- command ("r" for "relative)
whiCh makes such.drawings simpler. The example justzhown can be written

xdraw, 25,-75,20,050
Each point is taken to be relative to the present screen position, which
is referred to in an -rdraw- as the point 0,0 (wherex+0,wherey+0). Each
-rdraw- statement skips back to 0;0 so that another - rdraw- can be performed
relative to the original screen position. It is as though you had written
rdraw

25,-75:1200,1150:skip:0,0

to get back to the relative origin. Note that this is different from the
behavior of the -draw- command, (which leaves you at the last point drawd
to.

The - rdraw- command is particularly useful for applications such as
writing the same Chinese characters at different places on the screen. For
each character, make a subroutine involving one or more -rdraw- statements.
The characters tan be positioned with -at- statements:
at
do
at
do

400,400
chinl

400,400
chin2
etc.

Or you might include the -at- statement in the character subroutines:
do
do

chin1(400,400)
chin2(400,300),
ro
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In this case each subroutine °has a form like this:

unit
at
rdraw

chin1(a,b)
a,b
.75,30:75,30;etc.-

-.
Unlike -draw,-the - rdraw- command is affected by prece ing -114,q
and - rotate- commands.' Your Chinese characters can be enlarg
and rotated:

size
rotate
\do
'
)do

3.5
$$ 3.5 time normal size
45
$$ 45 degrees
chin1( 0 400)
chin2(4 0 300)

Figure 5 shows-a design created with the following commands:

do

figure,a400,360,15

unit
rotate
rdraw

figure
a

-50 ,000,0,0,200:-50,0

°The - rotate- command affects -rdraw- even with "size
I ", even though
.,writei- is, not rotated, in size 0. This is done to facifttate normal text

operations. As far as -rdraw- is concerned, size 0 is equivalent to size 1.
As far as -write= is concerned, size 0 means "write text at 180 characters
per second, unrotated", whereas size 1 means *write:line-drawntext at 6
characters peesecond, rotated".
Note that -rdraw-. and -size- are essentially reciprocal to - gdraw -'
an4 -scales-. In the case of - rdraw - a drawing gets bigger when -size-I
specifies a larger size. But specifying a larger number in a -Scales.Command implies,that the same number of screen dots (giVen by -axes-)
will now correspond to larger (scaled) numbers in a .-gdraw-. This means
that a larger -sdli.ex- implies a smaller - gdraw- figure. Note' that -originaffects -gdraw.- the same way that -at- affects -rdraw-.

While -scales- and - scaley- permit you tocale -gdraw-7 differeritly
in the horizontal and vertical directions, it is not Stet posSible to specify
both an *-size.and a y-size for - rdraw -. On the other hand; ..rdraw.- can be
rotated., but there is not yet a -grotate- command for rotating a -gdraw.
rt is possible that these missing features will eventually be added to TUTOtt.
Similarly, there may become available an -rcircle=affected by -size- and
-rotate- and a - gcircle- affected by -scales= and -scaley-.

a

O
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The - window- command

Sometimes it is useful to specify a "window" through which drawings
are viewed. Parts of a fi4ure'extending outside the window are not drawn.
A rectangular window is specified by giving the lower left and upper right
corners of the desired window: 0

window 10,200,8E0B
lower left
A

upper" right

Tte corners could also be given in-coarse-grid coordinates, As in
"winddw 1524,1248".
Drawings constructed.from the various -draw- commands and -circlecommands are affected by a preceding - window- command.
Line-drawn text
(size
non-zero) produced by -write-, -writec-, - show -, etc., will also be
windowed.
Like -size- and -rotate-, windowing is'not reset upon entering
a new maa ,n unit. BE SURE to urge a blank.-window command (blank tag)
to turn
windowing operattbns. A very common error is to forget to turn
off windowing and then wonder why Some of the drawings aren't showing up!
The correct structure is

window

lower left corner,upper right corner

windowed display statements

window

e

Fig. 5
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More on erasing:

the -eraseu- command
.

0

4 When a student's response is judged "no" or "wrong", he can correct
his response by hitting ERASE Or ERASE1'to erase a letter or word, or by
hitting NEXT, EDIT, or EDIT1 to erase the entire response. If additional
judging keys have been defined with a -jkey- command, these will act like
NEXT and erase the response.- If there is only one -arrow- command and no
-endarrow, these options are Available even after an "ok" judgment, except
that a NEXT key or otherjudging-kpy takes the student to the next main
unit rather than merely erasing the response.
.

4
.

If the student er ses part or all of his response, the "ok" or "no"
is erased. Moreover, the last responseingent message to the student
is erased, since it is
no
longer
relevanb.
Fo example:
\
I#

wrong
write
;

cat
The cat is
not 'a canine.

*- The student types "cat" and presses NEXT:

cat no

.P

,The cat is

not a canine.

Oft

00
1.1."

"

Notice that there is a default -at- three lines below the response.
the student now presses ERASE:

S ppose

N

he "t", the "no", and the text o the -write statement,have all disappeared
tomatically. This is apprOpri e since the co ent fth cat is not a
can e" is no longer needed:

Nr.tis helpful to know that
e method TUTOR u s for a ohlatically erasing
such N,
text is by re-execu
g t e last -write-, -wr tec-, or -show- statement
in the erase mode. Suppose
change the lesson sl'ghtly:
1

wrong %cat
write
rite

The cat is
not a canine.
Meow!

NoW the sequence looks like this:

cat no

The cat is
not a canine.

);; ca

The cat is
not a canine.

Meowt

Only the last -write- statement is removed, leering The cat is not a
Notice that the normal automatic erasin can be prevented air ply' by,add4ng an extra -write- statement; Even a lank -write,statement will do.

GcaninS,P on the screen.

!
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As another example kconsider this:

wrongv 4
write
'Dhow

Number of apples=
apnum

Only the -show- will be erased, leaving "Number of apples=" on the screen.
q.
If this is not desirable, use an embedded - show -:

wrongv
write

4
Number, of apples= As , apnum)>

Now the last -write- statement in uda's the showing. of the number, and all
the writing will be erased. It-is important not to change "apnum" after
If you change its value from what it was when shown by the
the -write-.
-"write-, the re- execution in mode erase will turn offthe wrong dots in
the numerical part of the writing.:,Here is the type of sequence to be
avoided:

ongy
write
calc

4

NUMber of apples= Qs,.apnum)>

apnUM<*apnum+25

I
Similar
The number will not be erased properly due to the change in "apnum".
problems can arise with the other -show- commands, including -showa-.
,

A

Sopetimes the'automatic,erasing of the last text statement is insufficient.
For example, if the reply to the-student included a drawing produced with
or if there were seVerat -write- statements, you need some additional
There is an
mechanism to remove the reply when the student presses ERASE.

0

Jo

,
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-eraseu- command which you ca use to specify a subroutine to be done wherl
the student changes his respon e:

eraseu

/7> arrow
unit
at
erase
at
erase

eblock
1215

eblock
1512

35,4
318
42

4

'Unit "eblock" will be done whenever th student changes his response. Only
,the first press of the ERASE key trigge s the erase unit, since additional
executions of the unit would be erasing nothing.
Another example involves an erase u it specific,t6 a particular response:

wrong
do
eraseu

3 dogs
woof
remove

unit
mode
do
mode
eraseu

remove
erase
woof
write

The statement "eraseu remove" defines unit "remove" as the unit to be done
when the student presses ERASE (or NEXT, etc.). Unit "remove" in the example
shown simply.re-does unit "woof" in the erase mode, thus taking off the screen
everything originally.dislolayed by unit "woof". .The final blank -eraseu clears the pointer so there is no longer an erase unit specified.

Notice the similarities between the -imainand -eraseu- commands.
specify units to be done under specific conditions.
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"i0hibit erase ".

Let us consider a modified version of the simple language drill discussed
in chapter. VII:

unit
next
back
at

Write

edpo
espo
'satisfy
512

Here is aosimple drill
on the first five
Esperanto nuMbers

pressBACK when you
reel satisfied with your
understanding.
at
write
randu
at

1812

Give the Esperanto for
item,5
2015

writec
arrow
join

item-2,one,two,three,four,five,,,2113

unit
answer

unu
unu

,

item-2,un,du,ri,kvar,kvin

*
unit
answer

du
du

*

unit
answer

tri
tri

unit
answer

kvar
kvar

*

unit ' kvin
answer

kvin

This version will greatly annoy the student after the first couple questions.
The difficulty is that each time he gets an "ok" and presses NEXT to move
olvto the next unit, the screen is erased and he suffers through the introIt turns out to be very
ductory paragraph being written again on the screen.
annoying to. see text replotted this way because you already know what it says.

This is a situation where most of the material qh.the screen is not
the item'and the student's typing
changing and should not be replotted:
need be erased to make room for a new item and a new response. Oneway to
do this involves_judging correct respenSes "wrong", as was done in the
dialog using -concept- discussed in chapter VII. You should use
nookno" to prevent the "no" from appearing. Or you can use the
"specs

.
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regular -okword-. and -noword- commands to chanAge the standard `TUTOR "ok"
For example, use the statement "noword Fine!" to cause "Fine!"
and "no".
to appear for a correct response. YOU would need to do a "noword no"
whsnever the ,student :answers incorrectly.
With all responses judged "wrong"
we stay at the -arrow- and do not move on to another-main unit.

Another way to manage a screen. on which little is changing involves
This statement prevents the normal full- screen erase
."inhibit erase".

upon leaving,the present main unit. The next main unitmust also execute
an "inhibit erase" if no erase is to be performed upon leaving the second
unit.
We can rewrite our drill using this feature:
unit
preespo
at
512
write -Here is a, simple drill
on the first five
Esperanto numbers.
Press BACK when you
feel satisfied with your
unUerstanding.
at
1812
write
Give the Esperanto for
go to

espo1

unit
at
erase
at
erase
entry
inhibit
next
back
randu

espo'
2015

at
writec
arrow
join

$$ item, area

5

2115
15

V/ /

$$ response area

espol

erase
$$ leave instructions on screen
espo
satisfy
item,5
2015
item-2,one,two,three,four,five
2113
item-2,unu,du,tri,kvar,kvin

In unit "preespo" we display the instructions about the drill. We then go
to "espol ", where we inhibit erase and display the first item.
Upon getting
an "ok" the student moves on to the next main unit, "espo". The screen is
not erased since there was an "inhibit erase". In unit "espo" we erase the
area containingthe displayed item, and we also erase the response area of
the screen. We fall through the -entry- command'and display a new item.
This process'repeats continually, and only those parts of the screen which
must be changed are erased.
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It is important to place an explicit blank -erase- statement ("erase
'")
at the beginning of unit "satisfy".
Since we have inhibited the normal full-,
screen erase, no erase will occur automatically when the student presses
BACK to leave the drill. If unit "satisfy" does not explicitlyerase the
screen, the student willsee a superposition orthe drill display a d the
display produced by unit "satisfy".
Similax'].y, if we specify a kelp unit, that unit 'should staet

with a:full-screen erase. Upon completionOf the help sequence, we should
come back-to unit "preespo" rather than "espo" in order to restore the
screen display properly. Do this:

,

entry
base
help

es 'A

preds o
esphef0,

$$ to come back to preespo from help

,

.

The -base- command puts us in a help sequence, with the base unit being
"preespo". When a base unit has already been specified, pressing HELP
doesn't change the base milt (in other words, there -is only one "level" of
help).
When we reach an -end- command or press BACK, we will returnto the
base unit, which is preespo. Note that unit "satisfy" should have a blank
base statement to insure that we are in a non-help sequence. Otherwise,
pressing BACK in unit "satisfy" will bring us to the base unit "preedpo"
again.

Interaction of "inhibit erase" with -restartThere is a -restart- command which is used to specify in which unit a
.student should resume study upon returning to a PLATO terminal. For example,
suppose the last -restart- statement encountered on Monday by student
"Ann North" in course "lingvo" was "restart espo" in lesson "espnum". On
Wednesday she returns to a PLATO terminal and identifies herself by name
(Ann North),. and course (lingvo). 'Her registration records will show that
she is to be restarted in unit "espo" of lesson "espnum" and Shecwill
automatically be taken to that point. As discussed preViously, the ieu
(initial entry unit).will be done; which among other things permits character
set loading.
Unfortunately, restarting at unit "espo" means that the b&sic drill
-instructions contained in unit "preespo" will not appear (see last example).
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This is basically an initialization problem. You should use - restart -commands in such a way as\to restart students only at the beginning of a
In this particular case, we shduld have had a
s motion of "this kind.
"re art preesPo" rather than "restart espd". This is analogous to our
(The more
preespo" for returning from a help sequence.
use o "base
of the -restart- is the blank -restart-, which means "restart
common
nt main"Unit". We would place a blank -restart- in unit "preespo".)
in the pr
Aside f o initialization questions related to TUTOR and the display
be pointed out that the student has comparable initialization
screen;
sh
problems. Sin e th= student may be away for several days, it is usually ..
advisable to ha e you restart points only at the beginning of sections of

seUkentcan ease back into the context, whereas
discussion may be quite confusing. In lessons
whosestructure includes an i ex, the indexfunit may be the best restart

the lesson. Thi way th

"restarting in the middle o
point.

a student restarts in
estart- command.
by the'l
v150, have whaVever values were
class session.. Therefore, some
e r start unit.
variables in

The . -char- and

lot

a,lesson, be starts
Rowever; his sailed
current at the time
care is required to

at the unit specified
variables, v1 through
he left the last PLATO
initialize appropriate.

commands

Usually special ch actors are handled witiva -charset- command and
displayed with a'- write- statement using the FONT key. Alternatively, -charcommands can be used to transmit character atterns to the terminal.
If a
-char- command sends a pattern to charac r slot 35 of the terminal, that
character can be displayed using the t- command:
"plot
35". The
argdments of the -char- command can be computed expressions so that a character
can be constructed-algorithmically. Similarly, the -plot- command may have
a mathematical expression for its tag in order to choose the Nth character.
"See appendix A for sources of detailed information on the -char- command.

The -dot- command

The statement "dot
125,375" will plot a single dot at the specified
location ("dot
1817" uses coarse grid). A sequence of -dot- commands can
produce sixty dots per second on the plasma display panel. A -draw- with one
point ("draw
125,375" or "draw.
1817") makes a single dot by drawing a
line from this point to this point and for technical reasons will produce
only twenty dots per second.
e.

.
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Add tional calculation topics

Before discussing ad itiori .TUTOR calculatiohal capabilities
briefly those aspect which have, been covered so far:

let's review

1)

Expressionsfollowthe rules oft, high schOol:algebraN. Multiplication
takespre
ce over division, which-takes precedence over addition
and sub6c.
.
Superscripts may be used to,raise numbers to powers.
The symbol IT ma \be used tb mean 3.14159
The degree
(°)
may be .used to cony rt between degrees-and radians.

2)

There are 150 student variablet, v1 through v150, ;actichMay,be named
with the)7define-; Commend. These variables can be set or altered by

J

assignment () and by - store -, - storen -, or ,,,storea'pommanda.

If.,

a "define atUdent" seeof definitions is .provided,-tbe_student may use
variable names in his,responses..
.

Logical expressions are composed using the operators =,
>, <,
'5, $and$, $orS, and the "not" function.
Logical expressions have.
the value true (-1) or'false (0).
4)

There are airailable-various system variables such as "where ",
"wherey",' "anscnt", "jcount", "spell1",7 etc. Available system
functions inclu e sin(x), sgrt(4, etc. A full listof system
variables and f ctions is given in Appendix C.

5)

'The -show- command (and its relatives -showt-, -showz-, -showe-,
and -showo-) will displaythe numerical value of an expression.
The -showa- command will display stored alphanumeric information.
These commands may be embedded within -write- and -writec- state ents.

6)

The -calcc- and -calcs- commands make it easy to perform conditionally
one of a list' of calculations or assignments.

r

'-7)

8).

The -randu- command with one argument picks a fraction between 0 and
1 with two ar uments it picks an integer between 1 and the limit
specified. Th re is a set of commands associated with permutations:
-setpeim-,,J-ra dp-, -remov/p-, and -modperm-.
The iterative f rm of the -do- command facilitates repetitive operations.

*ow let us turn to additional
TUTOR calculational capabilities.
o
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Defining your own functions While many important functions such as ln(x) and log(x) are built -in
to the TUTOR language, it %S frequently, convenient to define your own funciions.
To take a simple, example, suppose you define a cotangent function:i
define

cotan(a)=cos(a)/sin(h)

Then later-in your lesson.you can write
c41c

.1?1'

r<=cotA(3x+y-5)

and TUTOR will treat this as though you had written
calc,

r0=[cos(3x+y-5)/sin(3x+y-5)1

Such use of functionenot only saves typing but improves-readability.
In. defining a function, the arguments must not be already
CAUTION:
defined: For example, the following definition will be rejected liTTUTOR
(with a suitable error message):

f

define

x=v1
3

cube(x)=x
This must be rewritten as

define 'x=v1
cube(dummy)=dummy

A function definition may involve previously defined
a
quantities on .the right side Of.the.=" Sip:however:
or anything similar.

.

defiDe

low1

new(c) c.42x,

tl

case you might have a -calc' that looks like,
calc

ac<=15,7

yOneW(8)
and this would be equivalenrto
1

calc

x<=15.7
Y<3.[(8) +2x]

,

-SOinetinies it is_convehieht to define "functions" that-have no arguments:

define

r=vt
civad=r

2

r3=r1/3

-10A
`

root=scirt(r)

.prod=r3xroot
trans= (r 4prod)

IX, -3
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Note that "prod" dependd oh two previous definitions, each of which in turn
depend on the definition(of"r". There is no Ximit on how detep. you can go'in
_,definition levels. The unusual. definition of "trans" permits you to write
an unusual -calc-:

calc

trans

where the assignment is implicit in
.
.

.

t

%._

.

the ,definition

4

of "trans".'
14.

.

.

.

Essentialy anything is a leg e+ definition.

The only rule is that the
definition make dense whemenclosed in parentheses, since a defined name
when *countered in an expression is replaced by its meaning and surrounded
bY.par
hers. This means that yop cannot define "minus=-" because (-),
a ,minus s n enclosed in parentheses, is not permitted in an expression.
"mingsp.-1" i
all right .because (-1) is meaningful.
A function may have, up to six arguments.,Here is . a function of two.
arguments:

define modulOIN,base)=W1basexint(N/base)]
NN.

-

will mean that modulo' (1.7,5)

°

.

-an expression will,, have the value 2:

the

."int"or "integral part" functiO throw- ,a-Way the fractionalpart of 17/5,
leaving s, so that we have (17-5x3 =(17-15)=2. This modulo funCtion therefore
3,4yes you what is left over in division of "N" by "base".
"

ere are a couple of other examples of multi-argument function definitions:
,

def irc

\

lir

big(a,b)=--(ax(alb) +bx(h>a4
11(a,b)=--(ax(a43)41c(bAi1

The minus sign is there because logical true is represented by -1.
If you,
have "big 47,z)" in an expression, with (x+y) =7 and z=3, this expands .to
-(7X,(72,3)+3x(3>7)1

which reduces to-[7x(-1)+3x(0)1 which is 7.So our "big" function picks out
the larger.of two arguments. CAUTION: The value of "big(2.99999999999999,3)"
is 6. (1) instead of 3. The equality test in TUTOR, including the equality
part of (0 or (z.), does a small amount of rounding to compensate for roundoff
errors inherent to computers, so that "2.99999999999999?.3" is true (-1).
The tests () and (>) do not.do this, so "3 >2.99999999999999" is also true (-1).
Therefore, a better definition to pick out the larger of two numbers is
"define big(a,b)=a-(b>a)(b-a).P.
Similarly, write "dmall(a,b)=a-(b<a)(b-a)".
a*

Arrays
It is often important to, be able to deal with arrays of data such as.,
a list of exam scores, the number of Americans in each 5-year agedgroup together with their corresponding mortality..and fertility rates, a list of which
pieces are where on a chess board, or.the present.positions ofleach of severol
molecules in the simulation of the motion of a gas.
/4
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tuppose we haye somehow entered the exam scores for twenty students
into variables v31, v32, v33,\. . . . up to v50. Here is a unit which will
let you see the score of the 50 or 13th or Nth student:

Unit
back
at
write p

arrow
store
wrongv
write

seq
inde
1215
Which s udent.number?
(Press B CK when done.) 'Y
1518
N
range 1 to 20
10.5,9.5

.0

The score of the %48,NP0th student is 4s,v(30+N)P.

(The -wrongv- rather than -an
new element here is the

kes it easy to ask another question.)
riable"

The

v(30+N)
*.

which means "evaluate 30+N, round to. the nearest integer, and choose the
corresponding variable". For example,,,if N i 9 v(30+N) is v 9) or v39.
If N is 13.7, v(301) means v44.

We might list and total all the scores:

..

calc
do
at
write

$$ initialization step
total<PO
showem,NCWS,20
3035
The'average score is <Its,total/20)>.

*

/

.

unit
at
show
calc

showem
835+100N
v(30+N)

0

totaltotal+v(10+N)

As usual it is far preferable to define a name for these data:
define

scores(i)=v(30-11.)-

inwhichcase we would write our last unit as
O

unit
at
show
calc

showem
835+100N
scores (N)

tota10:total+scores(N)

- Due to the special meaning attached to '"v(expression)" you must exercise
some care in using a variable named "v", inthat you must write "vs(a+3b)"
r-

1.63

r
Soe

a

and not "v(a +3b)" if you mean multiplication. We will see later that the
same restriction applies to the names "n", "vc", and "nc". This restriction
doew-not apply to students entering algebraic responses, where "v(a+3b)"
is taken to mean "vx(a+3b)". Students can use indexed variables only if they
are named, as is "scores' in the above examPle; such.definitions must, of
course, be 41 the "define student" set.

Suppose you have three sets ofexam scores for the twenty students.
This might conveniently be thought of as a 3 by 20 ("two-dimensional") array.
Suppose we put the first twenty scores in v31 through v50, the second set in
v51 through v70, and the third set in v71 through v90. It might be convenient
to redefine your array in the following manner:
define

s6ores(a,b)=v(10+20a+b)

Then if, you Want the-2nd.test score for the 13th student you just refer to
scores(203) whichis equivalent to ii(10+40+13) or v(63). If you wanted.
to display all the scores you might use "nested" -do- statements:

P

do

column,i40,3

Unit
do

column
xows,j<01,20

unit
at
show

rows
820+10i+100j

*

NN Unit "column" is

scores(id)
one three times, and for each of these iterations Unit "rows"

Jig PerfardrEgenty times.
)

Therejs an alternative way to clef'
define

our array:

irv1,J=v2
scoressw(10+20i+j)

Then our unit "rows" would look like.
unit
at
show

rows
820+10i+100j
scores

The indices specifying which test for which student are implicit. 'This
form is particularly useful when you have large subroutines where "i" and
"j" are fixed and it would be tiresome to type over and over again
"scores(i,j)". Just set "i" and "j", then -do- the subroutine.
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One

It is frequently necessary to initialize an entire array to zero.
way to do this is with -do- statements:
unit
do

clear
clear2,i4*1,3

unit
do

clear2
clear3,j4F1,20

unit
calc

clear3

.

scores(JA)045

A simpler way ta,accomplish the Sam ask is to say
zero

scores(1,1),60

You simply give the starting location (the first of the 60 variables) and
the number of variables to be cleared to zero. As another example, you
can clear all of your variables by saying
zero

v1,150

Not only is the -zero- command simpler to use, but TUTOR can carry out the
operation-several hundred times faster' TUTOR keeps a,block of its own
variables, each of which always, contains zero. When you ask for 150 variables
to be cleared, TUTOR-does a rapid block transfer of 150 of its zeroed variables into your siecified area. This ultra-high-speed block transfer
capibility can be used in other ways:
'

transfr v10:v8505
performs a block transfer of the 25 variables starting with v10 to the 25
variables starting with v85. In this way you can move an entire array from
one place to another with one -transfr-, command, and at speeds hundreds of
times fester than are possible by other means.
NN.

SegmentedVariebIes

is

Storing three scores for each of your twenty students required the use
of 60 variables, out of 150 available. We're running out of room) You can
save space by defining "segmented" variables which make it easy to keep
several numbers in each student variable. Foi example, yop can write a
definition of the form

define

seghent,score=v31,7'
0

This identifies "score" as an array which starts at v31 and consists of segments holding positive integers (whole numbers) smaller than
r(which is
128).
It,turns out that each student variable will hold 8 such segments,
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so "score(8)" is the last segment in v31, while "score(9t" is the first
segment in v32. Since "score(60)" is the fourth segment in v38, we need
only eight.variabl;es to hold all sixty scores' You can use "sCore(expr)"
in calculations: the expression "expr" will be rounded td the nearest
integer and the 'appropriate segment referenced. As a simple example,

-

talc

score(23)<*score(3)+5,

will get theAhird segment, add 5 to it, and store the result in the twentythird segment.
If we define a segmented one - dimensional array "score", we can define

a two-dimensional array as before:

define segment,score=v31,7
scores(a,b)=Score(20d-20+b)
with these definitions, "scores(1,1)" means "score(20-204.1)" or "score11Y",
which is the first segment in v31. As before, "scores" could vise implicit
indices:
define

i=v1,j=v2
scorea=score(20i-20+j)

in%which case you use "scores", rather than "scores(dicprl'expr2) in calculations. NOTE: At the present writing the commands -zero- and -transfrcannot'be used with segmented variables because these commands refer to
entire variables. You could, however, zero all of the scores by saying
"zero v31,8" which sets v31 through v38 to zero, which has the effect of
zeroing all the segments contained in those eight variables. You can make
such manipulations more readable by ddfining your segmented array this way:

define

start=v31

segmentocore=start,7
.Then you can write "zero start,8" rather than "zero v31,8".
apply to the -transfr- command.

Similar remarks

It is possible to store integers (whole numbers) that can be negative as
well as positive:
define

segment,temp=V5,7,signed

The addition of the word "signed! (or the abbreviation "s") permit's you to
hold in "temp(i)" any integer from -63 to +63. The range 27 (128) has been
dut essentially in half to accomodate negative as mllas positive values.
The following table summarizes the unsigned and signed ranges of integers
permissible for various segMent size specifications up to 30 (sizes up to.
59 are allowed,, though beyound 30 there is only one segment per variable).

f
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f

signed range

unsigned Lange

Segment
size

No. Of
segments
per
variable

n

2"

2

2
4

0 to 1
0 to 3

- a

lo +1

30

.8

.0 to 7

- 3

to +3.

20

-7 to +7

to415

15
12

'-31 to-4-31

1.0

3

16
32
64
128

5:
6
7

8
9
10

256
512
1-424
2 048
'4 096
8 192
16 384
32 768
65 536
131 072
262 144
524 288

.,--

11

12
13
14
15
16

17,'
18
19

20,

1

048 576

21

'2 097 152

22

4 194 304
8 388 608

23
24
25
26.

27

28
29
30

777 216
554 432
108 864
217.728
268 435 456
536 870 912
073 74T 824
16
33
67
134

1

60.

to 15

0
0
0
0
0
0

to 31
63

t
to
to
to
to
to

- 15

127
255
511
1 023
2-047

- 63

-127
-25.5

-511
-1

'0 to 4 095

0 to 8 191
0 to 16;383
0 to 42 767,

0 to-65 535
0 to 131 071
0 to 262 143
0 to 524 287
0 to'1 048 575
0 to 2 097 151
0 to 4 194 303
tato 8 388.607
0 to 16 777 215
0 to 33 554 431
0 to 67 108 863
0 to 134 217 727
0 to 268 435 455
to 536 870 911
0 to 1 073 741 823

023

-2 047
-4 I95
-8 191
-16 383
=32 767
-65 535
-131 071

-262
-524
-1 048
-2 097
-4 194
-8 388
-16 777
-33 554
-67 108
-134 217
-268 435

143

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

+63
+127
+255
+511
+1 023
+2 047
0,
+4 095
+8 191
+16 383
+32,767,
+65 535
+131 071
+262 143

8
7

6
6
5
5

4

4
4

.

3
3
3

3

287 to +524' 287
575 to +1.048 575

2

151 to +2 097 151

2

303 to +4 194 303
607 to +8 388 607
215 to +16 777 215

2

431
863
727
455
-536 87,0 911

to
to
to
to
to

+33 554 431 +67 108 863
+134 217 727
+268 435 455
+536 870 §11

'

3

2
2

.

2
2

2
2

As an example of the use of this table, suppose you are dealing with integers
You would need a segment size of 12 (signed),
it the range from -1200 to +184p.
which gives a range from -2047 to +2047. There would be 5 segments in
each variable. Your -define- might look like
ar

deUne

segment,dates=v140,12,signed
.

You need not understand the rationale bind this table in order to be able
to use segments effectively. Anexplanati6n of the ufiderlYing "binary" or
"base 2" number system and the associated concept of a "bit" are discussed
later in an optional Section of this chapter.
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A'common use of segments is as "flags" or markers in a lesson. For
example, you might like to keep track of which topics the student has Completed or which questions in a drill haveobeen attempted! A segment size
of just one is sufficient for such things, with the segment first initialized
to zero, then set to one When the topic or question has peen covered.
The
definitipn-might look like this:
'define

flags=v2

r.

'segment,ofiegraflags,14,

Start by executing "zero flags" to clear all sixty_segments in v2.
(If you
use up to 120 markers you would use "zero flags,2" to clear two variables,
each Containing 60 segments.) When,the student completes the fourth topic
you say "calc
flag(4)4W to set the fourth flag. You can retrieve this
information at anytime to display to the student,which topics he has com-

.

pleted'.

.

Although only whole numbers can be kept in segments, it is possible to
use the space-saving features of segments even when dealing with fractional
numbers.
Suppose you have prices of items which in dollars and cents involve
fractions, .such as $37.65 (37 dollars plus 65 hundredths of a dollar)'. AssUme
that $50 is the 'highest price for an item.
Simply express the prices in
cents, with the top price then being 5000 cents. From the table we see thap,
a segment size of 13 will hold positive integers up to 8191, so we say
,A.Eine

$$ in d%llars and cents
segment,cents=v2,1
put(i)=cents(i)<=100price
get(i)=price<=cents(i) /100
price =vl

A sequence using these definitions might look like,
galc

price0=28.37

calc

put(16)

show

get(16)

MO
$$ equivalent to "cents(16)(1011

price"

) $$equivalent to "price<Ocents(16)/100"

The final -show-mill put "28.37" on the screen, even though between the
"put" and "get" the number was the integer "2837". -Notice the unusual
"calc
put(16)" which has an assignment CO) implicit in the definition of
"put", Also notice that the variable "
'ce" is affected as a side-effect of
referring to "get". If this is-not desire
we could define
"get(i)=cents(i)/100".
1/4
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Ag'4nother example of the use of segments with fractional rimberS,
suppose4ou have,automobile trip mileages up to.1000 miles which you want
to store to the nearest tenth-mile. (such as 243.8 miles. In this case
you must multiply by 10 when storing into a segment and divide by 10 when
retrieving the information. You would use a segment size of .14, since your
biggest number is 10000. At\should be pointed out that rounding to the
nearest integer occurs when sioring.a non-integer value into a segment:

.

calc

miles X539.47
seg(2)4=10 miles

milesCseg(2)/10

$$ 5394.7 becomes 5395
$$5395/10 or 539.5

So by going into and out of thelsegment, the

.

"539'..1ft

47" has turned into "539.5".

Aside from the restriction to integers, calculations with segmented
variables have one further disadvantage:* they are Much slower than'calcu-,
lations with 'whole variables.' This i$ due to the extra manipulations the
computer must perform to compute which variable contains,the Nth segment",
and extract or insert the appropriate segment. Segments save space at the
expense of time. In-many cases this does not matter, but you should avoid
doing a lot of segment calculations in a heavily-computdtional repetitive
loop, such as an iterative -do- done ten thousand times!"
.1

8ra:161:ling within a unit:

- branch- and -doto.

All of the branching or sequencing commands discussed so far referred
it is often convenient to be ableto-branch
to -Unit-s'(or -entry-s).
=and:.
within a unit, which is possible with the -branchsomethin
unit
branch_ count74,5,x,8after
;,...5.=

at

124'5

write'

"count" is equal to 4

5

do
8after

countit
count =15

- The tag of the -branch- command is like the tag of .a -goto-, except that unit
These labels appear at the beginnames are replaced by "statement labels".

ning of statements and must start with a number (0 through 9) to distinguish
A statement beginning with a
them from, commands, which start with letters.
label need not have any tag (as ip the line above labeled "5"), but it can
have a tag like that of a -calc-, as in the last statement above
In fact, a labeled statement is essentially a Icalc("8after count4=15").
statement.

0

I

* You can now def ne another kind of serented variable
("define segme t,vertical,...") which is handled much faster.

in
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.

As with - goto -, "x" its a -branch- means "fall through" to the next statement.- The "q" option in a -branch- means "quit doing a -caIc-m'and proces6,,
to the next non-calc statement. Here is an example:

branch. t>15,q x

calc a4kleb
btMo+t
Send

tIl=t

2

a oaa+t

calc
write

b<b3
Anything

If t is greater than 15,.we have a "btanoh e/aIrtie vay P:i#140
which is the first non-calc statement followln§ the 7,branch-w'
The -branch- command is itself a non..;C4o command:

branch a,q0
a4=b
branch

c=d,81.,8j,8k

If "a" rounds to a negative integer,, the "q" branch' ietaken,to the nex
-branch- command;' bypassing the -calc-.
r

There is an alternative version of -branoh-Oh iS A .-calO- as

at as
Ple word "brasooke! is plaoed in the

a preceding "branch q" is concerned.
tag:

branch
calc

a,q,x
a

branch a?c,x,9skip

c<a 2
9skip
write

71'

some more

,

t

t
,',/''

since

The "branch q" takes us to the -write-,

the:oiliythilig

ftWeenitkle

first -branch- and the -write- are lines tatting NuttIr-Pop 1,411k0/
("continued -calc -"), or statement-labe%1-cell
whioh,a4sWarecaX0^4ements)..
So -branch- can' be either -calc- type Ot non
iO'tyPe. This has certain \
typographical advantages, permitting a )(ind of inclelltilmWhi 4 pan make 'a
complicated sequence of -calc- statements more te0abla,
Otter than the effect
on a preceding "branch q", there is no difference between lie two' kinds of
-branch-.

.

..

.

.,

.

')

It is not permissible in a unit to label two-Statemerrt* with the same
label (nor can you have two units with the same name in.4, lesson).
On the
other hand,,since -branch- operates only within :a unWa#4 cannot refer to
labels in other-units, it is all right to use .the a4me'Xihel in different.
units.
(Similarly, you can use the same unitmame'i:n different lessons.)
Note that -entry- is similar to -unit-, so -branChannot be used to branch
to a label if an -entry- command intervenes.

4
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It id often convenient to use -branch- rather than -goto-. In addition,
- branch{ 7 requires less computer processing than -goto-, so that heavily
computiftional iterations are better done with -branch- where possible.
Just as -branch- is a fast -goto- within a unit, there is a fast -dotoanalogous to -do- for use within a unit:
,t

cod irst , last , incr

,e.rbtloto

calc
at
write
Bend
circle

aombxsin(51°)
100,200+2a -i

T.
100,200,300

The tag of the -doto- is similar to an iterative -do-, but instead of naming
a unit to be done repetitively you name a statement label. For each iteration
TUTOR executes statements from the -doto- down to the named statement lead./
After the last iteration is performed, TUTOR prodeeds to the statement hich
follows the -doto- label (a-circle- in the above example).
Just as it is possible to hdre nested -do- iterations, nested - doto -s
can be set up. Here is a comparison of -do- and -doto- for displaying'a
two-dimensional array:
-dotote

do
unit
do
at

column\
rows,j4*120
rows
420+10i+100j

show

scores(i,j)

unit-

doto
doto

.

4

doto-

4 --

at

444111,20
820+10i+100j

show

scores(i,j).

4

This nested -doto- example has th
doto

4,1.4=1,3

tructure

o

4

1 7 -k
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Other possible structure include

8

doto

ese:

doto

doto

8

doto

doto

doto

3

5

d6to

3

8

3

doto

5

5

8

8

N

Note that in each case the "inner" -doto- doto -s.

Hereasa counter-example which
doto

5

are nested within the !outer'
s not permissible: .

5

doto
ILLEGAL!
5

8

TUTOR does not permit this kind of structure.
As with - branch,,, it is possible to put -doto- in the tag in which
case it is `skipped over bit a precelding "branch q".
Again, the purpose'of

this kind of indenting is to make some kinds of long continued -calc- state-

mentsmore readable.

Integer variables and bit manipuletion

This section goes much more deeply into the way a computer represents
numbers and character strings. Sk'm this section on the first time through
to .see whether you will need to st dy it in detai
You should need this
material only if you pack several ieces of data in o
variable-or if you
want to use -calc- operations on ch racter strings.
A variable such as v150 can hold a number, as big as 10322(thenumber
1 followed by 322 zeros!) or a'noni-tero number as small as 10-293 (a 1
in the 293rd position after the decimalpoint1). Thebe huge or tiny numbers
may be positive or negative, from ±10 -293 up to ±10322.
Any number held in
v150 is recorded as sixty tiny "bits" of formation. For example, whether
the number 'is positive or negative is one it of information, and whether the
magnitude is 10+'2P -or 10-200.is another bit of information. The remaining
058 bits of information are used to specify precisely the number held in v150.

1
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What is a bit? 'A bit is the smallest possible piece of ,information
and represents a two-way (binary) choice: yes or no (or true or false, or
up or,down; anything with two possibilities). A number is positive or negative and these two possibilities can be represented by one bit Of information.
Let
Numbers themselves can represented by bits correspondihg to yes_or'no.
us see how any number from zero to seven can be represented by three bits
corresponding to the yes or no answers to just three questions. Suppose a
-friedd'is thinking of a number b ween zero and seven and you are to deteimineP
it by asking,the fewest possible questions, to be answered yes or no. Suppose
the friend's numb* is 6:
a)
b)
c)

Is it as big as 4?
It it, as big as 4+2?
Is it as big as 4+2+1?

Yes.
Yes.

(4)

No.

From this you.correotly conclude that his number is 6. Yo determined that
his number was made up of a 21, a 2, and no 1. You might also say that his
number can be represented by thmzguenc,e "yes,yes,no"!

As another example try,to guess a number between zero and 63 chosen by
the friend.
Suppose it is 37:
a)

b)

0
c)

d)
e)

Is
Is
Is
Is
Is
Is

it
it
it
it
it
it

as
as
as
as
as
as

big
big
big
big
big
big

as 32?
as 32+16?
as 32+8?
as'32+4?
as 32+4+2?
as 32+4+1?

Yes-.

No.
No.

Yes.
No.
yes.<

So the number is 37, or,perhaps "yes,no,no,yes,no,yes"! Try this questioning
strategy many number from zero to 63'and you will find that six questions
are always sufficient to determine the number. The strategy depends on cutting
the unknown range in two each time (a so-called "binary chop").

r

Conversely, any number between zero and 63 can be represented by a
sequence of'yes and no'answers to six such questions. What number is represented.by the sequence
yes,yes,no,yes,noiyes?

This number must be built up of.a 32, a 16, no 8, a 4, no 2, and a. 1.
32+16+4+1 is.53, so the sequence r resents the number 53.
Because a yes or. AO answer is the smallest bit of information we can'
extract from our friend, we s4, any number betWeen zero (siX nos) and 63
(six yeses) can be represented by six bits.' If on the'other hand we know
the number is between zero and seven, three bitS are suffidient to describe
the number fully. Similarly, numbers up to 15 (24-1) can be expressed with
fbur bitS, and numbers up to 31 (25-1) with, five bits. Each new power of two
requires another bit because it requires another yes /no question to be asked.
1

4
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Thip method of representing numbers as a sequence of bits, each bit
corresponding to a yes or no,"is called "binary notation" and is the method
normally used by computers. Whether a computer bit repredents yes or no is
typically specified by a tiny electronic Switch being on or off, or by a tiny
piece'of iron being. magnetized up or down. A TUTOR variable, contains sixty
bits of yes/no information and could therefore be used to hold a positive
integer as big as (28041), which is approximately 1018, or 1 followed by 18
teros! What do we do about. negative integers?' Instead of using all sixty
bjts we could give up one bit to represent whether the, number is positive
or negative (again, a two-way or binary bit of information) ald just use .59 bitMor the magnitude of the 'lumber. In this away we.could.repreSent
positive or negative inte ers up to ±(259-1), which isapproxiMately plus or
minus one-half of 101
.
But what do we do about.bigger numbers, Or. numbers such as'3.782 which
are not'integers? The scheme used ts analbgous to the scientific notation
Used to express large numberd:
6.p2x1023 is a much more compact 'form than
602 followed by 21 zeros, sand it consists of two essential pieces7-the number
6.02 and the exponent or power of ten (23). jnstead aiming 59 bit; for the
number, we use only 48 bits and use 11 bits for the
Of thesd11
bits;'one is used to say whether the exponent is positive'o
egative"(the
difference between 10+6, a million, and 10-6, one-millionth). 'The remaining
ten_bits are used to represent exponents as big as one thousand (210-1 is
1023, to be precise). The exponent is actually a power of two rather than
\ tens-as though our scientific notation for tYfe pumber 10 were written as
)
5x23,instead of 4x101. That is, instead of expressing the number forty as
4x101, we express it as 5x23, putting the 5 in our 48 -bit number and the 31
in the11-bit exponent storage place. In this'w4 we split up .the. 60 bits as,.

1 bit.for posttiVesor negative number
.1 bit for positive or negative exponent
10 bits for the power of two

48 bits fdrthe number
The 48-bit number'will hold an integer as big as (47.-1), which is about
2.5x10114.
If we wish to represent the number 1/4, the variable will have
a number of 247 and an exponent of -49:
247x2-49= 2-2= 1/4
That is, the 48-bit number will hold a large integer,
and
and the exponent,
or power'of 2, will be -49. The complicated format just deScribed-fs that
used by the PLATO computer when we calculate with variables v1 through v150.
It automatically takes care of an enormous range of numbers
arating
s
each number into a 48 -bit number and apower 6f two. This fo
iPI:kP
is called
"fractional" or "floating- point" format because non-integral values can be
expressed and the position of the decimalpoint floats automatically right or,.
left as operations-axe performed on the variable.

a.
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Sometimes this formatis not suitable, particularly, when dealing with
strinqsuof-characters. The 7storea.Picommand and -pack- Commands,place ten
alphanumeric characters Into,each Variable or 1!word"-(lcoMputer variable is
often galled a"word" bedause it can contain several characters). We simply
split up the sixty bits of the word into ten characters of,si4Chits each,
six bits being sufticibnt.to specify one of 64 possible, characters,-. from
character number zero to'character number 63 (2Q-1). In this scheme character
number 1 corresponds to an "a", number 2 to a "b", number-26 to a "z"; number
27-to a "0 ", number 28 to a 'it", etc. ACapital D requires-two 6'bit
character slots: one for a "shift" character (whichhappens to be number -56)
and one for, a .lowex-case"d" (number 4)." The -.7showa-' command takes such
stri1gs of -6 -bit character codes and displays the corresponding letters,
numbers, or punctuation marks on the student's screen.
.

Ridiculous things happen 0 a =shows- command is used to display a wor
T-whichont4insa'flOating7olat numb,er. .The.twosign'lits for the number,
and for the exponent) and the first four bits of the the exponent make Up the
first 674it characte* code! The last Six bits of the exponent'are taken as
"specifying the second 6-bit code. Then theremaining 48 bitsare taken as
specifying eight 67bit_charaCter codes.' small wonder that using a - phowa- on
anything other than character strings Usually puts gibberish on the.screen.
the
On the other hand,using. a. -show- with kcharacter string gives nonsense:
floating -point wiponent7giES made up out of piecea.of the firdt and second
6=bit charaCter codes,the 48-bit number comes from the last eight. character
exponent dare positive or negative is
colons, and.wheithet the number, and*
determined by the first twolDitl of the first Character code!
,

umber_of exponent_

floating -point

48 -bit number

expo

46 bits

character string
q

P

'

Lki
.<

44

6

A --'''

4

-44

6

6

6

1 78

6

6

6 bits

S.

,.N
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So far we have kept numerical manipulations (-ca1C-, -store-, -show-)
compaetely separate from character string manipulations (-storea-, -showa-).
The reasons should now be clear.
It is nevertheless sometimes advantageous
to be able to use the power of -calc- in manipulating characterotkings and
similar sequences of bits. For uch manipulations we would-like to notify
TUTOR not to pack numbers into a variable in the useful but complicated floatingpoint fdrmat. This is done by referring: to "integer variables"

,

n1,n2,n3 ----r -----

--n149,n150

The integer variable n17 is the same storage place as v17, but its intertal
format will be.dpferent. If we say("cal.c
v17<6", TUTOR will put into
variable number 11.the number 6, expressed as 6)(245 with an exponent of 7.45,
so that the comp/ete'pumber is 6x245x2-45, or 6. If on the other hand we
say-"calc
n17.46", TUTOR will just put the number 6 into variable number,g
Since'the number 6 requires only three bits to specify it, variable 17 will
have its first 57 bits'unused, unlike the situation when we refer to the
17th variable as v17, inwhichl,case.both the exponent and the magnitude-portions
\ of the variable contain information.
.

o

.

c

.

-45

-

.-..

I:,

.

.

....

......
...

.

.

..

o
4

me-

Consider the following sequence:
calc

n17<'6
.19

ato
showa
1

.

1223
n17,10

This lAll.causeoan rk" (the 6th letter in the alphabNO to appear on the
screen at location 1223. Thefirst
'character codes in n17 are zero, and
these zero or "nullh-codes have no-effect on the screen or screen positioning.
Indee4, a "showa
p17,9° woula display .nothing since the "6" is in.the tenth
cparacter slot.
If we use "showin17"",,we'will just see a "6" on the screen.
The integer -format cif n17 alerts ,siow- not.to.exptct,a floating-Point format.
k
If you say' "calc .4 J n23.0=5.7 , variaole
n23 will be assigned-theyalue 6:
rounding is performed in assigning values tb integervariables. If'truncation
isrdesired, use the "ipt".function: ."n23A?int(5.7)" will assign the integer
part (5) to n23-.
Ipdexed integer variaples are'written-as "n(index)" in
-analogy with "v(index)".
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4

The -showa- and -storea- commands may be used With either v:variables
or n-variables. These commands simply interpret any.v- or n-variable as a
character string. This is the reason why we were able to use -showam. and
-storea- without discussing integer variables.

('

°

t

In
side an integer variable
is aroun
It J.s possible to shift the
particular, a "circular left shift", abbreviated .as Scls$, will move bits to
the left, with a wrap7around to the right'ecid of the variable:

i

4

n174=6 $cls$ 54.

calc

.

at
showa -s

t

1223
n17,1

$$show brie character

will display an'"f" even though the - showa- will display only the first
charadter, because:the "6" has been shifted.left 54 bit posit ons (9 sixbit character positions).. A circular left 'shift of 54 may a o be thOughi of
as a right circular shift of 6 because of the wrap-around n ure of the
% circular shift.

i %)
..

ie

We have been usingl"n17"-as an.exaa ple, but of course we should be
writing "inum" or some Such name, where we have used a -define-,to
specify that "inum=n17".\ For the remainder of this chapter we revert, .therefore, to the custom of referring to variables (v or n) by name rather
than number. Also, if we want the character code corresponding.to the letter
"f" we should use "f" rather than 6:
.1.4

calc

.inum ' "f" $cls$ 54

is equivalent to but much more readable than
IC"

n1740,6 $61s$ 54.

calc'

4

The quotation-marks can be used to specify strings t o)f characters.

For, examples

inum4#"cat"

calc

will put these numbers in inum:

,"

_'

I
I

t

,.-

nu.1
.0'

1

nut

1

a

jiu1 1 . nu 1 1 nuI1 :11CCir tnd 1 1

.

-.

0

w

\

-

0

1

.

0

.

3

.
2 0

0 ri
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A "showa
inum,10"' ill display "cat". NOtice particularly thatusing
quotes in a -talc- to
fine a character string puts the string at the
ri5yht ("right adjusted"), whereas the -stores- and - packs commands produde
left-adjusted character strings.
It is possible to create left-adjusted
character.strings by u ing single quote marks: inumO.'cat' will place the
"cat", in the Wet three character positions rather than the last three.

Let us now return to our early example of the number 37 espressecfas
the sequence of six bits " es,no,no, yea,no,yes". If we let 1 stand .for
"yes", Nrd 0 for no"i,,we might write this sequence as
\

100101
which 'stands f

.T
(1x3) +(i5x16)+(0xEI)+Clx4)+(0x2)+(lx1) =11,32+0+0+4+0+1 Ts 37
v\

or oven more'suggestively
(1x24)+(0x24)+(0x23)+(1x22)+(0x21)4-(1)(0) w.32+0+044+0+1.- 37

(Note that 20 equals 1.)
writing 524 as

Writing, the sequence in this way is analogous to

(5x102)+(2x101)+(4x100) = 501 +20 +4.= 524

In other words, when. we write 524 we imply a "place notation" in base 10
such that each'digit is associated with'a power of 10: 5)(102, 2x101,.4x100
Similarly, rewriting our yes and no seqUences as 1 and 0 sequences we find
that the string of ones and,zeros turns out to be the p/aqe notation in
base 2 fbr the number being represented.
f-

Here are some examples.
1001

2

(10012 means 1001 in base 2.)

=,23 +20 = 8+1 = 9

11002 = 23+22 = 8+4 = 12
1101012 = 25+24+22+20 = 32+16+4+1 = 53.
.

10000012 = 26+20 = 64+1 = 65

This base'2 (or "binary"J xotation can be used to represent any pattern f
bits, in an integer variable, and with some practice y u can mentally con ell
back and forth between ioase'10 and base. 2.
This bec es im ortant if yo
perform certain kinds of bit maflipulatiOls.

I
se.

'

I

'
i A

,1

I

181
a

0
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An important property of binary representations is thatshifting left
or right is equivalent to multiplying or dividing. Consider these examples:
1-phift left 2 placis

10040* - 36
9 $cls$ 2 Am 10012.$cls$ 2
Nkeft shift 2 is like multiplyirig by 22 or 4)

.

;E.shift left i places

%

10010006 mg 72

(left sh *t 3 like multiplying by,23 or 8)
)

)

1

So a left shift of N bit Positini is iquivalentOto multiplying

by Z1. .

A

Fight shift of N bit positions is equivalent to division by 2N (as uMing
s
no bits wrap around to the left end in a $cls$ of 60-N). There x
"arithmetic right shift", $ars$, which is not circular but aim ly throws
away any bits that fall off the right end of the word:
thrown away

9

$ars$ 3

10012

$ars$ 3 mitiX1

1.

This corresponds to .a division by 23, with truncation (9/23111 9/8'which
truncates to I) .
.

,

,

.

A major use of the 60 bits held in an integer variable is ,to pack into
one word many pieces of information. For e4ample, you:might have 60 Inage
Iset up or down (1 or 0). to indicate 60 yes or no conditiOna, perhaps correspOnding to whether each of .60 drill items has been answered correctly or
not. 050ou might keep fifteen 4-bit counters in once word: ,each 4r bit
.countorcould count from zero as high as 15 (24401) to keep status ah how well
the Student did .on each of fifteen'probl s. Ten bits ii.suffidient to specify
six 10-bit baseball batting
you could sto
integer*, as large as 1024:
Suppose .a batting average
averages /in one word, with suit le normal ations.
An
integer°(324)
and store this
to
make
i
Multiply
by
a
thoUsan
is .324.
When ou withdraw this integer, divide
integer'in one of the 10-bit 4 El
a fracti
(.324). When W'adiscupsed
is by a tOousand to rescale-it
arrays'we had exam scores ranging frqm zero to 100., The nextklarger power
of two is 128 (27), iio we need only.7 bits or each integbr wiam scibre,
ight such 7-bit quantities could be stored in one 60-bit wore.
How do you. extract a pieCe of in rmati n packed 4 a word? As an.
example, suppose you want three bits ocated n the 19 h of twenty 3-bit
slots of variable,"spack'4

inum.<0(spack-$Ja$ 3) $mask$ 7
.1

XX

.0' .0 0 0 0

0 0 0, f 0 00 0 0. 0 0 0

0000e*G 000

r-

0000 0 0 0
4

82

-0

,

*.

IX, The number 7 is 1112 (base 2: 4+2+1), so it is a 3-bit quantity with all r
three bits "set" or "on" (non-zero). The $mask$ operation Pulls out the
Corresponding part of the other word, the 3-bit piece we are interested in.
In an expression (x $mask$ y) the result, will have bits set (1) only in
those bit positions where both x and y have bits set.
In those bit positions
where either x or y have bits which are "reset" or "off" (0, the $mask$
operation produces a 0. We could also have used a "segment" definition to
split up the woad into 3-bit segments.
.

«

A 4-bit mask'would be 15 (11112); a 5-bit mask 31 (1111012).
(Again,
"segment" definitions of 4 or 5 bits could be used). You might even need
a mask such 0 1101112, which is 55; it will extract bits located in'the
five bit positions where 1101112 has bits set. IThere should be a simpler
way!tof writing down numbers corresponding to particular bit patterns. Certaizgy reading the number 55 does not itmediately conjure ,up the bit pattern
11011121

A compact way of expressing patterns of bits depends on the fact that.
each set of three bits can represent a number from 0 to
55

1101112

1102 = 4+2+0 =

111

67

2

= 4+2+1 =

-=_6x81+7x80.= 48+7 =

(base 0 ,,

(base 10)

-Just as.each digit in a decimal'number (base 10) runs from-0 to 9, so in an
octal,number ibase 8) the individuelenumerals run from 0 to 7. Octal numbers
are useful only because they represent a.aom act way of expressing bit patterns, With practice one,cOnvorts bdtween octa and base 2 instantaneously,,
and between base 8 and base 10 somewhat slower!
base 10
0

base 8
a

.1
.

4
5
6

base 2
0
1

2

,These

3.

should.

11

be
memo ized

100

8

4
5
6
7
10

9

11

-10.

.101

110
\. 111 ,.'

i

100
1001

110

12 (

.111

1

.12

14+

13

15

3

i010 ,

,,

. 1011
1100
1101

,

183
47!
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The conversion between base 8 and base 2 is a matter ofm9morizing the first
eight patterns, after which translating 11010110111012 to octal is simply a.
Matter of drawing some dividers every three bits:
1

1

111011011011001

11.53

15335 8

3 1 5

What is 153358 in,base 10?
84

83

82

81

80

4096

512

64

8

1,/2'

/5

3

3

5

1x4096+5x512+3x64+3X8+5 = 585310,

=

r

.

.

.Row about the octal version of the number 79? The biggest Rower of 8 in 79
is 82 (64), and°79 is 15 more than 64. In turn, 15 is 1x81+7x80, so
e

7910 = 1x64+1x8+7x1 '= 1x820,481-1-780 =

1178

Luckily, in bit manipulations the Conversions L;etWeen base, 2 and base 8
Ire more impOrtant than the' ,harder conversions betwee base 8 andrbase'10-

To express an octal number in TUTOR, use an initial
x $mask$ o37
will extract the right - moat's bits from x, because o37'= 37i = 0111112,
with the letter "o" must
which has 5 bits set. Naturally a number starti
not contain, 8's or 9's!
A

an octal number with a. -s owo- command (show octal):

You can disp
showo

39

Will display "0000000000000000047" on the screen0(3910=478).''T6 default,
foimat is twenty (3-bit) octads, corresponding to a whole 60-bit word..

o,4

---,

iiisplay ."00

"/ shoWing-.4ust fouroctadS.

------:. ........

,"

Now-Ithat we have dis

ssed the octal.' notation; it is.possible to point

Ou-whathappens-to netetive nuin ersi
.

showo.

-39

1

I.

A'negative number is'th
are
the ppsi 'ye nUmber--bipaiy 1' are hanged to rs'and bin
?a) , 4nd
hangeVtoAls.,, In octal, the c plemen of 0 is 7 (0002+11,2
the coMplementCd78 isr,08.- In the example, hOWri, octal 478 LS 1.001112i.

11dippla4:777777777i777777773

',..'

' -

'

...

. '
.

--..,.

a --..,

..,
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whose complement is $110$$2, or 308: Nbtice in particu
that the left most'it (the "sign" bit) of a negative number is always s . In order
that a negative number stay'negative upon performing an "arithmetic right
sbift", all the left -most bits. areset. So,
0400000000000000032424$ars$ 6

,

'4 07740000000000000032.

Yields

.

Only the sign bit was set among the left-most pits befOrs.the shi
1000002), but after the shift the first seven bits are all set.'
left shift", $cls$,'does not do anything' special with the sign bit.

(o40 `is
fo

.
.

.

7

It lis interesting

calc
at
write

to

see thdbitaleetfor floting4ppint

51

number:

v14e3
1215

pos=4 o,v1D

$$ o for - showo-

neg =Q

will make this display:
4

pos = 172160000000000000007
neg = 60571777777777777777
Note that the negative number is the compleMent of the positive. The 48-Pit'
magnitude (6000000000000000) represents a huge integer (6)(245). 'The eleven
bits between thesiqn,bit and the 48-bit magnitude give the power of,-two,( -46)
by which the magnitude is to be scaled (3 = 6245x2-46 = 6x2-1 = 3). 4A bias
of, 20008 is added to the correcteexponent (-46,or -568) to give an elevenbit exponept of 17218. ExpbnentS less than 20008 represent negative powers;
exponents greater than720#08 represcAt pdsitive powers.

v

,

.

.

..

We have, encountered octal numbers (e.g., 0327) which can be shifted
left (4S.10) and eight ($ars$) and complemented jby Making negatiVeY: Pieces
can be extracted4ith a $mask$ 0,Peration. Additionakbit operations are
$union$, $difa, and utiitOnt"., The "bitcnt" function gives the number of
bits set in a. wqrd: 'bitcnt(o25),,s 3, because o25 is 0101012, which has3
bits set;:bitchi(-j25).is'57, since the compleMent will hakre only a of 60;.:
bits Q
et; bitcnt(0), is 0. _Like $mask$,I$union$ and $diff$ operate cn:tne
A.AcliV
1 bit poSitiorta, with all 0 done at once
I

$k$ y
nibn$
iff$ y

q

..',C,
,

.ppOduceS a,,lo ly:yhere both x and y, have 1 a.
- produces k1lw ere eit1er x or, or both have
prOdUces a 1-0 ly wher 'x and .y differ.
-,____
.

,

.5'
l.

->

0

,

.,
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Mig t be called "merge", since l's will appear in every
Note that $unio
bit position wher= eit er x Eie,y have bits set, The4diff$ Opeiation might
n "exclusive" union, since it will merge bits except
also be referreA to
for those places whe're oth x and y have bits Set.
While $mask$ can be use to extract a piece of information from a wor
a $mask$ that includes.all but that'piece followed-by.ar$Union$-..can..be-used

to insert a !IA/ piece of information.

Byte manipulation
The most co

manipulations is for Pacng ab4 unparng

on. use of

is

from woX'Aeeach of which Contain e, ear .l
"bytes" consisting of several
If c4exaM,score lies a15ngs 1.0.Vospace.
This can lead to major
bytes.
ways between 0 and, 100, only seven its are required to hold each score,

since (27-1) is 127.' Another way to see this is to'Write'the largest 7-bit
his is one
11111112 4101778= 1x82+7>581+780.= 64+56+7 = 127.
quantity:
7 -bit 'bytes'
We can. fit eig
less than 2008, which requires An eighth
Happily, TUTOBMill do the.betiakeeping fo you, as
into each 60- it woord.
we saw earlier:

bit,,

define

t Scores=n31,1

This' definition makesi
though it .were an ordinar'

Sibleto work - with,thra 7segmented" array as
ay:

calc
Jr-

scores(17)
etc.

)6

These refer to the 3rd and 17th ytet. The first eight'7-bit bytes reside
In n31, with,the last 4 bits un ed. The next eight bytes are in n'32, etc.
The 17th byte is the first 7-bit birte in n33.
.

C

Just as

we effeotivoly give -p one. bit of a 60-bit word in orAerto
have negative as well as positivenumbefti.so it is possible to have both
1
positive-andiiegatiVe.nUMbers sto ed in, a segment array:

define

segment,temp=v52 8,signed

calc

teppl2S1

-95

With 8=bit bytes we can have numb
may be abbr vigted,by "s".

he, word " 'gned"

s in the range Of ±127.
ji

/

y.;

Now that you understate the it structure of a.variable, you should be
able to understand the table give earlier of segMent)ranges and.nUmber of
segMents.pe 'variable. L9ok at t e table now and,see:whether.you can check
the entries in" the table.

IX
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Alphanumeric to numeric:
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the -compute- command

The -store- comMaad analyzes the judging copy of the Student's response
character string and produces a numerical result.
This is act1ally a twostep:prOcessL._ First the character string is "compiled" into basic computer

inst=i07 and then these machine Instructions are "executed" to produce
the
--Hcal result. During the cdmpilation process the"define ..student".definitions and the builtin function 41:finitions (sin, vs, arctan, etc.)
are used to recogniZe the-meaning Of
es appearing in thecharacter string.
Num)aersaxprssed as. alphanumericdigits are converted to true numerical
.quantities.. For example, 'the character gtring49'llecomes a number by a
surprisingly indirect process. The Chtracter,code for-"4" is 31 since
f's" is .26, "0"isin, etc. The character ode for "9" is 36, The number
le*pressed by typiig 49 is obtained forn'the
mula
10(31- 27) +(36 -27)

or

10("4"-" 94.("9"70")

10(4)+(9)
.,40+9
49

_

For these and sintilreasons, the cOMpi/ation process is ten to a hundred
times slower than the execution process!. Therefore, TUTOR attempts to compile
the student's responsa only once, while the resulting machine instructions
may be used many times.
The first,-store-,
-mand en untered during,
following
first one
-bu m p- or makes
-,
relat
command Will

-ansv-,
ongv-, -storeu-, -ansu-, or -wrongs- com-.
judging -trig rs Compilation. Allthese comtand6simply, reuse th compiled machine instructions. If
any. changes in the
dBing copy
have-to recompile.
S
larlyra "judge
ref'udge"
rce recomAlation by Any of these commands. Note that re -exec tion
ways performed even 'f recompilation isn'tsbecause the student might
refer
-defined variable's
se values have been altered,.

While
torewill compile a d execute from the judging copy,
regular -compu - command will comp e and execute from any 'stored c
string:
compute resu
Fort example,,?

string,#charac

rs,pointer.

111

to
.

1

pute
compute
\

0.0
5.72,v1,v22
.

1

itte/.*

return

..._.._.../,

character
string

.-..'...lointer

machine a.

rest t'

tu,otions

4/X - 26

After compilation, the "pointer to machine instructions" ContainS,the location
of the machine instructions in a special -compute- storage\area. You must
zero the pointer at first to force compilation. TUTOR willthen'set the
pointer appropriately so that re-executions of the -compute-, command can
Here is a unit which
simply re- execute the saved machine instructions.
:permits the studeftto.plot functions of interest to him:
define- st dent
define
1.

Origin

-,

udent
ou
tring=v3,point=v35
resu
100,250
°

bounds 0,-200,300

tc

scalex \10
scaley 'p
I
0

unit
next
back
axes
labelx,
labely
at
write
arrow
storea
ok

cal

graph
graph
graph
$$ diSplaY the axes
1/
0.2
3105

Type a function of x:
where-1.2

string, jco
'Q'N

x<ikt-poi

compute results

.1

rep.

31.111m.(ivrecas2.q.a

fun< t

i

ing,jcOUxit-rpoint

formok,x;ba form
goto
locate 0,result
'-$$ draT0i from here
Bplot,x<1=-'.1;10,.1
doto
compUte,resUlt,string,jcount,point
ok,x,badgorm
goto

sult,

gdra.i

lot
*

/

unit
at
Writec

badform '3207
formok,...

judge

wrong

P

,

1

"t.

$$ tell what's wrong

40

I

A

°'
ctions can be superior
superimposed by changing. th reppontb Inste A o
r BAsK. The first compute-'in this unit CalCula s the
-, .. ,s function
t X equal to zero. The - locates coMm n4
of th 'Au --0., -J:
via
pose t'bns us at loc= ion (0, re8u1 ) So tha the first, -gdraw- will dra
riable:'uformOk" 'haslihe va ue'.
---,oin .
The sySem
a 1 eLstarhing.at
on Succeed; 0 if compllationi.su eqd8 but
f
-1
ompilation7 amlidd etec
A

CO

hi ferent,
sing NE

.

..

exe ution fails due to gUch errors asftryin to -tai the square rOot of
a negative number; and various positive integral values
vari 8 compilation
rors
issing parentheses, unrecognized vardable names, etc.
°.1,.

lin

ea

a

183
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As another example, the PLATO lesson "grafit" (written by ruce
Sherwood) permits the student to write up to fifteen statements
the
grafit,language and execute his program to produce graphical outpu

a
t., awe IT

\

GO" 1. avoillble)

uwvd

1
3
4
3

).

wvf-0...101d
toted
get

p

14

Ltbr

Prow [10K t clean up screen.

O

This student's program calculates the motion of'a mass oscillating on the
end of a non-standard spring.' The two curves are the superpoSition of
running the program twice with different values of the parameters. The
of this lesson is a loop through a -compute- command with string,,
character count, and point all being indexed variables: The index is the
line number, from 1 to 15. Each student response is analyzed using. a
-match-.Command looking for keywords such as "gOto". Then the'rest of the
response:is filed away with a -storea- into the string dtorage area
corresponding to that line number.
The 15 pointer :variables ere zeroed in,
the ieu (initial entry unit) to insure that when the student retUrns to
a PLATO terminal after several days TUTOR won't be confueed.over,whether
the strings have been recently compiled'or not
Also, wheneVer,the student
changes one of hisStatements, the corresponding pointer is zeroed in order
to forde reCompilatiOn-of the altered character string. The student can
ress DATA to- initialize Paramters, LAJAtoi.specify what variable to.plot
agains ighat variable, and HELP
a'description of'th g
l'n
,The "s udent" define set defines
etters_as'variabl s t
t ent
\can use.-

0

4

take preCe-encein a -compute-, ao that ei
siprof f),. not xixnx.(8)/ e4en if 's,
and n h ye ell
ined.in t e etudent get.
-"Tbisie,/true'dlso for -store- and
related .c
nds: HoweVer, author'i ot:rn'd finitions takeTprec6d-ce,-in a
'taken to mean

.'3,

18

d.

IX
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-calc-,.so that,within a lesson an author.can override the normal'meaning
that authOis
of "sin" or "wherex". Other differences already mentioned were
functions, and.
between
names-of
variables
or
must use explicit multiplication
,authors must use parentheses around function arguments. While authors are
discouraged from using prim=itive names such as v47 excePt,in a -definestatement, students are not permitted to use primitives at all. This is
prIotect- the-author "s internal information.. Similarly, students
__ -' dons
c3annot uses) the assignment-symbol (4) , except in a -compute-, unless! there
,*
okassign".
is a "speC*4

It should be mentioned that while;-compute- converts alphanumeric
information into a numerical result,'thereAs an -itoa-'cotmand that can
be used to.convet an integer to an alphanumeric chdracter string.
e

0

The -find- command
The -search- command is character-string oriented and w4.1,1 locate 'dog
the d might be aenthe end of one
even across variable or word }boundaries:
The -find= command, in
word-and the og.at the beginning of the next word.
It
will,
find
which
word
contains a certain numbercontrast, is word oriented.
or character string:
.

find

372,n12,50,n1 25
4

starting -' lOokiftg
look
at n1
through
for 372
50 words

return the
location

'

11
*4-

If n1 contains 372, n125 will return the value Op if n2 is the first word
If;-none of the 50 words contains
which contains 372, n125 will be 1: etc.
372, n125 'will be set to 71. Noti,ce that in -search- the teturn is 1,not 0,
This is due to the fact that in character
if the string 4s ,found `immediately.
On the other. hand,
,strYngs we start numbering with'character number 1.
-here the first word is n(1+0)'..

Do not use .v- variables in the first-two arguments of - fin because
makes its comparisons by integer operations. The. first argument can
be a character string such as 'dog' or"dog"., You can look at every 3rd
word by specifying an optional increment:
find
II

"cat",n1,50,n125,3

optionel
1

1"

This w1 loOkfor','"cdtg in n1, n4,' n7, etc.,sand n1 25 would he'retur ed 0
or 3, t 6, e t ci N ega tive,increments can be used to search backwardsFrom:,
."
the end of the list.
I

t.

1.

1900

You can also specify that a "m
find

d equality search" be made:

"cat",n1,50,n125,1 o7

700

t optima

Ask

In this case n125 will be_gero If [WA

diff,
"catil $mask$ o777700] is
The mask specifies that only a part'of the word w4i1,1_be eXamined.
The increment must be.specifiedreven if it is cnelto avoid.ambiguity.I

zero.
1/4

There is a -findall- command which will Produce a list of all the
locations where something was found, ratherthap producing locations one
at a time.
,

,

-:

--, -_,

1

I

,'

41

v

,..,

.

_

The -wilt= command
.:SuPPose you are sevens vels deep in -do-s. That is, you have encpunterp&
Sevei nested -do- statements n the way to the present unit, The statement
"exits
2"-Will take you out wo levels. The next statement to Irexecuteda
is the statement which follows he sixth -do-. 'A blank -exit- command (blank
-tag) takes-you immediately to th statement followirig the first -do-.
Such
operations are occasionally usef ,. Notice that encountering. a unit command
at . the end of a dOne subroutine wall cause an automaticc1".
.

6

a

0

N

191
0.

X.

Common variables

The - common- command
.

The "student variables" v1 through v15# are associated with the individual
student
It j s possible tO use "common V4riabreS" Whj.ch are common to d1.1_
those studentA,seudyi#g a partic4ar lesson. These common variables can be
used to send messages from one' student to another:to hold a bank of data
used by all the students, to adcumulate statistics on student use of the
lession, to contain test items in a compact standardize# form, etc.
-

'

4

,

I

i

I

'

__

.

,

As a first example of the use of common, let's count the number of
students who have entered our lesson. We,will,also Count how, many Of these
students are female:
common
define

$$ two common,variables,

2

totel=vol,females=vc2

unit
calc
at
write
arrow
answer
calc
answe
no
write

ask

totaltOtal+1
1215

Are you a female?
1415

Ye

aties

f ema lei+ i

,h

no

.

.

Yes
endarrow ,0
at :

"161'5

Ikrite

.

please!

There are°,1s,tota

(

stddents., of whom

.4.(8,females)> are female.
0
.

.

,

.

The -commoh- command tells TUTOR to' set up two common Variables, 'vel and vc2,
which we 4ve defined ag,:total" and "females"
Tbese common variables are
automatically initialized to zero before the first student enters this lesson.:
The firit.student increments "total" to One ("dalc
totalc=total+1),and
may also increment "females". the second student to enter the es son causes
"total" to norease i$ two and may'also change "females". .Each' student is
shOwn the pies i4 value% of "total" and "femaleS", *Which depend on What other
students are doing, Wejuust use common variables vO1 and vc2 r ther than the
student varial3 esv1 a CI v2 because the studen variables canno be diiectly
af6cted py ac io s 'of other stuilenis. Anothe way to see this is to Oint
out that when the e are'hve students in thid eseon,they share a single vc1
and a single ve2, whereas they each heave their own v1 and theft own v2: ther4
are five v1's,and five kr2is but only one vol a d vc2.I
ial"

..

°
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Integer common variables are nc1, nc2, etc., and indexed 'common variables
are written as vc(index) or nc(index).

The statement "common 2" tellS.TUTOR to associate a twoiword sdt-of
common variables with this lessons For referencepurposes it is good style
to place the -common- command near the beginning of the lesson. There can
be only one -common- statement in a lesson.. Like -define-, -vocab-, and
-list-, the - common- command is not executed for each student: rather,.when
TUTOR is preparing the lesson for the first student who'ha's reopiested it, a
set of. common variables is associated with the lesson and all these common
variables are initialized to zero. Additional students entering the lesson
'merely share the common variables previously setup.
Suppose 'a class of fourteen students uses our lesson from 10 A.M. to
The fourteenth student comes at 10:05 and gets a massage on the
screen saying "There are 14 students, of whom H are female". As long as the
lesson is in active useteach new student who enters the lesson increases
"total" (vc1). However, when all the students leak at 11:00,the lesson is
no longer in active use and will eventually be removed from active status to
makd room for other lessons. When another class tomes at 3:00 P.M., the
lesson is not in active use and TUTOR must respond to the first student's
'request for the lesson by preparing the lesson for active use. In the
preparation process the statement "common 2" tells TUTOR to set up two
common variables and ini5ialize them to zero. The first student to enter
the lesson at 3:00 is told "'More are 1 students, of whom 1 are feTale".
She is not told "There are 15 students, of whom 9 are female", despite the
fact that the previous student (at 10:05 that morning) had been told there
were 14 students, 8 female. The "common 2" statement will cause the common
variables to be zeroed ever time the lesson is prepared for active use.
11 A.M.

Q

The t)/p4 of common which is set up k% the statement "common 2" is
called a temporary common.
It lasts only as long as the lesson is in active
u, and its contents are initialized to zerw whenever the lesson is moved
from inactive to active status.
Temporary cbmmon can be used for such things
as telling the students how many students are present, what their names are,
and whether a student who has finished aarticular section of the lesson is
willing to leave his terminal to help a student who is having difficulties.
Messages can be sent from one student to another through a temporary common:
just store the message in the common area with an identifying number so that>
the appropriate student can pick up the message and see it with a - shown -.
The lesson simply, checks occasionally far the presence of a message.

When a student signs out you usually want to change the temporary common
in some way. For example, if.you are keeping a count of the number of students
presently using the lesson,¶you increase the count by one when a student
signs in and you decrease the count by one when the student leaves. The
-finish- command lets you define a unit to be executed when the student presses
shift-STOP to sign out:
,
o

finish

decrease

unit
calc

decrease
count count -1

1 93

In this case unit "decrease" will be done each time a student signs out.
Normally the r4nish- command should be put'in the ieu (initial entry unit).
As with -imain-, the pointer set by the -finish- Command is not cleared at
each newmain unit. A later -finish- command overrides an earlier one, and
"finish 'cl" or a blank-finish.. statement, will clear the pointer. As with
all unit pointer commands, -fiAish- can be conditional. Only a limited
pount'of processing is permitted in a -finish- unit to insure that the
student can in fact sign out promptly.

,

We can keep a permanent, On-going count of students who enter the
lesson by'usfhg a permanent common. Instead of writing "common 2", we
write "common italian,counts,2", where "itallan"-is the name of a permanent
lesson storage space and "counts" is the name.of a common blbck'stored there.
This is the same format used for character sets (the -charset- command)
and micro tables (the -micro- command). When the common blook is first set
up in the lesson space, its variables are initialized to zero. Let's suppose
that the fourteen students who cope in at 10:00 A.M. are the very 2irst
students ever to use our lesson, The statement "common italian,counts,2"
will cause TUTOR to fetch this (zeroed) common block from permanent storage.'
As before, the fourteenth student arrives at 1/ :p5 and isltold "There are 14'
students, of whom 8 are fema,Oit At 11:00 A.M. these students leave and our
lesson is no longer in active use. At some point room is needed for other
active lessons (and commons), atwhich point our permanent common, with its
numerical contents of 14 (students) and U (females) is sent back to permanent
storage. .At 3:00 P.M. the first student of the afternoon
er
class causes TUTOR
to prepare the lesson and fetch the permanent common from permanent storage
without initializing the common variables to zerskt Theresult is that she
gets the message "There are 15 students, ofIthom 9 are female".*

Thekey feature of permanent common is that it is fetched from storage
when needed and returned in its altered state to permanent storage when the
associated lesson is no longer active. In our case we could enter the lesso
months after its initial use and see the total number of students who have
entered the lesson during those months. Other uses of perManent common
include the storage of data bases accessed by the students, such as population.
data in a sociology course or cumulative statistical data on student performance in the course.

The swapping process

addill

Before discussing
applications of common variables, it is
useful to describe the."swapping" process by which a single computer can
appear to interact with hundreds of students "simultaneously ".
The'computer
actually handles students one at a time but processes one student and shifts
to another so rapidly that thelstudents seem to be serviced simultaneous1K.
In order to procedS a student, his lesson and his individual status (including
the variables v1 through v150) must 1e brought into the "central memory" of
(

* There is now an -initial- command which can be used to define a unit to be
executed when the 'first student referenbes the common.
This makes it possible to perform initializations on a permanent commons.
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the computer. Aftfew thousandths of a second of processing,, the
student's modified status is transferred otat of a central memory (to be
used again later) and another student's lesson and status are transferred
intO'centreq memory. This process of transferring back and forth'is called
YiWapping", and the large storage area where the lessons and status banks
"are held is called the "swapping memory". The swapping memory must be
larc+ enough to hold all the status banks and lessons which are in active
use4hat 4s, in use,by students presently working at terminals. Itis not
necbosary for the swapping memory to hold in addition the many lessons not
presently in use nor the status banks for the many students not using the
computeF at that time. These inactive lessons and status banks, are kept
in a still larger ;'permanent storage" area
_

Permanent storage
Th*usonds of Inactive lessons
and tnaettve
student status
tdnks.
ge

Central
memory

2
.c

8

Swappang
memory

Hundreds of act!ve

2
Qpg lesson.
002 student
statue bank.

lesson, etpd-aetive
student status.
banks.

When a student sits down at a terminal and identifies herself as
"Jane Jones" registered in "french2a", her status bank is fetched from
. permanent storage to see what lesson she was working on and where in the
lesson she left off last time. If the 1sson is already in the swapping
memory (due to active use by other students), Jane Jon& is simply connected
up to that lesson, and, as,she works through the lesson, her lesson and her
changing status bank will be continually swapped to central memory.
If, on
the other hand, the required lesson is not presently in active use, it must
be moved from permanent storage to the swapping memory.' (This involves a
translation orthe TUTOR statements into a form which the computer can ptocess
later at high speed.) This fetching of the inactive lesson from permanent
storage to prepare an active version in. the swapping memory will typically
be done once in a half-hour or more as,the student moves from one lesson to
another.
In contrast,
the swapping of the active lesson to central memory
happens every few seconds as the student interacts with the lesson. Therefore,
, the swapping transfer rate must be very high whereas a low transfer rate between
.permanent storage and the swapping memory is adequate.
o
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When the student leaves for the day, her status, bank is transferred
from the swapping memory to,permanent storage. .This makes is possible for.
hereto come back the next day and restart where she left off.
/

0,
.

: The question arisesas to why there are three different memories:
central memory, swapping memory, and permanent storage.
For example, whys
not keep everything in the central memory where students tan be processed?
It turns out that central memory is extremely expensive, but
permanent,
storage' in the
of rotating magnetic diss is very cheap. 'Why,not db
swapping directly Oetween permanent storage and central.memory? The rate
at which lessons can befetched from permanent storage is touch too Slow
to
.keep the computer busy: the computer can.han le only a small, number of
students because a lot of time is wasted Wai ing for one Stu ent to be
swapped for another.
If the cost of the 'cot uter were share by a shall
number of students, the cost wovild beprohib4tively,high. In Order to
'boost the productivity of the computer, a si*cial
swapping.meMory is used
which permits rapid swapping. This minimize unproductive waiting time
and raises the number of student's that can
handled. The swapping
memory is cheaper that central memory but c siderably more expensive than
permanent storage. :
_..

\

,

There is, therefore, a hierarchy of mb orie forced on us. by economic
and technological constraints. The expenSiVe, Small central
memory is the
place where actual. processing occurs, and there is never more than
one student
in the central memory. /haterial-is swapped back and forth toga largemedium-cost swapping memory whose most:important feature is a very high
transfer rate to central memory. 'PerManent ;storage is an even larger and
cheaper medium for holdinriheentire:set ofIlessons and student Status' banks.
It has a low transfer rate to the swapping memory.
Y

V/
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Now it is possible to deecribe more precisely the effect of'a rcommonstatement in a lesson. Just a$ an individual student's lesson and status
bank (including the student variables y1 through v150) are swapped betwtet
central memory .and the swapping memory, so a. set of common variables associ#ted,
with tie lesson is swapped between central memory, and the swapping memory.
There ig.in central memory n array of 1500 vaeiables, called vcl through
vc1500, into and out of which a set of common variablesis.swapped. As long
as the. -coArrihR- stat,ement speci ies a set of no more than 7500 common variables,
this set will 44tomatically swa into and out of the central memory array
'vc1.to vc1500. Nhpere-is a -com oad- command which can be usSd,to specify
which portions of a\commqn to swa if the common contains 1nore than the 1500,
variables which will fit in central memory.) All 1500 variables in the central
memory array are setrto 'zero befor bringing a leespn, status bank, and dommOn
into central memory, so that any of these variables not loaded by the common
will be zero.
,

'Swapping memory

student Jane

.swap

eentrallmemNory

5 ildent 8111

'

f

vl-v15,11*
.
student Neil
1
I

et

a lesson

sson area

I

vc1

lesg5n

w

through
vc1500

/

a common containing
up to 1500 variables

Note that the student status banks and co on- are swapped in and dut
central memory in Order to retain any change made during the processing
in central mem6fy. On the other hand, lessond
brought into central memory
but are not sent back since no chahges are mad
toe lesson. 'A lesson only
has to be copied into but notout of central m
y.
The separation of the
'modifiable status banks and commons .frpm the inc anging 'lessons make$ it
possible for a single copy of, a lesson to serge any students.
4:1°E
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It is, dangerous to use
use vc-variables ,outside tti

yc when there is a "common
consider this sequence in-

4

14

iables without's -co mmdin- statement or to
loaded by `this commOn
referring to
teme4 inthe ledgon). F.qr example,
has' no - common- statements

os

calc
pause,

vc735
2

show v vc13

This will.show 0, no
material to be swapp
other students are
all the vc-variab

The PpaUse
2" statement causes this student's
t to the swapping memory for two seconds while
many
ssed.
When )ae 'is-Swapped back into central memory,
e zeroed. Age,matter of fact,
vc735 may temporarily
values during those two sedonds as different students
other hand, a "common 800" would insure,that
vct
e saved in the gwapping'memory
and restored after two
"18.34" stored in vc735 would agaA be available
to'pe
been Changed by a student:using -effesame common who
g the two=second wait).
Similarly., because the student
A
h v150 are part of the
swapped student status bank, the

take on'many Cliff
are processed.
through vc804:14
seconds, so th
shown (Unless
was processe
variables'v"
Sequence

v1260-.3.72
2

v126

J

will correctl show "3.72".
The contents of the student variables
cannot
get lost in
e swapping process because these variables
are
saved
in
the
swapping m ry and restored to central memory the
next
time
this
student
is processed

N.
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The fact that common variables are shared by all student studying.the
lesson is extremely useful but can cause difficulties if you are not careful.
Suppose you want to add 6 the square roots of the absolute values of'vc101
through vc1000:

calc
dpto

'

totalC*0
8sum,index40101,1000
total<*total+(abs(vc(indeX)))'S

$sum
show

c.

4

total

This iterative calculation will take longer than one "time-slice", the
computing time TUTOR gives you before interrupting your prop6ssing to
service other students.
You are swapped out and will be Swapped back into
central memory later to continue the computation. ft might take several
time-slides to complete the computation, and inlpetween your time-slices
other students are processed. This time-slicing mechagism insures that no
one student can monopolize the computer and deny servithe to others.
Suppose two students, Jack and Jill, are studying this lesson and*sharing
its common.
Suppose that Jack has reached, the parE-of theaesson-that
contains the -doto- shown above. If, at th6 same time, Jill runs through
calculatiOns that modify vol01 through vc1000, her modifications will be
made during the interruptions in Jack's processing., The total that Jack
calculates-will, therefore, be based on changing values and will not be
the total at a particular instant. Jack calculates a partial total; Jill
Makes'some,changes; Jack continues in the -doto- to calculate some more;
then Jill makes further changes, etc. At the end Jack has a peculiar total
made up of partial totals made at different times. Even more drastic things
will happen if "total" is itself a common variable: Jill might do
a
"totaled" right in the middle of Jack's summation!
If it is necessary to get an accurate total at a specific instant, it t
is necessary to lock out Jill and other students from modifying conunon'until
the totaling is complete. The idea is'to set a common variable to -1 before
starting the calculation, then reset it to 0 upon Completion. Whenever

,r
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modifications are to be made, you check this "lock"
to see that it is 0
before Making the modification. The structure 'looks
like thi, with vc1
used as the lock:

do

lock

[
make
modifications
do
unlock
b.

unit
8chk
branch
pause
branch
8ok

unit
calc

lock
v1500svc1
vc14c-1
V150ix,80k
2

8chk

$$ get present lock value
$$ set lock if not alreadY set
$$ fall through if lock was already set
$$ wait two seconds'
$$ try again

unlock
vc14 =10

$ clear the lock

0, we set it to -1 and make the modifications, then,
reset it to 0.
If vc is -1, we superfluously'set
it again to -1 but fall through the
-branchto pause 2 seconds before again looking at the lock
,,in the hope that it hae'
been cleared.
Note that the finish unit should; clear the lock if
the student who is
modifying the common signs out before completing
the modifications. Otherwise,
the common will remain locked and other students
will be hung 'up forever
waiting for the lock to clear. One good way to do this
is to keep track of
which terminal ("station") locked the common:
replace
the
statiement,"80e,
with "Sok
vc2station". The system variable "station" gives an integer
which is unique to the terminal. For a student at terminal
235, "station"
has the'value 235, whereas "station"has the
value 472 for the student at
terminal 472. The finish unit should then contain
"calcs
vc2=station,vc1414,vc1" so that the lock is cleared only
4f this
station was the one which, had set the lock:

***

At.

10

Here is'a different.
The use of v150 in unit "lock" is import
version of that unit which will notwork properly:

unit
lock
8chk
branch vo1,x,8set
pause
branch .8chk
-1
8set
vc1
Suppose the lock is clear:
where we set. the lock ,(vc1

$$ check lock
$$ wait two seconds

Wtry again
1$ set

vc1 is 0. The' the branch is to label ."88et"
-1) and proc eito modify the .common. Unfortunately,

we might get interrupted during the bench operation, in which case another
Student would also-find vcVstill eq .1 to 0, set it, and proceed to modify
common. When we get another. time -s ice after the interruption, we blithely
set vc1 andproceedto Modify co
n ourselves.. Now we have two.people:
modifYinqcommon, which is just
at we were trying to avOidl-,
The version using v150 dogs not have this problem because TUTOR will not
ddle of a series of -calc- statements which
interrupt processing in the
This makes it possible to transfer the
do -not involye -branch- or -ooto-.
.current.value of the lock i to v150 (v15041=vc1) and set the lock (vc1-1)
.without anydanger of inte,ruption between these two operations.' On the
other hand,'TUTOR'may,inte rupt on any.-branch-, -goto-,..-da.0-, or simi r
.uni of the allowable time-slice" used,so far -is
The
btanching .command.
ch4tked on these branchin operations in order to pre rent infinite loops
:here ".
This time check is performed on many
c1' as "8here
,branch
T1.TOR commands, especially commands which might require.a,lot of'processing
time.
The only safe non-interruptable ituation is within a non-branching
.

.

(In addition to time check's, TUTOR also makes checks for tcio, mua

display material stacked p waiting to be sent, to the terminal. -TUTOR
4
inserts,a-catehup- comma* if necessary.)*Note 'that .a lock is needed only if different.students are storing
information into the 'same area of common.
There is no probleth with. haying
differ nt students readiriglinformation out of the same area of common or
storin information in different areas of common. Logical conflicts arise/'
only
modifying the same part.of common. Even in this case there is no problem
rf.
in many typical cases. In tithe example of counting.. the number of students
in the lesson,-we simply ex euted "vc14=vc1+1", which cannot cause any'
problem because all of the odifioations s.! completed in one non - interruptable
-cale-.

Instead of using "pause
2" to'wait fOr the lock we could use "return".
The -return- coimiand has no tag.
It means "return control to the computer -give me another time-slice as soon as possible after servicing. other studentb".'
A -return- or -pause- can be placed just ahead of a small amount of branching
computation to insure that .t is computation starts; at the beginning. of a
time-slice. This insures a oderate amount of non-ihterrupted branching .
computation. For example, a,-return- at the beginning of unit "lock" would
: make the version on this page work properly.

* There may be. changes in these interrupt rules. It isPstrongly recommended
not to use the lock techniques discussed above. Instead, use the new
- reserve - and -release- commands.
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The -storage- command
In certain applications 150 individual student
variables are not
sufficient, even using segmented variables. It is possible to set
up extra
storage ef.up 1000 variables to give a 'total of 1150
variables that are
not shared in a common.. A "storage 350" statement
will cause
a storage block of 350 variables to be set Up in'the swapping
memory for
each student who enters the lesson. Like -common-, the
-storage- command is
not "executed "= it is rather an instruction
to TUTOR to set up storage
When the student enters the lesson.
Like temporary common, the storage
variables are zeroed when the storage.is set up.

44

A 1transfr- command can be used' o move
common or storage variables
from swapping-memory, into the student variables
or into the "vc" area. Usually,
'however, common is loaded automatically into the "vc"
area., If the, common is
larger
an 1500 variables, a -comload- command must be used to
specify which
part of
is large common is to be swapped into and out of Which
sedtion-of
vol throu h vc1500. In the case of ,-storage-,
there is no automatic swap-.
ping:
a stoload- command is used-t0
specify what parts of the storage are
to be thov d into what area of the "v0" variables.
Here is a typical example:
common 1000
storage 75
stoload vc1001,1 75
The common will be automatically swapped in and
out of Vc1 through vc1000
The 75 s orage variables will be swapped in and
out of vc1001 through vc1075..\
it is_ od_form to define all these matters:
/

.

define
.

t%

comlong=1000,stlong=75
stbegin=vc(comlong+1) S.
(etc.)

common comlong
storage stlong
stoload stbegin,1,stlong

calc

stbegin4037.4

While -common- and -storage- are "non-executable"
commands, -comload- and
-stoload- are executable, so that swapping specifications,can
be changed.
The student's current variables v1 through v150
are saved with other
restart information when he signs out. When he signs in the
variables, therefore, have the'values they had when he left: next day, these
Storage
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stotage.variables.are initialized
to zero when 11.e`stotage blookA.s,set UP upon entry into the lessOn, as
with temporary'cAlmon. If it is necessary. to file away more than the standard
150 student variables; ycw:Couid Split Up a, common into diffetentpieces
for individual studentS'." For example-, if'yolvneed to save 200 extra
;variables .fox no morgthan,20,s,tudents, you could split ,up a 4000-variable'
common into 20 pieces each containing 200 Niariableb. An alternative is
variables are .not saVed,/,

"dataset" operations, currently experimental, WhicIll-PerMit you to
control directly the transfer of.blocks of individual data between.the
petmanent storage- (magnetic disks) and, the swapping mSmory.,

C
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This chapter will
Little-detail is given

ert you to additional features of TUTOt and
PLATO.
See appendix A for sources of additional information.

-Other terminal Capabilities

We have emphasized the keybdard and plasma display panel
as the main,
input and output devices used in communicating
with the student. Other
devices which may be qsed include a projector
of color photographs, a
touch panel, a random-access audio playback device,
and, other'specialized
input-output devices. All of these terminal-associated
devices are easily
managed by TUTOR.
The 'plasma display Panel is flat and transparent,
which makes it,postible to project photograPhaon the back, superimposing
color photographs
with plasma-panel text and lineArawingt.
There exists a microfiche Pro-:
jector for the PLATO terminal which will project
any of 256 color photos,.
with frabtional-second access time to any of these 256
pictures.
"microfiche" is a/sheet of'film.carryingmany
tin5%pictures.) ',Microfiches
can be made fibm a set of. ordinary 35-mm slides:'
insert the appropriate microfiche in the terminal Students or teachers,can
forthe subject to be
studied:
The - slide- command selebts any pf the 266 photos:, "slide
173 ",'
.will'project the 173rd photo. Additional pptioni oa
the -slide,- command
permit the independent Control of a shutter inthe
projectOr.

The touch panel is a deVice which puts a grid of'16
vertical and 16
horizontal infrared light beams just in front of
the plasma panel. When'a
,stlident'points at the pada], hg breaks'a
horizontal and vertical beam." The
information as to which beamwere broken is sent
to the computer as-a

A
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'key ", and.the lesson can use this information to move a cursor, choose
a topic pointed at,'etc. The system variable "key" contains the information:
unit
next
enable
,

pause.
-goto

write
.unit

write

,getkey

getkey.
,

,key $ars$ 8),x,keyset,touch,ectin,x
Bnpossible!
keyset
You pressed a key
Cjn, the keyboard.

unit
calc

tOuch
xkl74(key.$ars$ 4) $mask$ 617
ylt=4(key.$Mask$ o17)T

write

Yolito.uched location
XF- 'CISjX,Y> pY7 IS037j>.:

unit
write,

e§tin
a external input
was .4gs,key $malk$ o3771>
.

,

The -enable cOmmand.permits touch inputs as well as input4 from'any device,
connected to the exter al input connector at the badk ofthe PLATc,terminal.
(The externalOinputide
ice might be a. temperature sensor, ananalog-to-digital
converter, etc.) With ut an -enable- command these inputs are ignored. A
- disable- coranand wif also ..cause inputsbo be ignored.
711e system variable
"key"'contai4s a 10 -b
integer (see bit manipulations in chapter IX): the
most significant or yftrmost two bits identify the source of the key 10
for keyset,
for touch penel,2 f r external,inputhand.the least significant
or right-most eig t bits contain t e actdal data (which keyset button, which -touch panel beam , what external data). In the case of the touch anel,ythe
eight data bits ontain four bits of x and. four bits of y to speci y a position.
1.

.

If an - enable'- command is p aced just after an - arrow - ,.touch nput
can be accepted. Thee * a ,to e1- judging, command whoSe tag specifies
\
screen location and ( ptionally)
epatial.tol
nce:
\
"touch
location,tdderance".
ha -orpartiCllarly useful he e:
.

touch
or
answer
write

1215.

II

book
Yes, "libremeans, book

The student' will get the same message whether he'types "book" or points at
a picture,Of a book displayed at location 1215.
(The -or- command can b
used.to make synonomous any judging commands; The system variable "ansc t"
will be the same for all judging commands linked by -or-y)

There is a randoM-access audio.device which stores twenty minutes of
speech, music, or other sounds. Segments as short as ono-third second, can
be accessed in a fraction of a second, no matter where the segMent is located
on the twenty-minute magnetic disk. As with microfiche,'students can change
the disks themselves. There is a -pla4- command to choose a section of the
disk to play music or talk to the student.
Other devices can be connected to theexternal,output connector at the.
back of the PLATO terminal and controlled witt1the -ext- command. The -ext-.
command can send up to sixty 16-bit quantities per second to a device. Among
the interesting devices using this capability is a "music box" that plays
four-part harmony[

Student response data
A crucial aspect of TUTOR on the PLATO system-is that student response
data can be collected easily to aid authors in improving lessons. Detailed
information can be collected: unanticipated "wrong" responses (which may
have been correct but inadequately judged), requests for help, words
not found in A -voaabs-, etc. Summary information can-also be collected:
amount of time spent in amrarea of a lesson, number of errors made, number
of help requests, etc. These detailed and summary data provide an objective
basis for revising{ lessons.
A -dataon- command in a lesson turns on the automatic data collection
machinery.
Students registered in courses with associated response data
files will have their responses logged in their data files. When registering
students in a course, specific data collection options can be chosen% For
example, one might collect only responses judged "no" (unanticipated incorrect
responses). Anticipated correct responses (judged "ok") and anticipated
incorrect responses (judged "wrong") would not he logged. This is often
done because the anticipated responses are precisely those-for which the
lesson is already replying in a det iledi apj5rCpriate manner to the,:student,
Here we see the difference between judge "no" (unanticip ted) and judge
"wrong" (anticipated).
In this connection, -wrong-,
o gv-, and -wrongumake a "wrong"AudgMent, whereas the -no- command makes
o" judgment,

The -area- command is used to subdivide a lesson into sections, each
of which will produce an area summary in the data file.
Each time the student
encounters another -area- command,. a summary of the previous area is placed
'in the data'file. The area summary includes student
namei area name, amount
of-timeespent in the ,area, number of 7-arrow-s, number of. ok/wrong/no responses,
number of helps requested and found, etc. These summary data make possible
statistical treatment of lesson data which can pinpoint weak,areas:

XI .

The -Output- and -outputl- commands permit you to write your own
information and messages into the datafile. This supplerttents the automatic
data logging invoked with -dataon- and -area...
.

.

While
(including
process i
summaries,

)

1

PLATO provides a standard mechanism for looking through data files
sorting the data), you can also read back this information and
yourself. Forexample, the -reada- command will read area
and the -readl- command will read -outputl- information.

Routers and, -

A lesso44can be designated to be a "router" which routes students through
the many lessons,making up a complete course.
A router is associated with
a course. Students registered in a course which uses a router will upon
sign-in be sent first to the router, not to the lesbon specified by the restart
information. A typical router might ask the student, "Do you want to resume
,studying the lesson you last worked on?12If the student says yes, the
router executes a " jumpout resume", which means "jumpout" of this lesson
into the lesson mentioned in the tag, with "resume" having the special meaning
"resume at the restart point".
If the student, says he does not want to
resume, the router might offer the student an index of available lessons.
Suppose the student, chooses a lesson on the list whose name is "espnum".
Then the router does a,"jumpout espnum" to take the student to that lesson.
(The - jumpo- command can'be conditional.) Upon completion of
lesson "espum" -(by "end
lessdn") the student is brought back into the
router.* The router might then ask the student what he wants to do next, or
the router might immediately take the student to-an appropriate lesson.
Generally speaking, -jumpout- commands should be placed only in routers,
not in instructional lessons.
Following this practice insures that lessons
can be plugged into routers on a modular basis. An exceptioh exists in the
case where one instructional package is spread over two or three physical
lessons, in which case -jumpout- is used to connect them together.

A router can use up to fifty "router variables" (vrl through vr50) which
are not affected by the instructional lessons. These'.can be used to keep
track of which lessons have been completed,. how many times they have been
reviewed, how much time was spent in each-lesson, etc.

Instructor mode

Authors write and test lessons, and students study lessons; Instructors
choose lessons from the library of available lessom,to make -up .a course for
their students
Instructors also regibter stude s, monitor their progress,
leave messages for.-the class or for individual s dentd, etc.
There is an
"instructor mode" which makes it easy 'for instructo
to, do these things
wkthout knowing the TUTOf language. The instructor mo
is
ased on a router
together with a mechanism for setting up a roster of studeilts
The options
available through this router are sufficiently flexible to make `it unnecessary
in most cased to write specialized.routers.
* If the lesson executed a -score- command, the router can use the corresponding
value of system variable
score" to help decide' how to route the student,
-
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Special "term"
A
Authors have a number of,special "terms"-to hblp them in curriculum
development.
If you press TERM and type "step", you can sbep through your
lesson on command at a time.
(A continued -calc- counts as one command.)
This is enormously helpful in tracking down logical errors in-a lesson. Aft4
each step, you can check the present value of student variables. At present 1
yoy cannot step during the judging state. The judging state is completed
and a switch made to the regular state before the'step "ode'resnmes.* There
is also a -step- command which will throw the lesson intothe step mode.
The step features are operative only for authors testing their Own lessons.
.

TERM-curspr provides you with's, cursor which you can move around the
screen using the "arrow" keys. Press f for fine grid or g for gross (coarse)
grid. Also press f or g to update the display of the current cursor locatiOn.
This facility is useful for deciding what changes to make in the positioning
of displays on the screen.
TERM- consult, notifies PLATO consultants of your request for help. When
a consultant become available, he or, she will talk to you by typing at' the
bottom of your-screen. 'The consultant has on his, screen the same display
you have on your screen. It is.as though the consultant-were looking over
your shoulder as you demonstrate the problem. You can talk to the consultant
by typing sentencesoat -arrow-s or by hitting TERM and typing.
(If you press
NEXT,' your sentence will be taken as a -t,sym- to look for in the lesson. You
can use ERASE to erase the line and, type Something else.)
The consultants

g

not only know TUTOR well but have a great ideal of experience in helping authors.
TERM-talk asks you for the name of the pers.= you want to talk to, then
pages that person if the personis'presently working at a PLATO terminal., The
person called accept:: the call by hitting TERM and typing "talk". The two
of you can then talk to each other at the bottom ofthe screen, but neither
of you can see what is on the rest of the other person's screen. If" you want
the other person to see all, of your screen; press shift-LAB, which puts you
into a mode similar to TERM-consult.

TERM-calc provides a convenient one -line desk calculator at the bottom
of the screen. ,Authors get normal, octal, and alphanumeric results.
To
avoid confusion, students who use TERM -calc are not shown thdoetal and
alphanumeric displays.

' This restriction had been removed.
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You.can now step through judging commands.
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The document "Summary of TUTOR Commands and System Variables" by
Elaine,Avner lists elch TUTOR command and gives the basic form of the.tag,
and notes any restrictions such as maximum number of .arguments or maximum
%length of names. Lesson. "aids" available on. PLATO provides detailed interactive descriptions of each command, as well as a wealth of other information
useful to authors.

Lesson "notes" on 4ATO provides a foruth for discussing user Problems.
You can write notes to aSic questions or to suggest new features that would
be helpful in your work.
You can,read notes wri en by other users, including,
replicwtob your notes. Replies from consultant to programming questions

general/appear within one day. (For fabter s rvice, use TERM-consult.)
An extremely important sect\on of"not s":is
e list of announcements of
new TUTOR features. Check this eedtion regul ly for announcements of new
TUTOR capabiiities. The annanncements a
fo lowed within a few days by
detailed desoriptiong.in "aid".
Sometimes " cites" will announce a chan e in the -TUTOR language involving
an automatic con rsion of eXisting lesson. For example, there used to be
several different commands (line) liner,. igure, and-figuref) for doing what
-draw- now, does.
When -draw- iaap-implem ted, all existing, PLATO lessons
were run through an automatic conversio routine to change the old- commaVds
into appropriate -draw- commands.;. It i probable that other 'such refin ents
will be made in the future. Therefore4.be'sure to

READ NOTES AND AIDS FOR CHANCES
,that may have occurred since the publication of this book! The publication
dat on the title page of this book tells ydt where to
looking in the
chkonological listing of new features maintained in 'noes"

It was indicated in this book that additional jnd
g apagraphics,
capabilities will probably be addedtoTUTOR. There is
pork in prog
to broaden greatly the handling of arrays in calculations t include matr
manipulations. Look for such things in "notes" and "aids".

.
"ft
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Appendix

List of TUTOR

Calculatiap
at

calc

'wri

calcc

origin
axes
tec
bounds
gase
frame
eraapu
scalex
size
scaley
rotat.
°1fcalex
mode
lscaley
char eti. Ilabelx
mic o
labely
dha
markx
plt
mirky
shiw
locat
gs owa
sh we
gdraw
:sh wo
hbar
sh wt
vbar
sh wz
vect
poly
dr w
delt
r raw
func
c rale
ci cleb
slid
wi dow
pla
do
ext

.

calcs
define
do.

exit
doto
goto
branch
transfr
zero

ands

Segue

udent Res onses

unit
entry

ar ow endarrw

pau:4)

lo sg

'next

jk y
co y,edit
fo ce

cat hu
time
step 0

next,
back,
hefp,he 1
data da al
abl

term
base
end
rest rt

li -t

co
vo
an
an
ex

qept
abs,vochb
v,wrongv
d,wrongu
ct,exactc

imai
fin sh

ok, o, ignore

modper6

do

ma

'search

compute
itoa
clock
name
course
date

to h
ariS

h

sp
or

got

,jump
jump

st rea
dt ren
store
stareu
judge
join

day,

find
findall

bump
put,putd,putv
loada

common
comload
storage
stoload
return

6kwordnOword
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keyte

an- er,wrong

randu
setperm
randp
remove

pack
move

Oth

inhibit
enable

disabl4
dataon
area
output
outputl
'reada
c,readl
)

'

0,

B -2
ditional TUTOR commands not discussed in this kook

abort

.60 rt normal updating of common or student record

addl '

,d one to a variable
a low an instructional lesson to use router common
u e alternate font for all writing
c = racter string match td student response ..
n lesson at lower priority
c .nge command names (e.g., to French or Russian)
c eck whdther charset already loaded
1 kg -loada- but takes one character per variable
t n off student response data collection
li e -helpopli e.-helpopt ed blank output-for preciSe display.timing
sp cify word endings for - vocabs-

allow
altfont
angva
backgnd

-

.

\change,

..

_

chartst
close
dataoff
dataop
datalop
delay

.

.

.

nclings

oregnd'

...

r

elpop.
elpopli = ow\
i error
k top
labop
lablop
open
press
readr
ieadset
release
record
reserve`
route
routvar
score
subl

tabset
use

,

r

lesson at normal :(non- background)

pro ide help on thg page
lik -helpoplik -imaill- but associated ,with arrowlspe ify u it to go to if -calc- error
lik. -bac - but Va. the STOP key
likes -hel p
,like -help°,
like -storea- but stores one character per variable
.pres es:a key, fdr the student
read
Afudent record for data processing
.4.

,

,

.

.

A

,

.

specify a data file for -reada- and 4-,readl-

'

a reserved common
record a message on audio device
reserve or lock a common
specify router units for end of instructional lessons
set up router variables
set a lesson score to be used by a router
,subtract one from a variable Ps
set up tabs forETAS key
rise
ions of anotherelesson to prepare, this lesson
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Appendix C
List of built-in -calc- functions

sin(x)

sine
cosine

cos (X}

o
arctan(x)
arctangent
Angles are me ured in radians. For example, S
) means sine of 45
radians, bu
ine(45°) means sine 'of 45 degree
(0.707) . The degrea
sign (MICROconverts to radians. Similarly arotart(1) is .785 radians,
which can
rted to degrees by dividing by 1°, the number of
radians in
; arctan(1)/1° is 45. Using the degree sign after
umber is e
nt to multiplying the number
(2w/360). w (MICROp)
3.14159....

sqrt (x)

square root; can alto be' written x1/2 or x'5
logarithm, base 10,
natural logarithm, base e.
ex

log(x)
1n(x)
exp (x)

abs(x)
round(x)
t(x)

absolute value; abd(-7) is 7
round to nearest integer; round(8.6) is 9
integer part; int(8.6) is 8
fractional part; frac(8.6) Is 0.6

fraclx.),

produce logical values-(true=1-1,false=0)
inverts logical values (true++false)
0
true if "both x and y are trueA
true ,if either x or y is trode (or both)

x $anO y
x $or$ y

4

x
x
x
x

$cls$ y
$ars$
$mask$ y
$union$ y

x gitts y
bittnt(x)

=

circular left shift x by ib't positions
arithmetic right shift x by y bit positions
sets bits where both'x and y ave bits set
sets bits where either x or y has bits set for both)
sets bits where-x and y differ (exclusive union)
counts bits

.

4.

The'Operatorsinvoliiing equality ( =, O, S and-) consider,,,tvp quantities tobe
equal if they ditfer by less. than one part im-4011 (relatime-,toldranoe).or
by an: absolute difference bf 10-9.
One consequence is that all. -numbers
within 10-9 of zero are considered equal.. Similarly, "intr. aid 4fracq,
round their arguments by 10-9-so that int(3.999990999)45, 4 not .3, and,
.frac(3,999999999) is 0,.not 1. ThiSis done because a 4.4.44Rf 3-999999)999,,
is usually due to roundoff errortmade,by-the computer in,attehipting to
=-,
calculate a result of 4.' The less than '(<) and greater, than
(a) operators. de\
not make these roundoff compensations.

-.,

W-/
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System .Variables

'DISCUSSED IN
THIS BOOK
anscnt
args
cl6ck'
formok
j'count

key
opcnt
spell
station
Varcnt,
vocab '-

where
wherex
wherey

NOT DISCUSSED IN
THIS BOOK
baseu
capital
dataon
entire
error
errtype
extra
ju ged
ido e
Iscore
mainu
mode
nhelpop
ntries
order
phrase
size
user
wcount
zreturn

aarea .

aarows
ahelp
ahelpn
aok
aokist
aino
aterm
aterthn

1=e
0
./

The third column. consists of counters assn
,-area- command.

ated wi

the

O

specs liII-11.(also see -specs-)
np caps in'tag',.with specs bumpshift

N.

-abort- Appendix B
accent marks 1-5
,.ACCES8

.

marks in tag YII-12
unctuation'ignored in.student
respbnse VII-34
with -list- V11-13,VII44
-answer- useful An limited context

active ,lesson X-2

-addl- Appendix B.
41ebrait and numerical judging VII-25
algebraic V11-27
judging equation VII-30

,

VII44

warning about (1/2x) VI-31,V11732
with scientific units_VII-31

.see -concept, VII-14
nteraction with -concept- VII-17
with neg4tion VII-24
with-blank

werning.aboutj3+6cm) with
-storeu,' VU-33

.

- allow- .Appendix B

-exact- compared with ',answer- VII-34

alphanUMeric information
-store4=
-showa- IV-9,VII-9

no conditiOna-answer- VII-37
using -put- to find pieces:,

of words VII-52
-area- XI-3

10 characters' per variable ,VII -4,
VII- 50,VII- 55,IX -16

difference from numeric VII-9,VII-10,
IX -16
'alphanumericto numeric conversion
IX-25,IX-28
alternate font
unaffected by -sizeand - rotate-

.args system variable IV-11H
arguments

passing arguments:tOMTO
commands IV-9'
passing argUmentS to
:subroutines .IV -10.

.VIII-7

args System!variableAV-11
warning to use different variables
ilvdifferent subroutines IV-12

using -char- 4nd -plot- Val-22
-altfont--Appendix B
1

and ($and$) logical operator VI -4
Anderson, 8. following 1-2
animations 11-3
use of iterative -do-IV-7
smooth animations VIII-7
VII-48.
anscnt syitem variablg VII -17
zeroed when judgingstarts and by
specs- VII-17
.ze ed by-judge rejudge
anged for synonomous
not

Omitted-arguments IV -11,

.

ordere:oassingA1017

,

passing arguments ih
cdndtiOnal'
passing arguments inl- -gtto- VI -13
can be:,complicated,

exprestiens44,IV41
arc of a circle II -2

aribhmetiqAri11 14I46 ':
brithrfleticrfght:shiftlars$ IX-20

corm t-s-VII-19
cursor m

ing VII-22

1-3
-ansu, VII-31, 1-33

with -.or-

warning about,(3+6cm) with -storeuV11-33
qk
'
VII-25
-wrongv- VII-25 `\,
in arithmeticAriTI\VII-26
with opcnt VII-26
'Specs noops,novars VII -26-

concept/vocabs similar to
ansv/define VII-27
algebraic judging VII-27

warning. about (1/2VII-31
affected by -bump-, -put-, and
judge rejudge IX-25
-ansva- Appendix B'
-answermarkup of errors in student respbnse
1-9
With numbers VII-10
limitatigns VII -11

notoler, nodiff_VII-11

4

.0r4j1Wr"4447;
with esSoreu...MMensinnality VU -3g
:

wathing7004.0efining
v, ni vet or.nt IX-414X4
tWop..diMensional array

in common X,8

arrow- 140/1-1
multiple- arrow -.s in a,

unit

diS010*arrowheadon.

screen I- 9;VII -37
inhibit arrow V11.022
loCation in unit._ remembered

VII-1,VII-37
restarting at - arrow- fot. each

response V1,1-2,VII-37"
satisfy all -arrow-s.befOre leaving
main unit VII-2,VII-37
search for:additional
- arrow -s VII-2,V114011-37
rgoto- skiPpedAWII442
delimits precedin§'
- arrow- VII-4041-37

si

base unit I-12,V-5,,k
basic TUT011,1-7
binary notation IX-13,IX-19
bit manipulation IXT:13

changes search state to regular
state VII-4,V11-37
sets default long. VII-8
summary, of processing stages VrI-37
interactions with ,other,

Sclsteircular left shift IX-18,

commands,VII-44
sets default long, jkey,

IX-20
$ars$ arithmetic right'shift IX-20

copy VII-49`'

rules for attaching' units containing
-arrow- VII-5,V11-43
merely collect response VII-57
sets left margin VIII-1
with response erasing VIII-15

\

,

-enablem' for touch 'input ,XI-2

assignMent of values in a -cilc- IV-3
multiple assignments IV-4
' implicitly defined IX-2
in -store-/-computespecs okassign IX-28
assignment symbol` V-4,IX-28
asterisk for comments,I-12
attached unit III-1,V-6,V1-9
by .:do- III-1
by -gotom VI -8

,

and negative numbers IX-23
$misk$ IX-20
constructing masks in octal IX -21
Sunion$,IX-23
$diff$ 1X-23,
bitcnt function IX-23
packing data IX-20
octal nymbers IX-2tcomplementing bits IX-22
byte manipulation IX-24
bitcnt function IX -23
!I s.
-bounds- VIII-10
-branch- IX-10
(aho see -goto- VI-, -doto- DX='12)
statement labels IX -10
)calc or noncalc type IX-11
branch q IX-11 -,,

ymuttnot have.duplicate labels IX-11
cannot bra
oast -entry- X-11'
adventite compared

attempts (countingsstudent
attempts)
audio device'XI -3

IX -12

automated display generation'II-2
automatic response-associated
erasing VIII-16
automatic scaling with
graphing commands VIII-8
auxiliary unit (see attached unit ,
Avner, E. Appendix A
-at- 1-8,11-1
default -it- after response VII-2
one or two arguments II-1,IV-9,IV-11
sets left margin VIII-1
where system,variable VIII-2
wherex and Aerey system
variables VIII-3
cemparisonvith -origin- VIII-13
-axes- VIII-9
(also see -bounds- VIII-10)

tyilootiig 1/.4

conditional VI-1
within a unit, see ,branch-JIX-10
broken or dashed circle -:circteb- 11-2
-bump!, VII-21,VII-49
)

coffibinations of--put-

and 4ump- VII 52
with shift characters VIII' -52

affects -store4Nnsvbumpshift specs opt-fon17,10 VIIbyte manipulation 1X-,24

11

(alsoee bit manipulatiOn)

-calc-JX-34IX-1
conditional -ca16(7calcc- and 7calcs-)
x is not the fall-through
-back- I-11.1-12:"
-backl- V-10
-backgnd-, Appendix 8 "
BACK and BACK1 'return from
help sequence V-5

option, V1-7
summarY. IX-1,

statement label equivalent
-cart-'IX 710

-

with integer variables IX-17
-calcc- VI-7 (see -calc-)
calcs- VI-7 (see -calc-)
calCulations IV-1
carriage returnsiihd left.mgins VIII-1

backspace I- 4,VIII -4

-base- V-5
base pointer and base unit V-5
q or blahk to_clear V-5
automatically cleared when b
unit-reached V-5
set base pointer -V-5,V-6,VIII- 1

-catchup., 11-7

automatic X-10 ,
central memory X-3
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..,_change-fAppendix,B
-'character grid
:coarse 1-8

,

'line II-1
character set VIII-5
Character strings VII-53
/-.
see -bump-kand:-put- fer.student:
character-strings,
see '-pack-, - move -,. and ,search

for Other stringt
'
singleflOote marks ('dog')
VII-54,1X-19 ?
double quotA markS.(!doe)
6 -bit character cildei

and LcalcAX-17

.

and ,,Comput,t.. IX-25

Characters
character grid

conversions
between octal and decimal IX -22
-between alphanumeric and
numeric IX-25,IX-28
...;course-. VII-56 ,
course registration VIII-21
- concept. VII-15 (see -vocebs- VII--15)

with numbers VII=16'
synohyms V11-16
markup of'student response VII -16
Inissing words VII-16t
.misspellings VII-16

7

VII-58,1X18

.

.

.-.
,

(coarse 1-8,- fine II -1)'

specs okxvocab'VII-16
Jnteraction with -answer- or
-wrong- VII-17
wittr-judde wrong'VII-19
synonomous -conceptts yr1 -19,
anscnt unchanged VII -19
with negation V11-24

concepthocabssimilar to

-,. character siie 0*16)--11-8
1.0 per'yartable VII-9,IX-16

special characters-VIII4
-char- VIII-22
-charset-

AppendixB

ansv/define VII-27.
-copy- VII-45,I-5'
copy key disabled by -arrow- VII -45
copy-compared with edit VII-45
cursor moving routine VII-21.

with -match= VII-24

charti (see graphing cbmmand's).
Cheshire tat .111-2
Chinese characters with =rdraw'
-Circle- 11-2 ,..
b.
-circleb- 11-2
circular left shift t,c1s5

-clock- command vii=56
clock system variable VII-56
-close- Appendix B
coarse grid I-8,11-1
command 1,7
list of commands Appendix 13,
comments (4 1-12, $$.11-3)
-comload- X-6,X-11
,

-common-t X =1

/

temporahyicommon X-1
-/
uses of.temporary co mon X-2
-common-'not:,executed- -2
permanent common X-3
splitting among many students X-12
and the swapping process"X-6
locking ,common X-8
common variables X-1 (also_lee - common -)
compile IX -25

complementing bits 1X-22
-computet IX-25 lsee
IX-28),
conditional commands V1-1
oonditio4 can be complicated
expression VI-2
condition rounded to mearest
integer V1-2.with logical expressions-VI-3
,

more precise due, :to rounding VI -3

consult special. term XI-5
continued -write- statement VIII-1

with',-keytype- VII-580 .

cursor special4ermXI-5
Curtin, C. following 1-2
Cyrillic,dharacters VIII-5
.

dashed or broken circle (-circleb-) 11-2
data from 'student responses XI-3
-data- V-10,
-datal- V=10,
.,dataoff- Appendix B
-dAtaon- X1-3

data bases k-3,X-12
data files XI-3,
,dataset operations X-12
-date- VII -56

Davis, C. 1-1
VII-56
debugging,facilitated by -do- II-2
decimal and octal conversions IX-22
-defiheL. ,IV- 4,IX- 2,IX- 27,IX -28

.

useddefine-, avoid primitives IV-5
-define- must precede
related -talc- IV-4
explicit multiplicationrequited IV-5,1X-27,IX-28
overriding., system variable

definitions IV-11,IX-27,1k-28
student define'set VII-7,V11-26,
IX-25,IX-27,IX-28
with algebraic judging VII -27
with scientific units VII-32
with indexed variables IX-55
in grafit IX-27

.

-, defining funr ions IX -2'

'

erasing as

';:--,,,

warning about
.defining v, n, vc,tor nc IX-4,IX-5,
defining arrays IX-5`.
defining segmented variables 1X,6

- delay - 'Appendix B

7

making

ts, VIII-22

ills

arit

,

otit TI-26
,Vocabulary VII.35,VII- 36,VIII -19

'

,

ciated

with, res ,once

-.delta, VIJI-10

diskta1culator VII-6
-

dialog'
--:
(with -concept- and -v9cabs=) ,VIII14-- `
.

,

''.'

AictionAry.Usipg-terwL Y-12
4diff$'1X-23 /.
..

-,

.

Oiimehstanality of scientific.
-units in -storeu- VII-31
,Aisable-.XI-2
-disk permaKent stdrage X75X-12
-do1,,III-1 (also see Apio-.1X-12)
.

,?-

,

iterative 1V-.6
-

.

,

.,

.

embeddeasishow commands' in

-write- statement IV-9
s for -show-, a for -showa-..,

t for -showt-, e for -thoWe-,
and z for -shOwz-' 14-9
* ;
' in--Writec- VI-6
1

--

delimits predittn

'

-`undo when -unit- coMliandz

4

edit compared 0'6 topy4I1-45

-end- I-12,V-4,V-5,V111-21
'\
ignored f1vnon-help sequence115
en a lesson41J-36,XI-4
i,,.
endarrow- 1-13,r',14,V11-4,WI-5

.cOnaitiOnal iterative-do- V1-13:
toeciaT meaning of
and x,VI-f3
..:

entountered"41-10
p:g VI-11'
like -join-'e
tregUlar,
do q 'like. .0

only VII-.3,y11-3

'

tenable-,XI-L2--

compared with
cohditional,-goto-41-12'
cautSovabout, slowness of
.segmented'variables IX-10
.'conditianal.VI-1

:edit- VII-45,1 -4

.

-'

.

skipped during judging;and

arrow- I- 3,VII-5,V11-37.
the' es search state
1 ,
to
ular.stateVII-5,V1I-43
pause
tween ,7arrow-s°VII4.
at end o ullit VII-5
required i -arrow- done
or jOined'
I-5,VII-43

.

.-entry- VI-12 (al

search VII';

do-ing - arrow -s VII-5
text7insertionpature:VII5....gate.; causes

.exception V.1:11.0.,V1I,40

'judging,command
.Prevents un-do-ing VII-37;VII.-40
do level".Saved at - arrow- VII -44
,

nested -dos IX-5

,

.

-exit-. from -do-s IX-29.

dollaesigns for comments 1173
-at- VIII' -2,1

,-1,

Aoto-IX-12

-.relation 'to branch q, IX-13

."-

dots on screenII-3
--dot-'VIII-22

'

display screen I4
displays II1-1
.automated display'generation II-9
-draw- coarse grid I-8,fine grid 11-2

automated display generationII-9
example.with
.

.

'

c,complicated expressions IV -8

from current position VIII-3,W1-11
skip option VIII-10,
;
.
updating of where,
wherex, wherey VIII-10
e number of points.VIII41

rison with -gdraw- VIII-12
arison with -rdraw- VIII -12
e -window- VIII-14

see -unit-)
use in votabular drill VIII -20
equality rounding
in logical expressions 6-4,1X-3equations ih algebraic judging VII-30
,-erase- 11-4,11-8
automatic full-screen erne
for'new main unit 1-12;1 ,V-2
inhibit erase VII-46,VIII 9
explitit"-erase- VIII-21,
erase mode 11-7
:
used in erasing responses VIII-16
`-eraseu- VIII-18
erasing student responses'VIII-15

-exac1404-34
hariets'Ounctuation
_marks. VII-12,VII34 -.-ignoring blank rtsponses VII-49
compare with-blank -answer- VII-25
-exactc- VII-35 (conditional -exact-)
in a vocabulary drill VII-35
exclusive union (see $diff$ IX-23)
-exit- IX-29
exponential show command, -showe- IV-9

exponents Wfloating-point
numbers IX4I5
expressions :

IV-1

usable e0 j
IV-8 ,,,
logical expressions V1-3
mixing,logical
and
r
4
numer, 7ywhere
cal expressions VI-4
student ekpreszions VII-6,V11-7
0i
ci

.

0

a regular command V11-3,V11.-41,V11-42
skipped during judging and
search VII-3
,must not use in
,
attached -arrow- unit VII -5
grafit language IX-27
-graph- VIII-9
,.
graphics II-1
automated display general on 11-9
graphing. commands VIII-8
- origin-, -axes-, ...sale -, -scaley-,
-labelx-, .labely-, -gra h-, -hbar-,.
-vbar-, -gdraw-, - locate -, -markx-,

)CI-4

external input XI -2

external output XL

.

.

false (in logical. expressions) VI /3
- find- IX-28 (also see - search- II-54)
- findallJ IX-29
fine gridlII-1
- finish- X-2,X-

flags .sings s gment d variablei IX-9
floating-point numhe s 05,1X-23font I-Cl/III-5

force font,JUI-6

7

.- marky -, - vector -, -lscale -,

- 1scaleyny -bounds-, -pol r-.,

unaffected hy -si e- and
-rotate- VIII-7
using -char- and -plot- VLII-22

,...

-

.

-funct-, -delta-, -framegrid II-1
,
-group- VII-59 (see -keYtype- VII-58)

.
..

.:

.

- force- VII -8

force long. VII-8

force font'VIII- foregnd-Appendix
forme syttem variable
VII- ,V1147,V11-33,IX 26

halfcirc subroutine example IV-3
-hbar- V111-9 (also see -vbar-,r1L-9)

-help- I-11,I-12,V4
later -help- overrides

-fra

- func -

earlier -help 1,11

(also ee IX-26).
on keys 1-4,
ons IVT5,IX-2,Appendix C
entheses around function
guments IV-5,VII-6
di
nsionless arguments

help sequenCe V-5.
help sequence is, a'
sloW subroutine V.:7
return is to beginning of
base unit V-7
converting between help and non-help

funct
funct
pa
a

,

f'r - stereo- VII-33

sequences .V-6
use -of -jkey- to give help VII-46
impor nce of enabling
HELP
VII-48,
Withinh bit, erase VIII-21

de iningloyr bwn:functiens. IX-2.
precedence over bellt-in
functions IX-27,1X728
in ' (integer part) IX-3,IX=17
sin (stne),IV-1
sqrt (squa
root) IV-8
modulo I
plotting functions IX-26.

iau (see initial entry unit)
-tfernor- Appendix 8
-ignore- judging command VII-23

%

-imain- 1,-12',

bitcrt ( it count)1X43

Ghesquiere,
id aw-.VII
a so see
omparis
omparis

J. I-1
.
-9
draw- and -rdraw-)
n with -draw-oVIII-12
n with -rdraw- VIII-13

to-114.-7
jgpeso see -

.

- goto q

.

anch- IX-10., -doto- IX-12i\

mild fo
o -jump- VI-7
cut off
unit VI-8
' does not change main unit VI-8
relation to -do- VI-8,VI-10
exceptio to text-insertion nature
of -do- VI-10,VII-40
summary of basic properties,VI-11
V1-11,VII,2 -36

with -entry- VI-1
cOared with iterative - 0- VI-l2:.
passing arguments with - to- VI -18

inactive lesson X-4
' in enting -branchn IX-11;
i
ex for students to use
with -term- V-11
with -imain- V-13
setting and clearing
V-14
with -store-/-ok- VII-8,
with -match- VII-24
with. -ansv- VII-25
exed variables IX-3.(also see arrays)
with -storeu- dimensionality VII -32

/

warningabout
defining v, n,vc,

or

nc

Indexed common ariables X-2
-inhib
Anhib
arrow VII-22
inhibit rase VII-46,VIII-19
'Intera
inn with -restart- VIII-21

/

,

.`initial entry unit (ieu) VIII-6
with compute pointers IX-27

judge rejudge VII-21,V11-60
affects -store-/-ansv- 1X-26
judge ignore VII-21
stops processing VII-21
ignoring blank responses VII-49
judge-exit VII-22

0

,relationo -restart- VIII-21
.initializations
general questions
of initialization V-7,V--8
unit pointers-cleared
when new Main unit entered V-11
use of - amain- V-1:
zeroing variables 11-6
zeroing compute pointers IX-26
fn ieu IX-27
-window- not initi lized
N's.
.by main unit VIII -14
-size- and - rotate!- nOt initialized,
by main unit VIII-14
with - restart- VII-21
initializi
VIII-22
zeroing tempor '\common X-1
zeroing -storage- - 2

...,

in student data XI-3
'conditional form of -judge- V11-23
judging commands VII-1
(see -arrow-, -answer-, -wrong-,
-concept-, -match-, -ansv-,
-WrOngv-, -ansu-, -wrongu-,'
-store-,-storea-, -storen-,
exact-, -exactc-, -ignore-)
ry-VII-61
op processing in
egular state VII-1,VI -39
y terminate judging s ate VII-2
k a d no judgements VII-2
d faultmo V.11-2
requ re an)-atrow-'Command VII-1
skip 1ed in search state VII-2,V11-3
delimit regular( commands VII-3,V11-37
accessed by -jdin- VII -3
switching froth regular to
judging state VII-20
judging copy of student response VII-21
affected by -bump-,VII-50
judging key VII-46 '(See - jkey -)
judging student responses VII-1
-jump- V-9
initializ tions V-9
base pointer not affected V-9
cancels previous -do-s V-9
'

int function for integer part, IX-3,IX-17

,

integer variables X-17
common integer variables X-2
-instructor mode XI-4

.

insertion of subroutine (by -do -) III-1
interactions of -arrow-7

.

with other commands II-44
Introduction to TUTOR,
Ghesquiere,!.Davis, Thompson I-1
'iterative -go- IV-CV-8.
-itoa- IX-2
,

jcount Os em variable V 1-9
affecte by specs bum
iWVII-1.2 -,',
and

bump.- VII-50

screen erased ,V-9

and - ut-V1I-51,VII-52 Y
-jkey- VII- 5,VII-46
default.

used with -base- to initiate
help sequence V-9
compared with- -goto- VI-7
-jumpout- X1-4,

et' by - arrow- VII -45

with response erasing VIII-15
-join- VII-3 (also see -do-)
uniVersOly executed (regular,
judgin , search) VII-3,VJ1-30
like - - except-universal
/
VII-3 VII-37,V11-40,V11-49 /
join- ng -arrow7s'VII-5
text-insertion nature VII-5,VII-40
-goto- causes exception
VI-10,VII-40
dudging command,
oreventrun-do;ing VII-37,VII-40'
repeated executio in regular,

key system variable VII -46

key names v11.46411-58

.

Judging,search s

es VI I -`38`

-judge- VII- 18,VII -19
-judge-. is a regular

..,

doe's not stop processing:VII-21.:

in student data X1-3
judge ok VII-19
does-not-step processing VII-21
'judge continue VII- 20,VII -47.

in algebraic judging VII-28
O

catching every keS, VII -57
key codes VII -58

timeuvVII-69

,

with touch and external input XI-2
keyset or keyboard 1-3
-keytype- VII-58 (see'-group- VII-59)
keyword judging VII-23
-kstop- Appendix B

.

and VII-18
judge wrong used to stay at -arrowVII-18,VIII-19

II

judge no VII-23,

-lab- V-10
-labl- V-10

labelinglraphsVIII-8
labels on statements
for -branch- IX-10, for -40to- IX -12
must not have duplicate labels IX-11
-labelx- VIII-9 (see -markx- VIII -9 )
-Iabely- VIII-9 (see -marky- VIII-9)

20

4-

large-size writing 11-3
left shift

-move- VII -53

multiple -arrow-s I-13,VII-4
multiplication
explicit between defined names IV -5
(except for.students VII-7)

(see circular left shift IX-18,I40)

,

lesson space VIII-7,X-3
lessons not swapped X-6
levels'of -do- (10 permitted) 111-2
line drawings (see -draw-)
line-drawn characters
(see -size- and -rotate-)
-list- VII-13
-'in -answer- and -wrong- VII-13,VII-14

takes precedence over division IV, -2
music XI-3

-name- VII -56

-loada- VII- 53,VII -54

-locate- VIII-9 (also see -at-)
locking common X-8
logical expressions VI-3

in conditional commandsI-3
mixed with numerical expressions VI-4
logical operators =,#,4,,,A,3 VI-4
roundoff on equality VI-4,IX-3
logical operators $and$, $or$, (not)

VI-4,VI5
-long- VII-8
force long VII-8,VII-44.
fqllows -arrow-, precedes-judging
Commands VII-8
modifies -arrow- VII-8
must precede -specs- VII-1
long
with judge ignore V11 -22
default set by -arrow;!. VII 44
-edit- for long greater
than 150 VII-45
-Iscalex- VIII -10 (see -scalex- VIII-9).
-lscaley- VIII-10 (see -scaley- VIII-9)

,

naming variables (-define-) IV-4
negative words VII-24
-next- I-11,V-1
put.near beginning of unit V-2
successive -next- commands.
override V-2
"next
" or "next
q" to clear
pointer V-3
NEXT key I-4,V-2
always a. judging key VII-45
ignoring extra NEXT keys VII-49
next physical unit V-2
- nextl- V-10

- Ixtnow- I-11,I-13
-n - VII-8,V11-23
in arithmetic drill VII-26
nodiff specs option VII-11
non-help sequence 9-5
converting between help and non-help)
sequences V -6

non-numerical parameters specified
by student VII-8
nookno specs option VII-12,V111-19
noops specs option VII-26
noorder specs option I-10,VII-12,V1149
not (logical function) VI=5
notoler specs option VII-11
novars specs option VII-26
-noword- VIII-20
numeric information different
from alphanumeric VII-0,VII-10I.
range of numerical values IX-13
numerical parameters specified
'by student VII-60111-26
checking for negative VII-20
numerical and algebraic judging V
algebraic VII-27

main unit V-1,V-6,VI-9
not affected by -goto- VI-8
4
margin set by -at- anU -arrow- VIII-1
marker
-arrow- marker VII0,VII-2
.

-specs- marker VII -12 VII -13
'markup of response VII-2/
-markx- VIII-9 (see -labelx- VIII-9)
-marky- VIII-9 (see -labely-AIIII-9)
masking in bit manipulations
1$mask$) IX-21
-match- VII-23
also see -storen- VII -25
in grafit language IX-27
mathematical expressions IV-1
merge -see $union$ IX-23)
-micro VIII-8
microf the XI-1
micro- ey options 1-5
micro table VIII-8
-mode- (erase, write, rewrite)
II-7,VIII-4,V111,7
conditional form VI-7
-modperm- V11-36 (also see permutations)
modulo function IX-3'
i

.

octal numbers for masks IX-21
octal show command, - showo- IV-9,IX-22
-ok- VII-6,V11-200111-23
okassign specs option IX-28
okextra specs option I-1,0,VII-11
'okspell specs option VII-11,101-19
-okword- VIII-20
okxvocab secs option VII-16
olicnt syst m variable VII-26,V11-28

1
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-open- Appendix B
-operations (see precedence)
optional words
in -answer-/-wrong- 1-9
in -vocabs- VII-15
judging command XI-2,
or ($or$) logical operator VI-4
-origin- VIII-9
comparison with -at- VIII-13
-output- XI-4

primitive variable'names
(v1-v150)0-2,IV-5,1X-27,IX-211
-put- VI1-21,VII-51
affects jcount VII-51
terminates' judging if string
too long VII-51
combinations of
-put- and -Bump- VII-52
affect; - store- / -ansv- IX-25
- putt- VII-54 also see -put-)

-putv- VII-52

also see -put-)

-pack- VII-53,V14155

parentheses around function
arguments /V-5,VII=6
partial circle 11-2
passing arguments IV-9 (see arguments)
-pause- 11-4;111-57

q (special unit name) 1/1.3,V1-3

clears unit pointers y-loon-3
goto q V1-11,V11-36
in conditional iterative -do- VI-13
wjth -branch- IX-11
quote,marks forcharacter strings
single ( 'dog') VII44,1X-19
double ("doeYVII-58,IX-18

between - arrow -s,

with -endarrowcatching every key VII-57
no-key display VII-60
no help at blank -pau - V11-60
pause keysaa,b,etc. VII 0'
help, term, etc. poss
e VII-60
NEXT key special VII-60.
-return- )-10
permanent common X-3 (also see -common-)
permanent storage area X-4
permutations V11-35
-randp- VII-35
setperm- V11-35
-remove- V11-35
.

random numbers
(see -randu- and permutations)
-randp- VII-35 (also see. permutations)
-randu- VI-5
arithmetic drill VII.-26
algebraic judging VII-27,V11-28
compared with -randp- VII-35
range of numerical values IX-13

,

.

- rdraw- VIII-12

'

affected by -size-'and
-rotate- VIII-13

-modperm- VII -36

vocabulary drill VI-36

compared with -gdraw- VIII -13'

photographic projection XI-1
physical pext unit V-2
place notation IX-19
plasma display panel 1-2
-play- XI-3
VIII-22
plotting functions IX-26

readability with subroutines,III-2
- reads- XI-4

-readl- XI-4
-readset- Appendix B
- record- Appendix B
registration records V111-21,X-4
- storage- not saved X-11
regular commands VII-1
skipped in judgjng
state VII-1,V11-20,V11-37,VII-39
skipped in search
:
state-VII-2,VII-3,VII-37
-do- and -goto= are regular
commandS VII-3
switching from regular to
judging state VII-20
judging command stops and
prevents un-do-ing VII-37,V11-39
.-remove- 1/11-35 (also see permutations)
responses (see judging)
response data XI-3
-restart- VIII-21
(also tee initial entry unit VIII-6)
- storage- not saved X-11
'

(also tee .-lunct- VIII -10)
pointers
ext-, help, base, etc.)
q or bla
to clear pointer V- ,V-7
successiv commands override
earlier se ings V-3,V-6
,cleared when; ew
main unit exit ed V-11
compute pointer
-26
zeroing in ieu

,

pointing at torh panel
-polar- VIII-1
positioning III-1

powd s in floating- oint numbers IX-1
pre edence (of ma ematical operations)
-1,VII-31,IX 7,IX-28
eparing lesson for active use X-2
-press- Appendix B
1*
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,

n VIII-6
1-restart- command VIII-21)
-return- X-10 (also see -pause-)
return from help.sdquence V-6,V-7,V-8
.rewrite mote II-8,V111-4,V111-7
right shift
(see arithmetic right shift IX-20,IX-23)
restarti

.

- rotate. 11-3

,interaction with -arrow- VII-44
affects -writec- VI-6
.does not affect alternate.font
affects -rdraw- even..
in size 0 VIII-13
not initialized by main unit VIII-14
rounding
of condition in conditional
commands VI-2
in equality operation VI-4
in indexed, variables
in segmented variables IX-7
with integer variables IX-17
-route- Appendix B
routers XI -4

-routvar- Annan i B
Russian alphabet V111-6
'

skip in -draw- VI I-10
-show- IV -8

significant fi res IVrd
-showa-,(alphan
ric) IV- 9,VII -9
default .leng h VIIr9
uses 6-bit c ratter codes kX-16
ignores null haracters IX-17
with v or n,
riables IX-18
- shove- exponen ial) IV -9
- showttabular _IV-9
- showo- octal)
-9,11-.22F
-showz- show tr ling-Zeroes) IV-9
'

automatic eraSin0III-16

4

sign-in/sign-out VII -21,X-4
simulation, of judgin and_search'VII-3
sin (sine tunct1on) Ili! -1'
-size- 11-3
interaction with = rrow- VII-44;
..

affects -writec- V 4 does not affect
affects -rdrawcomparison wi
not initial ed
skipping over
in
-slide- XI-

-'

alt
e font VIII-7
11 r13
-tt. lex- VIII-13

by
in.unit VIII-14
unit V-I
,

Smith, S,

followi g 14,V11-14
- scale1W-scal y- VIII-9
(also see -1 calex-/-1scaley- VIII -10)
compariso with rsize- VIII-13
scaling in g aphing commands V111-8
scientific units VII-31 (see -ansu-)
- search - .(Character string
command) VII- 53,VII -54

search state (looking for additional
-arrow-s) VII-2,V11-37.
skips regular and
judging commands VII-2
segmented variables IX-6,IX-24
table of ranges and space IX-8
signed Segments IX-7
fractional numbers IX-9
slowness IX-10
equivalent bit manipulations I,K=20
byte manipulations IX-24
selective erase
(text 11-4, graphics 11-7)
sequencing V-1
summary of sequenting commands V-10
author-controlled and
student-controlled y-11
within a unit, see -Branch- IX-10
- sitperm- VII-35 (also see permutation0
Sherwood, 8. foil' ing 1-2,IX-27
Sherwood, J. folio ng 1-2
shift character
VII-9,V11-60,V11-62, 1-66
shift operators
($cls$ IX-18,IX-20) (tar $ IX-20)

p.

smooth
imations VIII=.7
special c ratters VIII-4.
specifying parameters
numerica
-store- VII-6
with -Show- VII-10
non - numerical

-storea- VII-8,VII=1\
with -showa- VII -10'
- specs- I-10,VII-11
notoler, nodiff VII711
bumpshift I-10,VII711
okspell VII-11
with - concept- 111=10.
'

okextra I-10TVII-11
flouter I-10,VII-12
with,-concept- VII-19
nookno VII-12,V111,19
okxvocab VII-16
.

noopsoovars VII-26
okassign IX-28
- specs-is a judging command VI/-11
-specs, 'sets a

marker VII-12,V11-14V11-37
later -specs- overrides
,.

earlier marker VII -1

lip clears anscnt,VII-17
speech XI-3
i
spell system variable V11-13
square root function,
sqrt(expression) IV-8
statement has command and tag I-7

.

statement label
with -branch- IX-10, with.-doto- IX-12
must not have duplicate- labels IX-11
station system variable X-9
status bank X-3.
a
- step- command XI-5
step special term XI-5
-stoload- X-11
.tstorage, X-11 (also see -common-)
not saved7on sign-out X-11

i

'

system variable IV-11
anscnt V11-17
ergs 1V-11
clot VII -56
formok VII-7,V11-27,V11-33,IX-26
icount VII-9
affected by specs bumpshift VII-12
and -bump- VII-50
and -put- VII-51,VII-52
key Vt1-46

zeroed On Sign -in X -12

opcnt VH-260/11-28

-store- VII-6

spell VII-13
station X-9
varcnt
vocab VII-18
where VIII-2
updating in -draw--11111-10
wherey VIII-3
wherey VIII-3

judging command VII -6'
Midges no if cannot evaluate VII-7
with -show- VII-10.
compared with -storen- VII-25
with -ansv- VII-25
concept/vocabs similar to
ansv/define VII-27
warning about (1 /2x)

subroutines II1 -1

affected by -bump-,
-put-, and judge rejudge IX-25
no primitive variable
names IX-27,1X-28,
no assignments wit/but
specs okassign IX-28
store values into variables IV -2
- stores- VII-8,VII-9
with -showa- VII -10
w th character strin
manipulations VIIAlpposite of -loada- VII-53
/compare with -pack VII -55 merely collect res onse VII-57
es 6 bit character codes IX-16
wit v or n variables 1X-18
rzstoren- VII-25
also see =match- VII- 3

superscripts and subscripts V111-3'
swapping process X-3,X-6
swapping memory X-4
and. common variables X-6
synonyms
in -answer- I.9,V11-13
(also see -list-)
in -cpncept- VII-16
(aldb see -vocabs-)

table of square roots IV-8
-tabset- Appendix B
_tabular show command, -showt- IV-9
to

I-7

talk special term XI-5
temporary common X-1
(also see -common-)
.Tenctar, P. following 1-2

and .A.store., VII-6

.-storeo!.

terminate judgin if error VII-13.
warning
out (3+ cm)
with -s reu- V 1-33
strings VI 53 (s
character strings)
student d
ne set VII-7
(also se -defi e-).
student
ons s VII-1
stor ng res onses
(s e spec fying parameters)
ju ging r sponses
see ju ging commands)

\-

- term- V-11

,

complementary to -help- V-11
dictionary use V-12
duplicate terms an error V-11
synonyms V-12
step, cursor, consult, talk XI-5
terminal capabilities I-2,1-3,X1. -1
text'(see -write-, -size-,"-rotate-)
text insertion of subroutine
III-1

-arrow- in subroutine VII-5
Thbmpson, C. I-1
tick marks on graphsVIII-8

tudent/ (response data XI-3

mt st dent Speeficatith of parameters
see specifying. parameters)
tudent variables (v1-v150) IV-2
in displays IV-3
compared with common variables X-1
augment with -storage- X-11
- subl- Appendix B
superimposing writing III=8,VIII-4
superscripts and subscripts I-5,VIII-3

-time- -II -6

time-slice X-8
timeup key VII-59
tolerance
with -answer-/-wrong- VII-11
with -ansv-/-wrongv- VII-26
with"-ansu-/-wrongu- VII-34
on equality operations 111-4,4.3
--N
6,

()
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.

-touch- XI ;r2

where system variable VIII -2t

touch panel XI-1
-transfr- IX -6
not with segmented variables IX-7
with -common- or -storage- X-11
tries (counting student attempts) VII-20
true (in logical expressions) VI -3

updating in -draw- viii,lo
wherex'system variable VII
wherey system variable VIII-3

.

-window-NM-14
-write-:coarse grid I-8,fine grid 11=2
with embedded show commands. IV -9
s for -show-, a for -showa-,
t fOr -showt., e for -showe-,
and z for -showz- IV-9"

.unconditio40,commands.VI-2
./lalso sea conditional commands)
$union$ IX-23
(also see $diff$ exclusive union IX -23)
-unit- 1-8
terMinates prelding,unit V1-10
see -entry- I-12
(which does not terminate)
must not hAve
duplicate -unit- names It-11
Unit ointers (see pointers) 11-2
-unIts
scientific units) VII-31
univers 1
wceCu ion.of -join- VII-3
-use- Appendix B

conditional - write- (- writec -) VI-5
with left margins. VIII-1
continued. -write- statement VIII-1

successive-write...statements VIII-2
also see -size- and -rotatesize 1 versus size 0 VIII-13
automatic erasing VIII-16
alternate font
with charset VIII-5using -chaM- and -plot- VIII-22,
write mode 11-7
-writec- VI -5 (also see -write-)
x is nat the fall-through option VI-6
special character
when using commas VI-6
with embedded show commands VI-6'
affected by -size- and -rotate- VI-6
automatic erasing VIII-16
.

varcnt system variable VII-27,V11.-30
variables
/
student variables IV -2
with -restart- VIII-22
with -storage- X-11
indexed variables IX-3
with -storeudime#plopality VII -32
commoffvarl.ables X-1
segmented;mariables I -6
range of-numeric valu
1)(713
-vbar- VIII-9 (also see - bar- VIII -9)
ctor- VIII-10
voc
system variable VII-18
-vocab VII-191,
-vocabsI-16,XI-3
(see - conce' - VII-15)
vocabulary dril
II-35,VII-36 -'

-wrong- 1-9 (alsc'see - answer -)
- wrongu- VII-31,V11.33 (also see '-antu-)
- wrongv- VII-25 (also see -ansv-)

".

N

with scientific units. V1/-33
//
x (special y64t//name) V-3,VI-3

-zero-

i

22'5

X-6
with segmented variables 1X-7

